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The Department of Defense (DoD) tasked the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) to
assess claims of improved product quality at lower costs and shortened product development
time through the ume of oneurrent engineering. Spzcifica!y, IDA was tasked to detcrrmiie
whether the publicized benefits were typical of those achieved by others who tried concarrent
engineering; whether DoD could expect simailar results if defense contractors implemented
concurrent engineering in the weapons system acquisition process; and what had to be done
to encourage defense contractors to use concurrent engineering.
The IDA study team reviewed published reports and papers on concurrent engineering
and its implementation in industry; held discussions with manufacturing experts in
government, industr., and academia; conducted workshops to learn about the various
approaches being taken to apply concurrent engineering in industry. The team visited and
held technical discussions with fourteen major U.S. corporations.

)•

The report that follows documents the IDA study team's assessment of the views that
were expressed. This report is based on a "case study" approach. Therefore, it does not
provide an unbiased quantitative assessment of costs and benefits. The report's qualitative
assessment and recommendations provide a first step in developing such information.
W-AT IS CONCURRE

ENGINEERING?

The basic principle of concurrent engineering--the integration of product and process
design--is not new. As a common sense approach to product development, it has been
known for some time. Modem techniques have facilitated the use of concunent engineering,
but i~s application within the United States is still in its infancy.
)

This report provides an initial description of the practice, and reported benefits of
concurrent engineering. It is anticipated that more complete models describing the functions
and information exchanges of concurrent engineering will be developed in subsequent
studies. The following definition of concurrent engineering is used in this report:
Concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to the
integrated, concurrent design of products and their related
processes, includin, manufacture and support. 'Tis
approach is intended to cause the developers, from thn
outset, to consider all elements of the product life cycle from
conception through disposal, including quality, cost,
schedule, and user requirements.
This management, engineering, and business approach integrates the design of a product and
its manufacturing and support processes. Its implementation takes a variety of forms and
uses different methods and techniques; however, there are generic elements:
. Reliance on multifunction .e.ams to integrate the designs of a ,ý,roduct and its
manufacturing and support processes.

v
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SUse of comp•uter-aided
design,
engineering, and manufacturing methods
(CAD/CAE/CAMNl) to support desi.n integration through shared product and process
models and data bases.

"*Use of a variety of anidyticak methods to optimize a product's design and its
manufacturing and support processes.
The IDA study team observed industry using concurrent engineering on products rarging
from digital communication switches to mainframe computers to mobile missile launch
vehicles.
WHAT IS CONCURRENT ENGWN'L_,1ING'S VALUE?
Companies reported that over a period of years, procedures that were originally
instituted to identify and solve problems t.came so complex that their effect was to impede
product development.
The Preaident's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management (Packard
Commission) notes the increasing complexity of federal law governing acquisition, the
growing bureaucracy of the acquisition system, and the decreasing productivity of acquisition
management as a result of greater encumbrance. Starting in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
the DoD instituted a variety of initiatives, procedures, specifications, and policies designed
to improve weapons system quality while controlling budget and schedule risk. The result
today is a system that the Commission characterized as beset by duplicative functions,
excessive regulations, and fragmented responsibility. Concurrent engineering is one of the
tools that can be used to improve the DoD acquisition process.
Reported benefits attributed to concurrent engineering included:
* Improving the quality of designs which resulted in dramatic reductions of engineering
change orders (greater than 50 percent) in early production.
* Product development cycle time reduced by as muci as 40 to 60 percent through the
concurrent, rather than sequential, design of product and processes.
* Manufactuing costs reduced by as much as 30 to 40 percent by having mnultifunction
teams integrate product and process designs.
* Scrap and rework reduced by as much as 75 percent through product and process design
optimization.
Collectively, the concurrent engineering disciplines that require the early consideration
of a product's manufacturing and support process while shaping the user's requirements into
a product's design were reported to result in a higher quality design.
PMINCIPAL FINDINGS
• Companies that have implemented concurrent engineering report that they are producing
higher quality products at lower cost and in less time than they were able to previously.
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* Si=nifcani cultural and ma,-t-ment changes underiy the successful implementation of
concurrent engineering. As , .•in.equence, considerable time (2-4 yews) is often needed
before benefits are realized from concurrent engineering.
* Concurrent engineering requires top-down leadership and involvement to succeed with
continual reinforcement through training, backing, interest, and dialogue throughout the
total weapons system acquisition process.
* While the understanding of concurrtnt engin.ering is continuing to emerge, and its
boundaries are not yet fully defined, many of the methods and technologies to implement
its central elements exist today.
* Significant differences exist between the commercial marketplace and the DoD domain.
Despite these differences, case studies of the implementation of concurrent engineering by
several defense contractors suggest that concurrent engineering can be successfully
applied in the DoD environment.
* There are DoD policies, management procedures, contracting methods, and regulations
that could inhibit the successful implementation of concurrent engineering within DoD.
* DoD participation in the development or improvement of enabling methods and
technologies of concurrent engineering can assist in ensuring that it can be applied to the
unique aspects of weapon system procurements.
RECOMMFENDATIONS
* The Deportment of Defense should take positive steps to encourage the use of concurrent
engineering in weapons system acquisitions. Approrriate steps include:
-

OSD's principal acquisition managers should adopt concurrent engineering as a key
implementaticn mechanism for total quality management (TQM). (A starting point
for a policy letter is presented in Appendix E of this report.)

-

DoD's principal acquisition managers should make concurrent engineering a
prominent part of their dialogue with their contractor base.

-

DoD and the Services should jointly identify pilot programs for the purpose of
demonstrating ways to implement concurrent engineering in weapons system
procurements, to identify and eliminate barriers to concurrent engineering within
DoD, and to evaluate the benefits.

9 In parallel with the above, DoD should take steps to support the cultural and management
changes necessary to gain the full potential benefits of concurrent engineering. These
supporting steps include:
-DoD

-

should implement an education and training program that starts with the senior
OSD acquisition managers and progresses to all levels of DoD's acquisition
organization.
DoD should develop and improve the methods and technologies specifically required
to support the use of concurrent engineering in weapons system acquisition programs.
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-

DoD should expand upon the bcneficial aspects of existing DoD manufacturing
improvement initiatives to incorporate and support the concepts of concurrent
engineering. These initiatives include, but are not limited to, MANTECH, IMIP,
MAUNPFRINT, and Transition-To-Production Templates.
OSD acquisition managers should initiate a process that involves DoD contractors
and subcontractors to identify the policies, rules, regulations, directives, procedures,
and practices that act, or are seen to act, as barriers or inhibitors to industries' use of
concurrent engineering in weapons system provarements. Unless overriding
considerations exist, OSD should take the necessary actions to ,emove or lessen the
impact of such barriers.
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P=FACE
Ta,.c Order T-BS-602, under contract MDA903-J-C-.C,-, directs the Institute for
iDfanse Analyses to identify critical information and factois associated with the use of
concurrent enincering in weapons system development as well as DoD and industry efforts
that are potentially applicable to this effort. Tai; report responds to a subtask that calls for a
report based on the didings of a study of cor...urrent engineering including site visits tzcompanies practicing it and is intended to be part of a larger effort. It contains a straw man
approach to achieving concurrent engineering in weapons system development (Appendices
D and E).
This report has been prepared by an TDA study team (the authors of this document)
based on a prelminary study of concurrent engineering. The practice of concurrent
enjineering in the United States is an emerging discipline and validated models describing the
functions and information requirements have not yet been developed. This report represents
an initial attempt to define a conceptual framework for concurrent engineering, to describe
the methods and techniques being used by those practicing it, and to list reported benefits of
those attempts. It is anticipated that more complete models describing the functions and
information exchanges of concurrent engineering will be developed in subsequent studies.
In preparing this report, the study team gathered information from individual industrial,
academic, and corporate experts and from experienced corporations. The study team
organized the information and made judgments about the validity and applicability of data
and expert opinion. This report is based on those judgments.
The report was reviewed by internal and external pavels whose members are listed Ln
Appendix H. Workshop participants are listed in Appendix F. The contribution of
participants and reviewers has been substantial, but inclusion of their nameb should not be
construed as an endorsement of this report.
The authors acknowledge the contuibutions of many who helped to produce this report:
the companies who provided success stories, the speakers at the workshops, and the
workshop auendees who helped to shape the ideas presented in this report. This report
would not be possible without their assistance and the support of their parent companies.
The study team especially acknowledges the contributions of Gary Ammerman, Charlie
Bernstein, George Box, Don Clausing, Travis Engen, Alan Fulton, Larry Griffin, Istvan
Gorog, George Gregurec, John taipin, Bill Haney, Leo Hannifin, Bill Henry, Stuart Hunter,
Ed Istvan, Chuck Laurenson, Vein Menker, James Nevins, Mike Patterson, Madhav
Phadke, Jim Pratt, Homer Sarasohn, Bob Sch.-li, Gene Seefeldt, .!ohn Sheridan, Russell
Shorcy, Don Snyder, and .Michael Watis.

"The authors also express their thanks for the help they received from Helen Singl 'on,
Diane Eason, and Chloit Boelte, as well as the editing assistance from Ellen Pennell and
Katydean Price.
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rT.:e Role of Cmnctrrcnt Enineering
La Weapons SySVAm AcqUisition

1. rf TODUCTION AID SUMMARY
"Thisreport provides information for senior Departmer.t of Defense executives on how a
management and engineering philusophy called concurrent engineering might be applied to
the task of improving the quality, decreasing the cost, and reducing the time to develop and
deploy weapons systems. It describes changes in engineering and management procedures as
well as critical information handling methods that have been used in thirteen diverse
companies1 to simultaneously achieve these goals. It provides recommendations for using
concurrent engineering in the weapons system acquisition process 2 to promote corresponding
results. Although tte reported results are encouraging and the improvements anpear to be
necessary, reports indicate that carrying out the recommended changes will b• a demanding
challenge.

C

The President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management noted that weapons
systems take too long to develop, cost too much to produce, and often do not perform as
promised or expected.3 Similar problems in automobile and electronics industies resulted in
a crippling loss of market share by United States producers to offshore competition.
Surviving companies in affected industries respcnded to competitive pressures by modifying
their management, engineering, production, and customer support processes. Many of the
modifications included a more systematic method of concurrently designing both the product
and the downstream processes for producing and supporting it. This systematic approach is
the fundamental theme of concurrent engineering.
In response to initial reports from several companies, the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition (USD(A)) directed that the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) investigate
concurrent engineering and its possible application to weapons system acquisition. This
report presents the results of the first phase of this analysis and is based on the IDA study
team's initial contact with companies that have claimed success in using concurrent
engineering or elements of it.

1. Case studies of the application of elements of concurrent engineering within AT&T, Aerojet O-'dnance,
Boeing, Deere, Grumman, Hewlett-Packard, LBM, MIT, McDonnell Douglas, Northrop, and Texas

Instruments are included in Appendix A. Information about Ford and Allied-Signal is cited in the body
of the report.
2. In this report the terms "weapons system acquisition proces" and "acquisition process" are used
synonymously.
3. A Quest For Ercellence, Final Report to the President by the President's Blue Ribbon Commission on

*

Defense Management, June 1986, p. xxii.

•

1
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The claims are impressive. The products considered range from mainframe computers
=d digital communication switches to missile-launch vehicles and construction equipment.
IR.eported results inciude reduction of development cycles by as much as 50 percent. Savings
of 30 percent frcm part-count improvement, better use of existing facilies, and reduction of
scrap and rework have been documented. In addition to electronics, vehicles, and
construction equipment, reports of significant improvements in nuclear power programs,
missile production, missile launcher design, pyrotechnics, and aircraft design and
manufacture were also presented. The quality of the designs (as measured by the number of
engineering changes in early production, and changes caused by design errors) has improved
by a factor of two. Production quality improvements are reflected in the cost of inspection,
scrap, and rework. The study team relied on data gathered from reports from members of
these companies, published reports of similar successes, and personal visits. This study relies
on the team's assessment of this data and judgments abcut the validity and applicability of
data and expert opinion. Table 1 shows a sample of the reported benefits of using new
methods in six companies.

Each situation cited in this report has unique features and may be described within the
individual company by different names. There is a common theme of systematic, concurrent
activity among se-veral engineering disciplines, and the term concurrentengineeringis used to
describe it. Ccncurrentengineeringis defined as follows:
Concurrent engineering is a systematic approach to the

Irocesses,

integrated, concurrent design of products and their related

including manufacture

and support.

This

approach is intended to cause the developers, from the
outset, to consider all elements of the product life cycle from
conception through disposal, including quality, cost,
schedule, and user requirements.

People from ind-astry who participated in IDA's workshops and whose companies
experienced success with concurrent engineering are enthusiastic about their newly found
exigineering and production methods. They report improved quality of their products and
services, decreased costs, and improved adherence to shorter schedules. They claim that
their companies are becoming more competitive and more confident. They acknowledge !hat
their accomplishments are the result of hard work and emotionally difficult changesorganizational realignment, new concepts in evaluation of people and functions, and
rediscovery of the paramount role of product and process quality to name but a few. The
changes are sometimes described as corporaterenewal. Two years is about the time needed
to begin to produce results from such efforts. After four years, participants frequently
predict even greater improvements lie ahead. They admit to mistakes and false starts, but

"MESS is a trademark of AT&T.
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TALX 1. Cost, Schedule, and Quality Benefits
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they are convinced that their company's survival depends on such continued improvement.
The importance of improving quality is a iecurring theme among the companies visited.
Quality is no longer seen as something to be added onto a product, or something achieved
through inspection at the end of the line. Quality is now seen as a driver for achieving lower
costs and shorter schedules. Companies repcrt that improving quality allows them to
eliminatz many inspections, reduce scrap and rework, improve performance and reliability,
and r.duce unit as well as life-cycle cost.
Some of the concurrent engineering success stories are taken from actual weapons
system development projects. Based on evaluating this evidence and considering the range of
other applications, the study team believes that concurrent engineering can be applied in the
acquisition process and that it will provide better quality goods and services in less time• and
at lower cost. The study team also believes that now is an opportune time to use industry's
enthisiasm for improved practices and the public perception that change in the acquisition
process is needed, in order to supply the motivation to improve the acquisition process.
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A view commonly held by those who reported success with concurrent engineering is that
saccessiul chan-e depends on :ustained upper management leadership. They assert that this
leadership must establish a total quality,mana,,ement environment. In such an environment,
quality improvement is reported to drive down both unit and life cycle costs and to shorten
sci'6edules. This counterintuitive result has been achieved through the reduction of test
analyze and fix, inspection, rework, and scrap.
Given these results and in response to the task order for this study, this report presents
recommendations regarding the adoption of concurrent engineering in the weapons system
acquisition process.
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2. APPROACH
2.1 2zc-round
M'heDepartment of Defense maintains a continuing interest in the competitiieness of the
industrial base because that competitiveness aifscts the ability of the Department to equip
the military forces. Within the last decade, the ability of some U.S. industries to compete has
been questioned. Since the early 1980s, several companies have reported that they have been
able to compete more eifectively because they have implemented a range of new practices,
including concurrent engineering.
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (USD(A)) directed that the Institute
for Defense Analyses investigate concu'rent engineering and its possible aDplication to
weapons system acquisitions. T'his report presents the results of the first phase of that
ana•ysis and is based on the IDA study team's contact with the companies that claimed
success in using concurrent engineering, or elements of it.
2.2 Cbjectlve
The study team organized the information gathered during the first phase of the study
and made judgments about the validity and applicability of data and expert opinion. This
report is based on those judgments. In response to the tasking, it presents a recommended
approach for achieving concurreat engineering in weapons system development. 4 To support
the recommendations, this report describes what is meant by concurrent engineering and
shows how it should help the DoD meet its goal of simultaneously decreasing unit and lifecycle costs, decreasing time to deployment, and increasing adherence to desired functionality
of weapons systems. Subsequent phases of the task will address the remaining task
objectives.
2.3 3cope
This study has concentrated on engineering approaches, technologies, and related
management practices that can support or enhance concurrent engineering. In terms of the
acquisition process, the report addresses those activities that normally occur with !Miestone 0
(Program Initiation) and continue through the life of the weapons system.
A range of activities is needed to improve the weapons system acquisition process.
Concurrent engineering relies on many of them for its success. For example, continued
-upport is needed in areas such as basic research in science and engincering; improved
management and leadership; revitalized industrial capabilities; and improved cooperation
among the military in defining operational needs. While recognizing the importance of these
activities, the present report is primarily concerned with coacurrent engineering.
The workshop participants identified many perceived barriers within the acquisition
process to the adoptica of concurrent engineering. The study group did not make the
4. Subtask 4.e of the statement of work coniained in the tisk order.
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identi•caticn or elimination of such barriers a major topic of the report because a related
efort is addressing the barrier question. The IDA study team followed the progress of a
clesely related group that presented inri3.hts from a cross section of industriA officials
re2aruing concurrent eng-neering, particularly senior managament's perception of barriers
and incentives to implementation.5 The current report, while acknowledging the importance
cf such efforts, focuses on a narrower segment of the problem, namely the engineering tasks
associated with coacurrently designing the product and related processes.
One particular related effort, Total Quality Management, was frequently mentioned by
participants. The study team believes that an effort to deploy concurrent engineering in
weapons system acquisition is consistent with the Total Quality Management Initiative
(TQM).6 The TQM initiative can be viewed as an umbrella effort under which concurrent
enrineering is a key implementation mechanism. Without the emphasis on quality that
chax-acterizes TQM, concurrent engineering will not achieve its goals. In fact, every
ccmpany visited during this study has either begun to implement its own TOM program or has
developed an in-house quality improvement program that is basically equivalent.
2.4 Methodology
2.4.1 Overview
This report describes concurrent engineering in terms of success stories that appeared in
the literature, were presented at workshops, or were discussed during site visits.
Presentations of various researchers describing efforts designed to facilitate the practice of
concurrent engineering and technical working groups from government, academia, and
industry helped the study team form a conceptual framework for relating technology needs to
DoD goals. The study team organized the information gathered during the study and made
judgments about the validity and applicability of data and expert opinion. This report is
based on those judgments.
The IDA study team investigated reports of companies that simultaneously improved
quality, decreased cost, and reduced development time through the application of concurrent
engineering. Workshops of moderate size, 60 to 80 participants, 7 were convened to discuss
concurrent engineering. The participants wer.e chosen to obtain a cross section of
engineering, production, computer support, research, and government perspectives.
Participants with business interests in the commercial sector, the defense sector, and in both
sectors were invited.
At the initial meeting, several speakers presented descriptions of successful approaches
within their companies. The presentations were informative, but indicated the need for more
5. Industrial Insight: on the DoD Concurrent EngineeringProgram, The Pymatuning Group. Inc. (October
1988).
6. Secretary of Defte-a Memorandum of 30 March 1988, Subject: "Department of Defense Posture on
Quality'
7. Appendix F provides Clisting of the participants and their affiliations.
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detailed discussions between the IDA study group and the r'tspective companies.
Accordingly, site visits were arranged to provide the ýtudy gýoup with a better under, tanding
of the various approaches to conc-rrent engineering. The success stcries tiat resulted from
those visits are included in Appendix A and (along with the r%ýsults of severai workshops,
research, and follow-up discussions) form the basis for the findings and recommendations.
There are no stories of failures of concurrent engineeiing, becauase none were present.:d
by any of the parti'ipants either publically or in private discussions. There were initial

failures associated with attempts to apply some of the methods or technologies associated
with concurrent engineering. However, the companies that reported the initial problems said
that they analyzed the causes of the difficulties, revised their approazhes, and went on to
achieve their goals. Despite requests by the study team, no one came forward with a case of
concurrent engineering being tried and failing to reduce cost, improve quality, or shorten tVe
schedule. This does not imply that failures do not exist, but rather that the study team did not
find specific examples.

2.4.2 Method of Investigation--Details
The findings and recommendations presented herein are based on the first-hand accounts
of people who used some elements of corLurrent engineering and experienced a significant
measure of success. The study of concurrent engineering began with a retriew of the pertinent
literature to identify the issues and the experts in the field. The IDA study group reviewed
the results from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Concurrent
Engineering Workshop of December 1987. The study group contacted many oi the experts
and sponsored several workshops in which they presented ideas connected with concurrent
engineering. In addition, representatives from various DoD organizations either made
presentations or participated in panels to describe their thoughts on the subject.
From these workshops, the IDA study team identified a list of corporatious 9 where
further diz-ussion of concurrent engineering experience was expected to be profitable.
Teams from IDA made one or two-day visits to these companies. There were also continuing
discussions with industrial and academic experts and interested parties in DoD. The study
group applied their own expertise and judgment in exploring concurrent engineering. On the
basis of this, the study group gained useful insights into the use of concurrent engineering, its
applicability in weapon system acquisition, and the .-urrounding issues piesented in this
report.
Some critics point out that favorable results in commercial ventures do not ensure similar
effects in the DoD domain. Their objections are based on four significant differences
between commercial products and weapons systems: 1) weapons systems are more complex,
2) the requirements for weapons systems are not well defined, 3) weapons systems
8. The data presented by the companies during the visits is taken at face value. A separate task to evaluate
cost/benefit measures related to concurrent engineerin; Dambeen assigned to IDA.
9.

IDA visited McDonnell Dougics, AT&T, Texas Instruments, ITT, Boeing, Deere, Northrop, and IBM.
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incorporate the !atest advances in technology for which validated models of behavior do not
exist, and 4) contracting methods ard acquisition regulations that control weapons system
prcuicm-,nt aru the result of poiiticaj as well as economic processe, (there are fewer
inceLtives to reduce costs or to deliver a product early). `3 Critics also point out that while all
pro•ram managers ostensibly wawt to reduce costs and deliver earlier, they are pressured by
rak avoidance to extend cievelopmnent life cyciez as long as possible.
A previous study ,L' weapons acquisition used ccmputers, electronic switches, and
commercial aircraft as examples of products with cowplexity that is comparable to that of
weapons systems." This analysis adopts the same paradigm regarding the question of
complexity. Analyses to date show that concurrency of system design with design of processes
for production and support will identify requirements features that are candidates for tradeoff, but the d.,cision to make those trade-offs (conflicting requirements) is beyond the scope

of this report.
Tae study team acknowledges the unique problems of defining ;equirements for weapons
systems as compared to requirements for commercial products. However, the methods used
by the Services to determine and validate requirement. are not within the scopi: of the current
task.
2A4.3 Workshops
IDA convened two - -rkshop. daring May 1988. The first was ', Id on 11 and 12 May.
Participants met to define concurreat engineering and to describe how companies were using

concurrent engineering techniques. A second workshop o., 25 and 26 May served to provide
additional examples and to identify specific management and technology issues. Appendix E
+J,;ts
the titles of presentations at both workshops an. the names and affiliation of the
presenters.
The final t•.asa one worksbop was held September 14 and 15, 1988, to provide a review
of a draft version of this repos c by the people who helped gather the information.
2.4.4 Site Visits

Daring ;une, July, and August, team members from IDA visited eight locations for
additional discu-sions concerning concurrent engineering. The discussions focused on
reasons for introducing improved engineering and production methods, problems
encountered in introducing the change,,, and the results. The case studies in Appendix A are
drawn from these discussions. Becu:tse they are based on actual experiences ot companies
engaged in competitive markets, not on responses to directed DoD programs, the case
studies may seem to be only partially related to concurrent engineering. Despite this, they
10. Other differences include long-term responsibility for the cost of support and maintenan.e and the need
for configuration management.
11. See A Que.t for Exe/ience, Final Report to the President by the Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense
Management, Jrune 1986.
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are descriptions of the elements of concurrent engineering being applied by some of the most
sCcessful companies in the United States.
2.3

''ý±ture ofihe

Section 3 is a discussion of concurrent enjineering: what it is--and is not. It iucludes the
characteristics of the process, benefits, applicabiity to the acquisiticn plocess, and its
relazionship to existing initiatives. Several issues are raised in this section. Section 4
describes a conceptual framework for concurrent engineering. Section 5 contains the
principal findings dnd discusses key issues. Stction 6 sets forth ieccrmuendations for
deploying concurrent engineering and sustaining continuous improvements in the engineering
of weapons systems.
The appendices contain supporting details. Appendix A describes the case studies that
form the basis for many of the findings. Appendix B is a high-level description of the
techniques cited in the case studies. Appendix C present•, a detailed description of the
conceptual framework introduced in Section 4. This detail can be used to develop a
technology development and deployment plan. Appendix D provides a more detailed
mapping of concurrent engineering onto the acquisition process. Appendix E is a sample
policy statement regarding concurrent engineering within the DoD. Appendix F is a listing of
worksl,'op participants and reviewers of this report. Appendix G is a catalogue of the titles
and speakers from the first two workshops. Appendix H lists the internal and external
reviewers for this report.
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This section sets forth a definition of concurrent engineering, describes the
characteristics of companies that practice it, summarizes their reported accomplishments,
shows how it fits in the acquisition process, and relates it to other DoD initiatives.
3.1 Definition
Participants at the first IDA concurrent engineering workshop discussed concurrent
engineering practices in several U.S. companies. They described the use oi methods that
included traditional system engineering practices and new engineering and management
approaches. DoD and Air Force initiatives to improve the acquisition process were also
presented. Based on the discussion at that workshop, on further contributions from
participants, and consultation with various reviewers, the following definition was developed:
Concurrent engineering is a systematic ipproach to the
integrated, concurrent design of products and their related
processes, including manufactur-, and support. This
approach is intended to cause the developers, from the
outset, to consider all elements of the product life cycle from
conception through disposal, including quality, cost,
schedule, and user requirements.
Concurrent engineering is characterized by focus on the customer's requirements and
priorities, a conviction that quality is the result of improving a process, and a philosophy that
improvement of the processes of design, production, and support are never-ending
responsibilities of the entire enterprise. The philosophy of concurrent engineering is not new.
The terms "system engineering?, "simultaneous engineering", and "producibility
engineering" have been used to describe similar approaches. In fact, a number of authors
have described similar techniques and hundreds of companies have applied them
successfully. Nevertheless, many companies have not adopted concurrent engineering
because of the "fundamcntal, wrenchiLý, far-reaching transformations that are required
throughout the enterprise."t1
The integrated, concurrent design of the product and processes is the key to concurrent
engineering. Figure 1 compares a sequential approach to product development at the top,
with a concurrent approach in the lower half. In the sequential method, information flows
are intended to be in one direction, from left to right as shown by the arrows. In the
approach, information flows zre bi-directional and decisions are based on
consideration of downstream as well as upstream inputs. The companies studied in this
report found that achieving this sharing of information required both organizational and
technological change.

Sconcurrent
*•

12. Robert H. Hayes, Steven C. Wheelwright, and Kim B. Clark, Dynamic Manufactuing, The Free Press,
New York (1988), p 344.
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Figure 1. A Comparison of Sequential and Concurrent Engineering

Where changes were made, concern for survival in the face of increased competition,
particularly from Japanese manufacturers, often provided a new incentive for companies to
improve the quality of their products and increase the efficiency of their product development
processes. As the pressure to improve quality and efficiency increased, new computer-based
design and analysis tools gave specialists from different engineering disciplines the freedom
of working with the same description of the design to evaluate the effects of particular design
features. The companies that have been successful in concurrent engineering have embraced
the philosophy of continuing improvement, and they are using new tools as well as traditional
techniques to implement this business philosophy.
Although the study team found examples of companies that are moving in the direction
of concurrent engineering, none of them claimed to have developed "the one best way". The
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people affected by the changes say that proeress has been diiicult, that mistakes have been
made, and that enthusiastic advocacy and support by top management have been essential.
None of the companies said that concurrent cengineering, in isolation, is capable of producing
the type of improvements needed to remain competitive. Concurrent engineering is part of
an integrated corporate competitiveness plan. Nevertheless, they are pleased with their
accomplishments and they are actively looking for additional improvements.
3.1.1 Clsweficaton of Activities

The study team identified three complementary classes of activities among the initiatives
described:
1. engineering-process initiatives such as the formation of multidisciplined teams;

3

2)

3

2)

2.

computer-based support initiatives such as improvement of computer-based design
tools, including giving the user an environment that integrates separately developed
software; and

3.

use of formal methods including application of special purpose tools for design and
production support.

The first class of actions are initiated by management and seem to be the first elements
implemented. There are cultural barriers to these initiatives, but with management support
they can be overcome. Getting an integrated computer-based support environment is a
difcult technical challenge. Developing a culture that takes continual advantage of
observation and problem solving to create knowledge is a never-ending challenge. The tluee
classes of initiatives are dscussed in greater detail below.
Engineeringprocess initiatives are management actions to improve the organization and
the procedures used to develop a product. Leadership at the highest corporate and
government levels driving continuous quality and productivity improvement is a prerequisite
for successful implementation of concurrent engineering. Changes to the status quo,
especially the cultural changes required for concurrent engineering, are not likely to be
successful or to endure without top management leadership and support.
Early involvement of representatives of manufacturing !s a minimal step in this direction.
Most of the case studies show that companies form teams which include marketing,
production, engineering, support, purchasing, and other specialists. Team members are
selected for their ability to contribute to the design effort by early identification of potential
problems and by timely initiation of actions to avoid bottlenecks. This is noi equivalent to
forming committees where members often delay decision making; instead design teams get
faster action through early identification and solution of problems. In some cases, the
effectiveness of design teams can be traced to recent advances in management disciplines
and information system developments. Most of the companies visited during this study
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have undertaken substantial education efforts in this area.13 Other management initiatives
include the followirng:
e emphasizing attention to customer needs and quality improvement,
* improving horizontel integration of the organization,
* promoting employee involvement in generating new ideas for improvement,
* requiring engineering comparisons of proposed products anL competitive offerings, and
9 establishing closer relationships with suppliers to include suppier involvement during
conceptual design.
Computer-based support initiatives cover a range of computer-aided tools, database
systems, special purpose computer systems that improve design verification, and computerbased support of product design, production planning, and production. The companies differ
in the sophistication of their systems, but those companies making advances in this area share
a goal of using a single data object as a source for many engineering functions including
design synthesis and verification as well as planning production processes. This use of a
shared, common data object by specialists throughout an enterprise provides a mechanism
for concurrently performing the product and process design tasks.
A solid model 14 of the object being designed is frequendy used as the single data object
that allows automated systems to be integrated. In many cases, several companies
comprising a development team are sharing access to the same solid model. Among
companies doing electronic design, simulation is a critical tool. Mechanical design, tooling,
machining, and assembly need accurate solid models. Feature-based design and group
technology are approaches to creating order and imposing regularity on the design process.
Aircraft companies use finite element models (FEM) and computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) to support design. In attempting to provide rule-based design systems, several
companies"s are developing practical applications of expert systems.
Formal methods'6 are difficult to categorize. This class includes process control
techniques that date to the 1930s, such as statistical process control (SPC),17 design of
13. Boeing, Deere, IBM, ITM, McDonnell Douglas, Northrop, and Texas Instruments. Sources of education
include local colleges and universities, special purpose institutes, consultants, and in-house education
programs.
14. Robert Wolfe et . al. "Solid Modeling for Production Design," LBM Journal of R&D (May 1987).
Describes use of solid modeling for both mechanical and semiconductor design and evaluation. The
systems described are GDP for mechanical applications and OYSTER for semiconductor applications.
15. Litton Amecom, McDonneil Douglas Astronautics, Deere, IBM, AT&T, Texas Instrument, ITI',
Northrop, and Hughes all mentioned some initiative in expert system or rule-b&aed design.
16. See Appendix B for further discussion of the formal methods.
17. Statistical process control is sometimes thought of as applying to manufacturing processes and not to
design or service activities. There is abundant evidence that SPC provides direct benefitu for improving
a wide range of processes, including design and that it also providcs indirect benefits to the design
process when it is used in manufacturing. The indirect benefits result from feedback of more re" 4 'le
information about manufacturing process capabilities and limitations. This information 'a used to design
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experiments, newer tools (such as desin-lor-assembly developed by Boothroyd Dewhmx-st
Loc.), and a rasne of quajity engineering techniques for managing complex system trade-oils
and for finding optimum design and production process parameters. These inciude statistical
tools for data analysis such as desigp-of-experiment, robust enineering principles as
proposed by Taguchi, quality function deployment (QFD), and the techniques used by
Pugh.'s Other methods that have been useful in problem solving include Ishikawa's seven
tools, 1 9 response surface methods, group technology, exploratory data analysis, and faulttree analysis?2 These methodi are used for different purposes, but they are all designed to
help people understand the behavior of processes, products, mechanisms, and so forth,
which otherwise could not be understood ai thoroughly. If used properly, the methods and

tools are a tremendous aid in design, production, and engineering, yielding sharply reduced
Uif- cycle costs, shortened decign cycles, and improved quality.
The apparent diversity of the formal methods sometimes masks the more important
process that takes place when they are used properly This underlying process is the scientific
approach to problem solving. For a company to be successful using the approach, its
employees must develop the habit of identifying problems and solving them so as to improve
the company's processes. Once problems are identified and analyzed, the choice of a
particular formal method will depend on the situation. Appendix B contains a more detailed
description of the formal methods, but the following paragraphs are provided for brief
introduction.
An SPC standard was developed for the War Department in December 1940 by the
Amexican Standards Association. It is a technique for using statistical sampling methods to
determine the regularity of a process. The original standard was revised and the use of SPC
is described in ANSI Z1.1-1985, Z1.2-1985, & Z1.3-1985. A brief description of SPC is
included in Appendix B.
C)

Design of experiments or experimental design was invented and developed in England in
the 1920s by Fisher. It has been used in agriculture, medicine, and biology. In manufacturing,
design of experiments provides tools for designing and conducting experiments in an efficient
way so that optimum values for product and process parameters can be identified. Deere and
Company reported using traditional methods for design of experiments.

3

Design-for-assembly software is commercially available to help designers evaluate the
benefits of using fewer parts, better fasteners, and more efficient assembly techniques. One

products with characteristics that match a company's ability to produce them.

18. Pugh, S., "Concept Selection-A Method that Works,* ProceedingsLC.E.D., Rome (March 1981),
WDK 5 Paper M3/16, pp 497-506.
19. The tools are: histograms, cause-and-effect diagrams, checx sheets, Pareto diagrams, graphs, control
charts, and scatter diagrams. Kaoru Iskilkawa, Guide to Qualiy Conmi, Asian Productivity Organization,

Tokyo, 1982.
20. A more complete liting can be found in Appendix B.

)
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product was develcped by Boothroyd Dewhurst, Inc. 21 and has been licensed by
approximately ,00 companies in the United States and Europe. Many dramatic product
improvements have been reported through its use, particularly in the automobile and
consumer products industrIes. Ford Motor Company recently reported total savings in
excess cf $1 billion through widespread application of the Bocthroyd Dewhurst software
system.=
Pugh is a proponent of encouraging creativity during the conceptual design stage and
using unbiased evaluation criteria to develop the strongest concepts.
Robust design23 has come to be associated with Taguchi. His engineering innovations
and statistical methods, however, can be add:es..ed separately. He has introduced some new
and very important quality engineering ideas. He stresses the importance of closeness-totar-et rather than within-.pecification objectives. He recommends using statistical design to
formulate a product or process that operates on target with smallest variance, is insensitive to
4
environmental disturbances and manufacturing variances, and has the lowest possible cost.2
Robusi design is achieved through syste~a design, parameter design, and tolerance
design. System design is a search for the best available technology, parameter design selects
opdmum levels for design parameters, and tolerance design establishes the manufacturing
tolerances.2 Parameter design and tolerance design make use of planned experiments.
Although there is general agreement that the principles of robust engineering are an
important contribution, the question of the selection of statistical methods for conducting the
experiments and analyzing the results remains open within the scientific community.' The
terms "Taguchi Experiments", "Taguchi Methods", and "Design of Experiments" are
21. De•ignforAssembly Handbook, Bcthroyd Dewhurst, Inc., Wakefield (1985).

22. Peter Dewhurst, unpublished correspondence (September 20, 1988).
23. The terms robust design, robust engineering, and robust product design refer to an engineering
philosophy that seeks to reduce variability of some imvortant characteristic of a product in the presence
of varinbility in the manufacturing and use environments. It does not, unless specifically noted, refer to
the robustness of an experimental design or of the inferences that can be drawn from an experiment.
24. George E. P. Box, Discussion Section, Journalof Quality Technology, Vol 17, No. 4, (October 1985) p.

189.
25. Geaichi Taguchi, baroducdon to Quality Engineering, Asian Productivity Organization, Dearborn, MI,
1987
2,1. For an example of such discussions see: Raghu N. Kacker, "Off-Line Quality Control, Parameter Design
and the Taguchi Method," Journal of Quality Technology, VoL 17, No. 4, (October 1985), pp. 176-209;
Myron Tribus and Geza Szonyi, "The Taguchi Methodology'. An Alternative View," (December 1987);
R.imon V. Leon, Anne C. Shoemaker, and Raghu N. Kacker, "Performance Measures Indeoendent of
Adnustment: An Explanation and Extension of Taguchi's Signal-to-Noise Ratios," Technomerrici, Vol.
29, N€o. 3, (August 1987), pp. 253-285; Go:rge Box, "Signal-to-Noise Ratios, Performance Criteria, and

Transformations," Technomerrcs, Vol. 30, No. 1 (February 1988), pp. 1-40; IkroM Kusaba, "Statistical
Methods in Japanese Quality Control" SocieuU Qudalitdti, Vol 2, No. 2, (May/June 1988), Union of
Japanese Scientists and Engineers; and Genichi Taguchi and Madhav Phadke, "Quality Engineering
Through Design Optimization,"
Conference Record, IEEE Globecom 1984 Conference, Atlanta,
Georgia, IEEE, pp. 1106-1113.
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sometimes wmed interchangeably by practitioners. This report uses the texms that are applied
by the person who performed the experiment.
Participants in the concurrent engineering workshops were clearly opposed to any
initiative that imposes some rigid guidedine for using one or more of the formal methods.
They believe that eazh company should be free to decide which technicrues are most useful in
a particular situation. Moreover, one group of participants concluded L-.2tindividual formal
methods could be used independently of other methods.
Reported use of the methods varied considerably. Only three of the companies studied
(AT&T, Aerojet Ordnance, and [IT) reported making extensive use of of robust engineering
and Quality Function Deployment (QFD). Boeing described an initiative to restructure their
systems engineering process to perform many functions included in QFD. IBM described a
tcp-down design method that sounded very similar to QFD.
This initial study does not include a survey of which methods are most widely used in the
United States. A recent article from Janan- describes the statistical methods mentioned in
the presentation to the annual quality circle conference. The most wideiy used methods were
the Lhikawa tools, design of experiment, and tree anolysis (QFD). Table 2 lists the
frequency of use of various methods at the 1987 Japanese quality circles conference.

27. Ikuro Kusaba, "Statistical Methods in Japanese Quality Control,.
(May/June 1988), Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers.
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TABIX, 2. Us of Formal Methods

78
43
40
40
39
36
22
18

18
13
10
10
9
9
8
6
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1

g-aph
design of experiment
Pareto chart
tree analysis a QFD
cause & eifect diagram
histogram
scatter diagram
FTN
regression
correlation
control chart
ANGVA
computer techniques
statisticaL test & estimation
others
multiple rmgression
relation chart
FMEA
process capat~ility
Weibull distribution
simulation
principal compcnent analysis
discriminant & cluster analysis
quantification theory
time series
,k
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Table 3 shows the extcnt to which the case studies:8 identified the use of one or more of
th•ese approaches. The meanings for the tabie entries are given below:
Approach

Xey

Enoineering Process Initiative
Computer-based Support

G

Formal
Methods

Deinidton

S

Approach was
used.
Approach not used.
Statistical process control

D
T
A
Q

Design of experiments
Tag•chi methods
Design for assembly
Quality function deployment

TABLE 3. Concurrent Engineering Themes
Approachesto ConcurrentEngineering
Case
Study

Engineering
Process
Initiatives

Computer
Based
Support

Formal
Methods

AaC .t Ordalmm

0

0

Sf0

AT&T

0

BOOLNE

0

0

0

0

5

0

Ab.Q'

Dow.

S OT

MM0
0*@%

ITT
McDo*ze

0

0

SOACT

0

0ST

0

0

ST

0lr

0

A'T

I5lf-MintS

28. See Appendix A for the complete case studies.
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3.) .2 C.!inractettLcs of Companies

SEveral common characteristics have been found in the companies that successfully
dwployed concurrent engineeri:13:
1. Uepper management supported the initial change and continued to support its
implementation.
2.

Changes were usually substitutions for previous practices, not just additional
procechues.

3.

The members of the organization perceived a need to change. Usually chere was a
crisis to be overceme. Often the motivation seemed to center around retaining or
regaining market share.

4.

Companies formed teams for product development. Teams included representatives
with different expertise, such as design, manufacturing, quality assurance, purchasing,
marketing, field service, and computer-aided design support.

5.

Changes included relaxing policies that inhibited design changes and providing greater
authority and responsibility to members of design teams. Companies practicing
concurrent engineering have become more flexible in product design, in manufacturing,
and in support.

6.

Companies either started or continued an in-place program of education for employees
at all levels.

7.

Employees developed an attitude of ownership toward the processes in which they were
involved.

8.

Companies used pqot projects to identify problems that were associated with
implementing new concurrent engineering techniques and to demonstrate their benefihs.

9.

Companies made a commitment to continued improvement. None of the companies
said it was prepared to freeze the latest process as the ultimate solution to design and
production.

In addition to the common characteristics, different approaches were used to actually
deploy concurrent engineering in the organization, in the product realization process
(development through production and support), and in the rate of deployment. These
differences are discussed briefly in tne following paragraphs.
3.1.2.1 Organizational Deployment Differences
None of th.- companies studied implemented new concurrent engineering techniques
simultaneously throughout the entire organization. Each company deployed new technique4
30. IBM uses CUSUM and EWMA in addition to Shewhart charts, and their comprehensiie, top-down
system design method is similar to QFD.
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by stages. Some compazii-s taught key people in different parts of the orgawnzatiou how to
use the new methods. T'hes key peopie were then expected to demonstrate the benefits of
the technques in their immediate environment, thus winning wider acceptance of change.
Ancther approach to deployment focused on changing a smaller group, usually for some pilot
project. A su•aller Zroup received education in the Unw techniques, established new met.rcds
of work, and npiied the new approach on an actual project. The smaller group acted as a
role model for -urther deployment of concurrent engine-:ring. Both methods have worked
well. The lar-est single group reported to have implemented new methods as a group was
appro;imately 4&0 people.
3.1.2.2 Introduction Point Differences
Once a decision had been made to pursue concurrent engineering, most companies
introduced it at one end of the product realization process and then expanded its use either
upstream or downstream. Several companies revised th.-ir use of SPC on the production
Loor and then introduced more new techniques as they moved upstream in the design
process. Others concentrated on introducing concurrency in the product development by
starting in the design process. There waz agreement that improvements in design have
greater payoff over the life-cycle than improvements in production, but production
improvements yield an immediate return. In either case, successful companies tend to
disperse improvements throughout the process of designing, producing, and supportdng a
product.
3.1.2.3 Rate of Change Differencts
Companies differed in the rate at which they implemented change. Typically, companies
that were experiencing the most sericus crisis were willing to implement change at a faster
rate. Successful companies implemented grtLual changes as part of their long-standing
improvement process.

3.1.3 Miseonceptions
There are misconceptions about concurrent engineering. To help overcome them, it is
helpful to describe what concurrent engineering is not.
First, concurrent engineering is not a magic formula for success. The best system cannot
compensate for a lack of talent. The companies studied have hired and trained engineers
who are able to identify important design parameters, and who are capable of creating
solutions to problems. At least one of the companies said that a significant part of their
success was the fact that people worked harder. Concurrent engineering is an approach for
improving the efficiency of good people who work hard; it provides no guarantees of success.
Next, concurrent engineeriug is not the arbitrary elimination of a phase of the existing,
sequential, feed-forward eugineering process. For example, it is not the simple, but
artificial, elimination of a test-and-fix phase or of full-scale engineering development.
Concurrent engineering does not eliminate any engineering function. In concurrent
engineering, all downstream processes are co-designed toward a more all-encompassing,
cost- effective optimum design.
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Next, concurrent engineering is not simultaneous or overlapped design and production.
Concurrent en=ineering entrils the simultaneous design of the product and of th,. downstream
processes. It does not eutail the simultaneous desiMn of the product and the exea:'ion of the
urc-duction process, that is, beainnin- high rate prod.•:tion of an item that has not completed
its test, evalution, and fix phase. That approach is very risky. On th• contrary, concurrent
enipneering enphasizes completion of all design efforts prior to production initiation.
On a somewhat less dramatic, but equally importait note, concurrent engineeriag is not
jue.t design for producibility, or design for reliability, or for maintainability. Concurrent
engineering includes all of these with thu added requirement that the objective is for the
design optimization to integrate these domains within a cost-effective engineering process.
Also, concurrent engineering is not the same as conservative design. Conservative
design seeks robustness31 by using derated parts, redundancy, extremely close tolerances,
etc. Thus, both conservative design and concurrent engineering may entail robustness but by
diJzarent approaches. in conservative design, higher cost pz.rs, that is, those that are better
than apparently required or those that are built to a very high tclerance, are routinely used to
achieve high quality In concurrent engineering, robustness is sought by attempting to
optimize over a larger set of processes and by determining how to achieve the resulting target
values with the lowest cost paits. The evidence found in this study shows that concurrent
engineering does not necessarily ;ead to more conservative design. Instead, concurrent
engineering leads to products being tolerant of use and manufacturing variation and at less
cost than sequential design.
Concurrent engineering also does not imply conservatism with respect to the
incorporation of new technologies in the product.
Finally, concurrent engineering does not require conservative testing strategy, a
completely different approach to high quality. Here, conservative testing means a strategy in
which robustaess is achieved by planned, repeated test-and-fix cycles (refining the design
through testing). Concurrent engineering tries to approach one-pass designs in place of
repeated test-and-fix cycles.
Becauss concurrent engineering is dependent on a total quality management philosophy,
skeptics sometimes confuse it (concurrent engineering) with a misapplication of quality
improvement, conservative inspection. Concurrent engineering does not imply conservative
inspection strategies. Instead, it seeks to achieve manufacturing repeatability through
product robustness and by designing a manufacturing process that includes the means for
monitoring and controlling itself (either manually or automatically). There was widespread
acceptance among the workshop participants of the axiom that inspection alone does not
improve quality, does not avoid problems, and does not improve profits. Conservative
inspection strategies are necessary only in a few application domains32 and thý ;e can be
31. Informally, robustness is the extent to which an object or class of objects exhibits high quality in the
presence of manufacturing differences or environmental noise and wear.
32. For example, in some applications, such as communication satetlites, the extremely high cost associated
with failure during product use justifies 100 percent inspection during production.
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ide~ntilled early in advanced design. In tho3 typical situation, conc'.rrent engineering
tochnicues seek to eliminate the nctd for conservative inspection. Test-and-fix cycles can be
z-i,;ed as the conservative in-epection stratei for en!ierig
z -i,=21 companies presented evidence of how their application of on-- or mnore of the
1ý',mcnts aszxxiated with concurent enginer-ring helped Z~em to achieve the goals of lower
cost, icrquality., and snorter development times. Adtbough 0t-e stories sometimes
represented only one part of concurrent engineering, they give an indication of what can be
achieved. Application of concurrent enginecring methods, as dcscriý-ed in the case studies,
achieved p~recise!y the categories of benefits that are ne~eded in the acquisition process: lower
cost, sho..ier d.-veloo~ment cycles, and improved quality. For exanipfr-, IBM Poughkeepsie
D~avelopi~ent Laboratory u1sed a team approach caiýed the "Total Concept Facility" (TCF)
,',r lar-.e computer system mecý.anica1Ioower/therm.al desi~p..
They did niot use the term
cc ricurent ergineerin'-, but their approach is an e-,ce~ent example of concurrent
e~iý-eering. They attribute improv-~iie-nts as shown in Table 4 (normalized) to 3-D, design
and analysis toois as well as to t~he TCF. They did not separate the contribution of the
cU.Izrvnt elements to their over-all success.
TAJ r i 4.IBMA Pouý,hl~epsie, Development Lacoratory Large. Systems MechanicallPowerlthermal Design
Traditional
Approach
Unique
Part Numbers
Engineering
Changes

Future
Projection

1.0

Total Concept
Facility
Improvement
...A0

1.0

.41

.18

1.0

.5TBD

LA.,embly
1

.29

HoursI______I_____________

The next dhree subsections present reported33 benefits by category: quality, cost, and
scheduile.
3.2. 1 Reported Qualty bmproverments
Several (if the comvar:.ies visited during the study rcported that their iecision to use,
coacurrent engineeri,, procedures can be traced to corporate quality improvement
33. The duta presented ay the companies were accepted at face value.
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programs. When thase companies pursued a vigorous quality program to improve their
competitive capabilities, they often found that concurrent engineering was a natural part of
such a program. U.S. companies are accepting the view of quality that the Japanese learned
frcm Sarasohn, Deming, and Juran. Corporations are sending senior executives to U.S.
quality seminars and courses. They are learning that improving quality does not have to drive
prices up, but if quality is improved through attention to the system (or process) then costs go
down. The cost savings result from reductions in scrap and rework (the elimination of the
so-called "hidden factory"), reduced warranty costs, elimination of inspections, and the
reszulting improvement in production efficiency. The view of quality as a driver for
competitiveness improvements is gaining wider acceptance.
3.2.1.1 Qaaity and Robustness
For the purposes of this report, the quality of some subject (i.e., oi some product or

process) means the extent to which the subject satisfies the expectations and needs of its
users in operational environments over a period of time.34 A subject may have higher or

lower quality. Higher quality may occur by either closer satisfaction of the users' needs and
expectations during a given period or by satisfaction at a certain level over a longer period.
This means that specific measures of quality must be defined if one wants to compare the
quality of one subject against that of another. Such a measure must account consistently for
the actual user expectations for the subject, the operational environment, and the duration of
operation.35
This definition of quality may be extended to a class of subjects, for example, the
collection of F/A-18 fighter aircraft produced to date. Measures of quality may be easier to
apply to a class of subjects than to an individual subject because of the applicability of
statistical techniques. In either case, quality of a subject or of a class, the precision of the
idea of quality depends on the precision of the ideas of "expectation", "needs",
"environment", and "duration of use". That is, if one does not know how an object is to be
used or over what period of time, one cannot know its quality (by our definition).
Given this definition of "quality", there is a closely related term in use in the quality
engineering community: robustness. For the purposes of this report, robustness is the extent
to which an item or class of items exhibits high quality in the presence of manufacturing noise
or environmental noise and wear. The relationship between the notions of quality and
robustness as used in the quality engineering community seems to be more a matter of
specificity than of important substance. Given a requirement and intended useful life,
robustness can be used as a measure of product quality. Sometimes robustness (hence,
34. A weapons system is designed for use in a combat environment, but may be used for long periods in a
peacetime environment. Both environments are included in the category "operational*. Naturally,
satisfactory operation in the former is more critical.
35. This is only one of several possible definitions of quality, but is the most appropriate for the purposes of
this study. For a further di.cussion of the different definitions of quality, see chapter 3 of David

A.Garvin, ManagingQuality, The Free Press, New York (1988).
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q'ii-%ty) is captured as the reduction of performance variation about a target value in the
prc•ence of variations in the oDerational environment and over the duration of use. Thus, if a
rica fires when the trier is pulled (the target value) in hot, medium, and cold weather, when
clean or covered with mud, sand, or ice (environmental noise) over many years following a
reasonable maintenance schedule (intended duration of use), it is robust with respect to
firing. This robustness is an exhibit, or possibly measure, of the high quality of the rifle.
Companies visited usually associate quality of their design with fewer engineering
changes after the product being designed enters high volume production and use. They use
reduction of scrap and rework as a measure of the quality of their production processes.
efforts to3 reduce their process variability
strenuous
Some
companies
loss function.
Taguchi's
such asmore
qualityadopted
of have
measuresthat
other
usme
3.2.1.2 Reported Quality Improvements-Exa=ples
Examples of reported quality improvements are listed below:

I

* Aerojet Ordnance salvaged 400,000 pyrotechnic pellets that would have been discarded
because of insufficient burn times. The pellets could be used because Aerojet redesigned
the loading parameters on the basis of Taguchi experiments. They improved the
consistency of tracer rounds as measured by pla (mean/standard deviation) by a factor of
5. Their support on the ADAM program identified correct design parameter settings so
that yield was improved from approximately 20 percent to 100 percent, a 400 percent
improvement.
* AT&T achieved a fourfold reduction in variability in a polysilicon deposition process for
very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits (1.75 micron design rules) and achieved nearly
two orders of magnitude reduction in surface defects by using Taguchi methods.
* AT&T reduced defects in the 5ESSTM programmed digital switch up to 87 percent through
"acoordinated quality improvement program that included product and process redesign.
* Boeing reduced engineering changes per drawing from 15 to 1 through improved
teamwork and use of computer-based support. Their inspection-to-production hour ratio
improved from 1:15 to 1:50 because of improved teamwork and use of process control
methods.
* Deere reduced the number of inspectors by two thirds by emphasizing process control and
by linking design and manufacturing processes.
* IM performed over 3000 Taguchi experiments in the past 3 years. Most (90 percent)
involved no company capital investment. A few of the savings that resulted from using
robust designs and robust manufacturing processes include $500,000 by reducing rejects,
$125,000 savings on tool costs, $1,100,000 savings on a solder process, 28 percent
improvement on a power supply product losses, and $97,000 annual savings in a
36. See Appendix B for a discussion of formal methods.
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traveling-wave tube process.
* McDonnell Douglas reduced rework costs 29 percent, scrap costs 58 percent, and nonconformances by 38 percent through a corporate renewal effort that incorporated
improved teamwork, better computer support, and renewed emphasis on process
controls. They reduced defects per unit in a weld process by 70 percent.
* Hewlett-Packard reduced its company-wide field failure rate for all products 83 percent
over the past 7 years. Scrap and rework have been reduced by as much as 95 percent in
some operations. Thousands oi factorials, fractional factorials, cential composite, and
response surface experiments have been conducted over the past few years. Very few of
these experiments (less than 7 percent) have required any capital investment. Results of
these experiments have led to millions of dollars in savings. A few examples incInde
$1,C00,000 in one year warranty savings for one product, $260,000 per year savings in a
gold-plating process, 88 percent decrease in labor and material cost in another chemical
plating operation, $650,000 savings on a solder machine, 75 percent error reduction in an
automatic component insertion process, and 35 percent reduction in process development
time for a product.
A more complete description of the actions taken and results achieved is found in
Appendix A.
3.2.2 Reported Cost Reductions
Reports of cost reduction include the following classes of cost savings:
* Reduced bid in company proposals."
8
* Reduced costs in the design phase.3
* Reduced costs during fabrication, manufacture, and as.emnbly.39
* Costs reduced by parts reduction and inventory control.4 0
41
* Costs reduced by reducing scrap and rework.
37. McDonnell Douglas had a 60 percent reduction in life-cycle cost and 40 percent reduction in production
cost on a short range missile proposal. Boeing reduced bid on mobile missile launcher and is realizing
costs 30 to 40 percent below bid.
38. AT&T and IBM reduced the number of passes and made extensive use of computer-aided design
verification during design saving money and time. Deere reduced product development cost 30 percent.
39. Boeing reduced labor rates by $28 per hour. IBM reduced direct labor costs in system assembly by 50
percent. MT1saved 25 percent in ferrite core bonding production costs. Allied Signal saved more than
$3,000,000 annually in a bulk chemical process as a result of experimental design.
40. Boeing reduced parts lead time by 30 percent. AT&T reduced parts by 1/3 on SMT packs and reduced
costs to i/9. AT&T Denver Works decreased in-process inventory 64 percent. Deere reduced the
number of parts to fabricated and stocked by 60 to 70 percent. Hewlett-Packard Instruments Division
recognized inventory reductions of 62 percent and a productivity increase of 250 percent.
41. Deere reduced scrap and rework costs by 60 perce-it. Using a Taguchi experiment, ITT saved S400,000
by reducing rejects on one product. Aerojet Ordnance salvaged an entire lot of pyrotechnic pellets
through use of a Taguchi experiment. ITT saved $1,100,000 annually by improving a soldering process
based on a Taguchi experiment.
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3.2.3 Rported Decreases in Development CycLs•
There were many reports of shortened development cycles. The reports are so
impressive that a reader is cautioned to avoid expecting that concurrent engineering methods
will eliminate all the bottlenecks and long lead-time items in a weapons system development.
Nevertheless, the repcrted savings indicate substantial improvements were achieved.
Samples are listed below:

:)

"*AT&T reduced the total process time for the 5ESS'

Programmed Digital Switch by

46 percent in 3 years.

"* Boeing's Ballistic Systems Division reduced parts and materials lead times 30 percent.
3

One part of design analysis reduced from 2 weeks (with three to four engineers) to 4
minutes (with one engineer).

"*Deere and Company reduced product development time for construction equipment by
60 percent.

"

lITr reduced the design cycle for an electronic countermeasures system by 33 percent, and
its transition-to-production time by 22 percent. Time to produce a certain cable harness
was reduced by 10 percent.

" McDonnell Douglas cut 18 months from one step of a fighter aircraft development. They
are now able to perform a preliminary concept redesign for a high-speed vehicle in 8 hours
instead of 45 weeks. They reduced cycle time 20-25 percent by using Computer-aided
Acquisition Logistics Support (CALS) digital data instead ot paper methods.
3.2.4 Interactions

•

Although the approaches to concurrent engineering exhibit the three themes described
above, there are strong interactions among them. Some of these interactions are discussed
below.

* Mustifunction teams. The proximity and interaction of personnel from the different
disciplines have a major positive effect by itself. Azsignment of decision responsibility to
the team allows big improvement in problem resolution which improves product and
process development times.

* Syrtems engineering. Analysis of design features and their relation to observed reliability
and producibiliy is a prerequisite to cross training personnel so that they achieve a
systems purspective. The analyses and training are essential to quantitative predictions of
producibility and reliability. Computer support has proven useful in performing these
analyses without delaying the design process.

* Computer support. A parts database is vuiluable in conceptual design in terms of
evaluating options. Product definition and shaxkid common product design databases aie
enabling forces for a variety of concurrent engineering functions. Feasibility analysis,
simulations, integration management, design release, and transfer to automated
production processes all support decision making throughout the engineering process.
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9 Complexity management. The level of program integration and complexity affects the
leverage of concurrent engineering methods and techniques. For complex systems,
systems integration must address both management and design systems. Product and
process simulations are important at the systems level. At the component level, process
and product optimization to achieve robust design may be of more immediate value.

* Integration. At the component level, concurrent engineering can be implemented by
integrating the design system with a flexible manufacturing cell. Given that the design and
manufacturing systems employ features with known variability, cost, performance, and
quality cbjectives are met.
3.3 PIt'hf
U
The benefits cited in this report are encouraging, but they have not been achieved easily.
One of the companies encountered in this study related some of the mistakes and lessons
learned in their implementation of concurrent engineeriug.
Top management commitment in the form of learning, understanding,
and leading the concurrent engineering efforts with a communicated,
unwavering purpose and management involvement is abso'utely vital to
long-term success. The many improvements and cost saviugs we have
recognized thanks to concurrent engineering are due mostly to the
application of the powerful statistical and quality improvement techniques
at the small, local level (for example, a particular machine or
manufacturing process). Granted, these have been very import.rnt and
worthwhile. But the really impressive savings (hundreds of millions of
dollars) remain largely unrecognized because they result only from
improvements of the lasger "systems" over which only top management
has control. These larger systems include policies of the company;
training that people receive; actions of management; policies for
purchasing parts; barriers between departments, between divisions, etc.;
emphasis on short-term thinking and profits; policies for never-ending
improvement; the way employees are evaluated; fostering of teamwvrk;
and so forth. To date, most top managers have failed to comprehend, or
at least execute, their critical responsibility. Their verbal "support" is

simply not sufficient. The concurrentengineeringeffort must be led. Even
at the small, local levels, the successful efforts have been led by the are
discussed respective low-level or middle mangers. To quote Myron Tribus,
part of management's responsibility is to work on the rsstem that the
people underneath have to work within.
Our corporation's lack of leadership for concurrent engineering has
resulted in an effort without any clear direction or guidance both within
many divisions and between the divisions. This fosters the widespread
perception that concurrent engineering is a fad that will eventually go
away. in contrast, the efforts underway at Ford Motor Co., Florida Power
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; Light, and a few other companies ace weil-directd and guided Lecause
of top management leadership, starting with the ChakmaLi of the Dcard.
Mcst divisions placed too much emphasis or. the techniques of cor retrentI
enfineering (SPC, QIFD, Design of Experiments, etc.) and rot %ouli'
emph.sis on the critical management philosophy underlying the
application of the techniques. This partly explains the lack ,f top
management understanding and involvement. Top management vicws

D

1

0•

concurrent engineering as something the lower levels learn and apply.
Ce.acurrent engineering is more a philosophy of management than a bag of
techniques. Granted, the techniques are crucial to the execution of tb•
philosophy, but without the guiding philosophy the techniques &-e not as
effectively used at all levels, nor are the great potentiz. improvements fully
realized. Our company has ushered through uontinuous "wxves" of
techniques over the past several years fueling the perception that
concurrent engineering is a coming-and-going fad. These techniques have
included SPC, Quality Control Circles, and nia-y others. People are
confused about what they ought to be doing today.
We should have focused more on the management philosoph/ ;n our
initial training, then followed with the techniques. This would have
"grounded" and guided the effort. Because we did no' do this, many
people still view concurrent engineering as a bunch of techniques they may
or may not apply in their "same old way" management environment. So
far, the fact that the techniques are powerful is not suffilcient to ensure their
successful proliferation. We missed our chance to teach top management
properly the first time. "Rework" training has been only marginally
successful.
Most divisions begin teaching low- and middle-level managers before
teaching top management. Consequently, lower-level management tried
to apply the techniques with little upper management understanding and
guidance. Upper management did not know how to support the efforts,
what was their responsibility, what questions to ask. The end result was
that many attempts sputtered along then stopped, leaving a bad taste with
people. If we were to start completely over again, we believe the best
approach would be to have top management take whatever time was
necessary (a good year probably) to leern and understand the principles,
philosophy, and some simple tools of concurrent engineering; understand
their respons',fility; develop their purpose, direction, anc. plan for
implementing tLe effort companywide (pilot efforts); and then execute the
plan with appropriate leadership.
We have found that massive "generic" training of employees at all levels
on SPC techniques is far less effective than similar training tailored and
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tLuht to specik,; small gr•aps (10-15 people). When we train a specific
ouup, wt ieqýhiii the managei and supcrvisor of the group to be present
and aC*Ually do somae of the training.
S;i-ni opinions r ere voiced by many participants and they led the study group to
a spec-ic reconmaendation urging that senior OSD executives avoid the the sprme
mi5takes.
inL :4"

A second p.tfaI was dz.cnb~d by members of one division of a larger company. This

division had a con:ract with a Service program office that was acting in the role of system
integrator. The '-on•i&. rzquircs the engineerin$ and manufacturing branches of the
company to ma.ntain separata relationships with the program office. For example, when
thc eagineering b'ancn is fu•_ed to dedsgn improvements or modifications for the weapon
system, the ouri.ut of this activity is an engineering change proposal (ECP) that
cornstitutes 3 fuli technizai cha-ge of the technical data package. Depending on the

nature and ,cop- of the EC'P, the resulting manufacumnng is accomplished by the same
company or else by ant•oe: vendor. Final assembly is accomplished by the
manufacturi.ng division of the first company
This contracting method separates engineering from manufacturing and, when
coupled witL2 a f.,ed price production contract, has several disadvantages for concurrent
engineeriag. F st, to reduce cost, improve quality, and reduce scrap, the company is
imite-d to prcduction process changes. Engineering changes can only be made if
silnifizant cost reductions can be demonstrated, at which tizae a value engineering change
proposal (VECP) is processed by the engieering branch and submitted to the program
manager foz"epproval. Th1eai-lt is that eng.ineeriag changes in production are limited to

recurring coal m'duction items where the cost savings outweigh the implementation costs

on a 3 year payback. Second, some engineering changes arc designed by competing
engineering houses, so that the produrdon organization and processes are unknown to the
desi.,ners. Thus, continuous improvement is stifled and production is decoupled from
design. in this caze, the program office, wbile intending to serve as an integrator, was
actually a barrier beotween different divisions of the same company.
3.4 Applicability

The goal to re,duce life-cycle cost (LCC) through use of concurrent engineering duriug
the systems acquisition phase. has the potential for generating large returns on DoD's and
industries' conc'rrent engineering investment. The earlier in the acquisition cycle that

concurrent engiaeering is introduced, the greater the poter' "- rost savings. One of the
workshop participants related an experience where the use of concurrent engineering
methods of muitifunction teauwork among both the govet..ment and contractors before
contract award had a significant payoff in improved design.
As systems decisions that affect a product's deign are made, costs become defined.
Therefore, the earlier in a system's dvsign definition that the user's requirements can be
addressed by the product design and associated manufacturing process, the greater the
possibility of producing a robust design that can be produced quickly and at the lowest
cost.
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A series of studies by the Westinghouse Corporation showed the percentage of a
prcduct's life cycle cmst (LCC) that cculd be affected by decisions made at various points

in Cie defense acquisition cycle. For examp.e, by dhe time a new product's operational
zcLzmario has been deied (concept definition ph=as), decisions aiiecting 2) percent of its
LCC h:.ve been made. By the time a prototype design has been developed, 75 percent of
the product's LCC have been decided. And, once aprodact goes into production, only
a~bout 10 percent of its LCC remains to be in•uenced."4
However, concurrent engineering requires a change to the basic way some companies
conduct business. For example, new product designs historically have been the property
of a company's engineering department. When the design and engineering analyses are
completed, the design is passed to manufacturing for tool and process design.
NManufacturing impasses resulted in a request for an engineering change and the design
matured throtigh an iterative sequential process. Concurrent engineering requires that
43
manufacturing and tooling personnel be part of the design team.
Where does concurrent engineering map into the DoD acquisition cycle? Appendix
D describes how concurrent engineering can be applied in the acquisition process. It
shows the method that is used, in theory, when weapons systems are developed.
If one believes that listening to the "voice of the user" by a design team is part of the
process to develop a product's design requirements, then concurrent engineering would
affect all system procurement activities from Milestone 0 to the start of Milestone III, or
from concept definition to the end of full scale development (FSD).
3.5 Related E Torts
An observer of the acquisition process can become confuised by the variety of DoD
and Service initiatives to improve some part of the acquisition process. An objective of
the IDA concurrent engineering task force is to define a structure within which the
engiaeering organization, management, and technology initiatives can be placed so that
gaps and overlaps can be identified. A first attempt at such a structure is presented in
Section 4, but a mapping of programs into the structure has not been made. A listing of
some of the related programs follows.
The DoD has ten strategies for improving weapons system acquisition.44 The
42. From a slide presented by James Nevins at the DARPA Concurrent Engineering Workshop, Key West,

Florida (December 1987).
43. Making .nanufactaring and tooling personnel part of the design team is not, by itself, sufficient to satisfy
the criteria for concurrent engineering.
44. The strategies are 1) bolstering indnstrial competitiveness; 2) improving the effectiveness of the

acquisition work force; 3) conducting acquisition regulatory reform; 4) developing a strat-gy for
international technology acquisition and logistics programs; 5) influencing how DoD manages special
programs; 6) emphasizing commitment to smsU and small disadantaged businesses; 7) forging a new
relationship between DoD and induitry; 8) instituting a new acquisition technique called "could cost"; 9)

reducing the lead time for the introd-action of new technology; and 10) total quality management.
Concurreut engineering is an impkrnentation mechanism for total quality management.
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Defense Manufacturing Board and Service manufacturing technology (MANTECH)
progra•s are trying to improve the manufacturing capabilities of the industrial base.

3.5.1 Mzsement Initiatives
The management initiatives include DoD and Service programs. The Computer"aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS) initiative has the objectives of
integration of contractor design and logistics databases, paperless delivery of terhnical
data, and inteoration of support activities (e.g. rehability and maintainability) with
computer-aided-engineering software. DoD 4245.7-M, Transitionfrom Development to
Production, strives for disciplined engineering that includes the tasks of design, test, and
production. It facilitates that engineering discipline by providing "templates" to show
where decisions and actions fall within the boundaries of an effective and efficient, lowrisk program.' 5 The Department of the Navy publishes a series of documents (for
example, NAVSO P-6071) that describe the best engineering practices, including The
Transitionfrom Development to Production.4 The Air Force R&M 2000 Process spans
management and technical initiatives. It provides twenty-one' 7 building blocks that can
be tailored to individual programs to provide increased combat capability by improving
the reliability and maintainability of weapons systems.
: The Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) of the USAF has several initiatives to
improve the acquisition process. The Mil-Prime System Specification communicates to
offerors the development requirements stated only in performance terms with specific
values "blank". Product integrity programs for aircraft structures, engine structures,
avionics and electronics systems, mechanical equipment and subsystems, and software
integrity programs are organized, disciplined approaches to the design, analysis,
qualificatioa, production and life-management of aeronautical systems.
Military Standards are also concerned with improving the acquisition process. MILSTD-490A, Specification Practices; MIL-STD-499A, Engineering Management; MIL.
STD-1388-IA, Logistic Support Analysis; and MIL-STD-1521B, Technical Reviews and
Audits for Systems, Equipment, and Computer Software are just four of the important
standards that affect the acquisition process.

45. DoD 4245.7-M, Transitionfrom Development to Production(September 1985), Preface.
46. NAYSO P-.571, Bet Pracrices, How to Avoid Swpnsa in the World'i Most Complicated Technical
Process, Department of the Navy (March 1986).
47. The building blocks are can be grouped into four classes: 1) motivation (source selection, performancebased progress, and ;ncentives And warranties]; 2) requirements (clear requirements, technician
transparency, simplification, mo, ,rity, RWM plans, and company policy and practices]; 3) design and
growth [systems engineering p - iss, allocation and prediction, analysis, growth marnagement, parts
selection, derating, computer-aided tools, and test analyze and fix]; and 4) preservation [variability
reduction, environmental stress screening, system :esting. and feedback].
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3.5.2 Technology Initlatie
Leading the technology initiatives, the Pefense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) sponsored a workshop on concurrent design in December, 1987, and is
sponsoring an initiative in concurrent engineering to meet the challenge of refurbishing
U.S. product competit-veness.
The purpose of the 3 day workshop was to explore the concept of concurrent
engineering and how it can be used to strengthen the Unitecd States defense and
commercial industrial base. The numerous presentations by participants from industry,
government, and academia addressed concurrent design techniques, industrial
experience, and research issues and priorities. Following the presentations, the
participants convened intc working groups to identify research areas that should receive

attention in a prospective DARPA program.
Some of the speciric recommendations by the presenters and working groups
included:

"*Establish a design including a unified representation capability for requirements,
materials, processes, features, reliability, serviceability, scheduling, costs, capital
resources, ambient conditions, etc.;

"*Develop design decision aids including the capability for modeling processes, solids,
assembly, costs, schedules, production, organizational impact, etc.;

"*Develop computer-based design tools and tool environments (i.e., tools aware of
tools) to support concurrent engineering;
"*Generate and maintain databases on materials, processes, tolerances and process
versus cost, methods and costs; and

"*Develop better ways to manage, store, retrieve, and transmit data.
Within the Air Force alone, there are at least three CALS projects developing
computer-aided design environments. The Integrated Design Support System (IDS)
project is developing and prototyping an integrated system whereby design and
engineering information will be made readily available to USAF logistics and operating
personnel. The Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) program office is using the
Engineering Information System (EIS) to develop standards and a prototype environment
that includes cost-effective integration of user's new and existing tools and databases;
management, exchange, and error-free use of engineering information; consistent user
interfaces; and implementation and enforcement of local policies. The Unified LifeCycle Engineering (ULCE) program is developing technology for an intelligent
workstation which supports concurrent engineering.
3.6 Ines
People from industry who participated in this study raised several issues about
concurrent engineering. Some of the issues are listed below:
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Assuming that concurrent engineering is a good philosophy for product development,
how can DoD encourage its use without imposing a particular solution? Senior DoD
executives can, by including discussions of total quality management and concurrent
enýneerin3 as part of their continuing dialogue with industry executives, show their
inz:cst and support for improving the development process. Beyond demonstrating
an interest, a directive that states a DoD policy on concurrent engineering, without
being overly restrictive, is needed. A sample is included as Appendix E.
How can the acquisition process be simplified and changed while encouraging use of
concurrent engineering? Both industry and government participants expressed a
belief that creation of additional new programs or publication of more regulations
without eliminating or modifying current practices is not the best way to improve the
acquisition process. They expressed a strong preference for consolidation,
simplification, and coordination of existing standards and regulations, including
updating the "templates" to include concurrent engineering methods.
* How can the many research and development programs that are related to improving
the design and production processes be coordinated? The conceptual framework
described in Sectioa 4 and in Appendix C gives a means of assessing which building
blocks are aeeded to support concurrent engineering. This framework can be used as
.a 'vehicle for creating a research and development agenda.
* How can improved customer-supplier relationships be developed in the acquisition
process? This issue remains open. The benefits of establishing closer relationships
with suppliers are well known among followers of Deming and practitioners of just-intime manufacturing. At the same time, the benefits of competition cannot be
overlooked and support for competitive policies is very strong in the Congress. There
are no obvious simple answers to this issue, but continued analyses is called for.
* How can the DoD acquisition organization be impro,•-d to support concurrent
engineering? There have been periodic studies of the weapons system acquisition
process including the Blue Ribbon Commission cited earlier. Their recommendations
for streamlining the management of the acquisition process are being implemented
and these changes will aid the practice of concurrent engineering. Beyond these
streamlining initiatives, workshop participants expressed an opinion that steps to
implement multifunction teams within the various program offices, including allowing
the temun members to speak for their functional areas, will encourage contractors to
form a.d use similar teams.
e Are new skills needed for DoD personnel to manage acquisition programs? The
discussion of pitfalls makes it clear that new skills are needed in both the governmeut
and industry beginning at the highest levels. These skills include an awareness of the
paramount importance of quality, the presence of variation, the importance of
thinking in terms of the process, and an array of problem-solving tools. The
recommendations section includes further discussion of the need for education and
training to supply the needed skills.
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9 How can DoD managers evaluate a company's claims about concurrent engineering
without imposing a solution? Workshop participants from the defense industrial base
expressed concern about their company's continued ability to compete for DoD
contracts. They are read- to make the changes that they believe are aeeded to become
more competitive, but they do not want to start an internal improvement program,
only to find that DoD will later impose some slightly different program. Neither did
they want to implement some improvement whose benefits will be discounted by
proposal evaluators. The recommendations section addresses these concerns by
focusing on the need to evaluate a company's ability to improve its processes.
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4. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWOiIK FOR FURTM EVOLUTION
4.1 The Role of Technology In Evolving Conciet

nt Eagineering

There are alrcady many valuable organizadonal, cultural, management, ar-d
technical methods and support technologies that can be used to carry out concurrent
engineering. Effective deployment of these will result in a substantially more efficient and
effective weapons system acquisition process.
Current industrial experience indicatea that cultural and management change is
harder to deploy than technical change. If the difficult task of effecting the underlying

cultural and management changes succeeds, technological i iprovements promise to
increase dramatically
integrating the design
On the other hand, if
are not implemented,
emerge.

the effectiveness of engineers faced with the complexity of
of weapons systems and iheir associated downstream processes.
ýhe cultural and management changes for concurrent engineering
it is unlikely that any highly effective technological solution will

There are opportunities for significant improvements Jn the technological support for
concurrent engineering. Some of these improvements can be based on the application of
understood technologies to the concurrent engineering process. Others require varying
amounts of research or exploratory development.
A conceptual framework has been created to aid in the understanding of and
programmatic planning for the evolution of the technical aspects of concurrent
engineering. It provides a structure within which researchers, developers, sponsors and
practitioners can discuss the issues, barriers, and opportunities of concurrent
engineering. The framework provides a "how" and "why" relational structure that can be
used to demonstrate how specific technological projects flow from the goals of quality
improvement, cost reduction, and schedule reduction. Section 6 contains a technology
recommendation geared to this with the intent that the framework be used for organizng
a coherent technical program in support of concurrent engineering. The conceptual
framework is detaiied in Appendix C.
The four components f the framework (Figure 2) are (1) DoD Objectives,
(2) Critical Functions, (3) Required Capabilities, and (4) Technical Building Blocks.
Each component describes how concurrent engineering addresses the. requirements

described within the componei vith the next lower number. Turning this around, each
component describes why the next higher numbered component is required. Figure 3
adds detail specific to concurrent engineering, but note that the Components 1-3 are each
intended to be taken as a whole. Component 4 is intended to be taken as a whole at the
level of detail shown in Figure 3, that is, areas of building blocks.
4.2 DoD Design Objectives
Component 1 consists of DoD's design objectives: to acquire the product which has
the highest quality, at the lowest cost, within the shortest time. Quality, as defined earlier
in the report, incorporates elements of both product performance and reliability. The cost
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Figure 2. Framework Structure
here includes both design and production cost as well as all other costs during the product
life cycle. The time relates to both the time to availability for a new weapons system and
the time for delivery in response to demand for current systems. While these are the
objectives of any design process, the conclrrent engineering process offers unique
opportunities to achieve designs that are: responsive to real user needs, provide explicit
and objective trade-offs between conflicting objectives, and provide for continuous
improvement.
4.3 Critical Functions
To achieve the Component 1 objectives, it is necessary to function in new ways with
regard to the timing, process, and philosophy of engineering. Component 2 describes
these functions. With regard to the timing, there must be an early understanding of the
needs of all customers (buyers and users) and the requirements of all phases of the life
cycle. This is accomplished by having an open and active dialogue between customer and
vendor. This dialogue would, over time, transform a fairly vague set of requirements into
the best specific set of time/cost/performance values available at the time. Along with
the evolution of the understanding of requirements, there must be an evolution of a
verification procedure that will check the eventual product against the requirements.
The process must change to ensure an effective and timely contribution of all responsible participants in the design/manufacture/use cycle and the objective identification and
evaluation of trade-offs. The design process must allow, encourage and, in fact, assure
that
e all requirements of the life cycle are considered and evaluated,
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"*the cross-impact of various functional decisions are understood and evaluated (with
appropriate trade-off analysis),

"*critical risks of various design options are identified and addressed early in the
3

piocess, and
* those responsible for the various functional areas within the development
and
manufacturing enterprise participate with appropriate levels of responsibility and

authority.
To achieve these objectives, concurrent engineering suggests four specific functions.
First, there must be an integrated and continuing participation of multifunction teams in
the design of product, process and ,support. Second, this process of integrating multiple
engineering and management functions must provide for efficient iteration and closure of
product and process designs. Third, the system must identify conflicting requirements
and support their resolution through an objective cboice of options based upon a
quantitative or qualitative comparison of trade-offs, as appropriate. Fourth, the
concurrent engineering process must incorporate an optimization of the product and
process design. [Note: The optimization here should not be interpreted as any theoretical
optimum of any individual design objective, such as system performance (for example,
aircraft speed), but a very best possible combination of the most desirable objectives as
defined by the customer.] This optimization can be based on either empirical or
analytical (theoretical) knowledge (or both).
The philosophy of the entire enterprise must be one of continuous and aggressive
improvement against current and projected product and process baselines. This, in turn,
leads to a change in corporate focus from one of reaction to problems, to one of problem
prevention.
There are four specific functions which contribute to this continuous improvement.
First, open and continuous communication is necessary. This communication links the
customer and the vendor and it also unites the many specialists involved in developing,
producing, deploying, and supporting a product. Second, a complete (necessary and
sufficient) and unambiguous statement of the users' requirements must be developed,
including the priorities of various requirements to be applied in the case of trade-off
analysis. Third, a complete and unambiguous description of the product and related
processes must be provided to allow concurrent engineering to occur. Fourth, a baseline
product and process evaluation must be established.

H

These three functional area changes, timing, process, and philosophy, are elements
which characterize concurrent engineering. They are the differences between concurrent
engineering and "good engineering practice", as it is executed in the U.S. today. All
three elements are essential and of equal prioiAty.
4.4 Required Capabilities
Component 3, Required Capabilities, describes requirements placed on the
engineering, production, and support processes as a result of Component 2. These
capabilities are present in most engineering and production processes, but concurrent

.3
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engineerirg places a unique set of requirements on them.
4.4.1 Data Deilnlidon and Captm-e, DesJii Synthesis, Trade-Of;, end Validation
Early, complete, and continuous understanding of customer requirements and
priorities requires ready access to knowledge and data and interconnections between
sources of knowledge and data not currently available. This understanding has two
principal clements:
9 the capture of historical data, and
e the captum of data on new designs, tools, methods, and materials.
2)

Here "capture" means not only the acquisition of detailed data, but intelligence (artificial
or natural) that would allow ready access and review of this data by both highly skilled as
well as less skilled people. Of course, in order for the data to be captured, it must exist or
be discoverable. A significant required capability, therefore, is the set of mechanisms
whinh generate the historical data necessary to concurrent engineering. An example
would be mechanisms for generating feature-by-feature reliability and maintenance data
on weapons systems in ways that are not used for manipulation for non-engineering
purposes (for example, budgetary purposes).

O

Similar statements are appropriate for the definition of data on and synthesis of new
designs, tools, methods, and materials. Here the intelligent use of data allows visibility
into the trade-offs and allows the examination of constraints in a larger context which
includes product and process issues, manufacturing as well as field support issues. This
improved visibility further supports a continuous review process.
The availability of such tools would offer a more flexible procurement system, with
shorter concept-to-deployment time, with greater visibility into the process for the
designer, manager, and procuring agency.
4.4.2 Information Management, Dissemination, and Delivery
The management, dissemination, and delivery of product, process, and support
information become somewhat more complex problems in a concurrent engineering world
than in existing practice. Managing engineering information is difficult in the presence of
integrated and continuing participation of multifunction teams in the design of product
and processes. The requirement for flexibility to evolve the engineering, manufacturing,
and support processes place an added burden on information management. This burden
is increased by two factors: widely distributed teams and the size and complexity of
weapons systems. Another function placing requirements on the product, process, and
support information management capability is that of open and continuous
communication between customer and vendor. All of this indicates a need for evolvable,
tailorable, interoperable, secure, distributed, and high performance enterprise
itdormation management systems, starting with engineering and production. A
discussion of the building blocks for such systems is in Component 4 under the heading
Information Frameworks.

O
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In particular, within the management of engineering and production information
there must be intellient oversiýht for impact assessment of changes and proactive
av ailability of desips. In the ideal desi;n plocess, every change should be evaluated for
impact on all functions and the cost of the entire life cycle. In practice this is difficult to
assure. Within concurrent engineering, change evaluation is enabled and encouraged by
the continued multifnctional team approach. Even then, systems must be introduced
which assure that evaluation. There are two steps to that assurance. First, there must be
an intelligent oversight to assess the impact of changes. This assessment can be based on
models of product performance, manufacturing process (including schedules), and cost.
Second, to assure attention to changes and assessment of their impact by the relevant
functional responsibilities, there should be a proactive availability of these designs to
various functions.
4.4.3 Ibpfd Represent.-tkive Prototyping
While product and process modeling provide valuable knowledge of their
performance and adequacy, at some point there must be a "first unit production" which
creates the first physical version of the product. However, the prototype is often not
representative of the quality which will eventually be achieved in production. This often
leads to delays and added expense in the iterative design process and invalid decisions
based on prototype testing. One way to combat such problems is to achieve linkages
between design systems and manufacturing systems which rapidly create representative
prototypes. Some of the necessary capabilities include:
* feature-based design
manufacturing meaning

representations

incorporating

which

features

have

C (perhaps automated), quick transformation of design descriptions into hard and
easy
soft tooling or software
* flexible machinery and fixturing which allows an inexpensive and rapid changeover
from current production to prototype production
* task level programming of manufacturing devices, including numerical control (NC)
machine tools, robots and inspection systems.
These capabiities, taken as a whole, with the integration of the appropriate
intelligence, information structures, and communication systems, could provide a system
which automatically tzansforms feature-based designs into task-level manufacturing
programs and rapidly delivers them to the manufacturing floor for production of tooling,
fixtures, and representative prototypes.
4.4.4 Process Robnstnefs
Robustness can be thought of as the insensitivity of the product quality to product and
process noise. Noise is variability introduced either intentionally by design changes in
product or process, or unintentionally through drift in process or external factors that
cannot reasonably be controlled. Product changes mt.y include the production of a variety
of models over one line or the continual improvement of product design. Noise may
include such factors as temperature, humidity, or variability of human performance
42
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levels. In any case, it is desirable to minimize the variability of the units produced by
making the process insensitive to changes.

4.5 Technical Buildlng Blocks
Component 4, Technical Building Blocks, contains five areas of specific efforts
required to improve the technical and methodological support for the capabilities at
Component 3.
The first Component 4 area, Data, describes the kinds ,nf information that needs to
be brought to the design process for concurrent engineering. It also raises the
requirement for a common information architecture so that information users (e.g.,
dcsi3ners) and information suppliers (e.g., maintenance organizations) can have a
common underctanding of the m--aning of the information.

D

The second Component 4 area, Information Frameworks, describes the requirement
for a structure of specifications and standards for establishing, storing, executing, and
evolving information-based policies and tools. An information framework also has
capabilities to organize, access, and evolve the data used by the policies and tools. Using
a conventional or standardized framework that has been designed for evolvability and
tailorability allows for easier interaction among tools, among engineers, among teams,
and among organizaticns. DoD has several information framework zfforts underway.
These include systems driven by the needs of airframe specialists, electronics specialists,
logisticians, and software engineers. It is important that DoD integrate the vision of
these efforts.
The third Component 4 area, Tools and Models, deals with improving the tools
directly required to support the engineer. The report discusses a broad array of
empirical, simulation, and analytical models. These include process models, assembly
and cost models, and manufacturing system models.

o

The fourth Component 4 area, Manufacturing Systems, describes improvement
efforts in integration of the design systems in manufacturing cells and systematic
techniques for acquiring and analyzing data that describe the capabilities and capacities
of the manufacturing systems. This includes matters related to flexiL.a manufacturing
cells, production process technologies, and design of experiments and other statistical
methods.
The last Component 4 area, Design Processes, describes work that nceds to be done
to improve understanding of the design process itself. This concerns the process of design
synthesis by the individual and group and the psychological and sociological phenomena
in the execution of a team design process.

0
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5. PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND ISSUES
Based on the evidence presented during the study, the published reports cited herein,
the expert opinion, and the discussion oi the issues identified during the study, the study
team organized dhe information, made judgments about its validity and applicability, and
reached ten findings. Isxues for which findings could not be reached are listed. Both the
findings and issues are discussed in the following paragraphs.
F',ndlng 1:
The methods and techniques of concurrent engineering have been used to
raise the qutality, lower the cost, decrease the deployment time, and increase
the adherence to desired functionality of a variety of products.
These products have incorporated technologies such as traveling wave tubes and
pyrotechnic devices for which precise models of operation or production have not been
developed. Some have been highly complex (for example, mainframe computer) and
others have had very high reliability requirements (for example, large programmable
telephone switch). Some products hare been designed for low p:oduction runs (for
example, mobile missile launcher) and others for high production runs (for example,
cars). Examples also include military systems such as missile launchers and tactical
aircraft.
Concurrent engineering has been used for applications that range from simple
components to complex systems. The success of concurrent engineering over this variety
of applications as we': -s the study team's understanding of how and why concurrent
engineering works leads ) the seccnd finding.
Finding 2:
Concurrent engcareering has been used in the
DoD acquisition process and its
use was reported to have helped provide weapons systems in less time, at
lower cost, and with higher quality
Concurrent engineering meth:ýis are being used in weapons system projects at
demonstration/validation, full-scale development, and in production. Nine48 of the
companies contacted during this study provided information that they are using
concurrent engineering on weapons system programs. They are convinced that further
progress toward a fuller implem,ntation of concurrent engineering is possible, not only in
their companies, but throughout t',e DoD contracting environment.
In this study substantial expert opinion and evidence support the following finding:

48. The companies involved in weapons system development and production are: Aerojet Ordnance, Bell
Helicopter, Boeing Aircraft (Ballistic Systems Division), General Dynamics, Grumman Aircraft.
McDonnell Douglas, Northrop, 1TM Avionics, and Teras Instruments.
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3:
There are systemic and individual inhlbitors to the use of concurrent
enn;eerin3 in weapons system acquisitions.

ThM inhibitors to using concurrent engineering are found in the contractors'
or•:ainations and practices as well as in DoD's practices and policies. Capital
:.avestment deciions,9 poor Lorizontal communication, local optimizations, and
misqsnderstanding of the importance of quality are some of the barriers that must be
overcome by contractors. Unrealistic cost and schedule constraints, excessive reliance
on specifications and standards, and contract language that assumes an adversarial
relationship between the customer and the developer are examples of government
barriers to using concurrent enginecring.•
Despite the existence of barriers, some contractor and DoD personnel are aware. of
the need for change and are enthusiastic about being given better tools for accomplishing
their jobs. On the basis of the receptive attitude of the people involved, the study team
finds:

",ndtng 4:
Th'e circumstances are right for DoD to encourage the further deployment of
concurrent engineering in weapons system acquisitions.
This follows from an observation that commercial industry and, to some extent,
defense industry have already begun to demonstrate success using concurrent
engineering. Basic methods of concurrent engineering exist ivnd are in use and
technological support exists. Also, the need for developing weapons systems in less time
at lower cost and with the assurance that they will operate satisfactorily when they are
fielded is heightened by budget realities.
During conversations with contractor representatives and DoD experts the following
was repeatedly stressed:
Finding S:
Industry experts believe that if "concurrent engineering" becomes a new area
of specialization instead of a systematic approach applied across engineering
disciplines, then the deployment effort will be counterproductive.
A broad vision is needed, one which can lead to continuous, sustained improvement
in the engineering processes applied to all DoD weapons systems.
Isme: How can DoD avoid forcing some particular approach to concurrent
engineering on its industrial base? There is a temptation to seize new concepts and to try
49. Robert H. Hayes, Steven C. Wheelwright, and Kim B. Clark, i,/nami Manufacturing, The Free Press,
New York (1988), pp 61-90.
50. For further discussion of barriers see indu-tria Iuighhs on the DoD Cocumnen Engineering Program,
The Pymatuning Group, Inc. (October 1988).
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to apply them, even where they are not lopropriate. Although one company's approach
to improving their competitive simation might be successfu because of some concurrent
eng.necring method, that same method miiht not be appropriate for another company or
for another product. Nevertheless, DoD has a strong interest in encouraging companies
to continually examine their own processes and to look for ways to improve them.
I.re: Should the DoD encourage vendors to use Taguchi methods? There is broad
agreement that Taguchi has made significant contributions to the practice of engineering
through his concern for closeness-to-target objectives rather than within-tolerance
objectives, through his identification of the need to create designs that are robust in the
presence of manufacturing variations and effects of wear, and through his emphasis on
the use of statistically designed experiments. On the other hand, vigorous debate about
statistical methods shows that mandating use of some proper subset of statistical tools
(use of certain orthogonal arrays, signal-to-noise ratios, ANOVA, accumulation analysis,
response surface methods, or particular graphical presentations) is not appropriate now,
and may never be arpropriate. The debate concerns the following issues:
a.

Should experimenters perform a group of experiments (for example, as defined by
an orthogonal array) before making an inference, or- should they conduct
experiments one at a time making sequential infererces from some intermediate
number of experiments?

b.

Should the signal-to-noise ratio be used, or should other metrics such as
experimental mean and variance be used to analyze the experiment?

c.

Should engineers expect interaction between parameters, or is such interaction an
indication of a need to redefine the parameters?

d.

Is analysis of variance the best way to identify significant parameters, or are othex
methods such as Daniel plots and Bayes plots more effective?

e.

Should the engineer expect to anticipate the optirr-m values for parameter settings,
or will a response surface analysis show where local maxima or minima can be
found?

f. Are there simpler tools such as Ishikawa's seven tools that should be used firs:?
g.

Should companies focus on the fundamentals, such as team building and the
scientific approach to problem solving, rather than adopting some cook book
approach to improvement?

Although the differences between these statistical approaches may seem unimportant
to a novice, there is a danger of severely impeding the effectiveness of empirical research
if engineers and scientists are rigidly forced to use certain statistical tools to analyze their
results. Practitioners who have learned some statistical technique that improves cost,
quality, and schedule shculd not be criticized for using such a technique, even when the
scientific justification for its use is not yet understood. One would expect that these
practitioners would be receptive to suggestions for improving their experimental
techniques, provided that the suggested improvements are easier to use and produce
be,'ter results.
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This type of situation reinforces the concern that DoD not establish any rigid
checklizt that assoiates using certain formal methods with the practice of concurrent
enineering.
dL?' 6:
Continued effort is needed to develop the method3 and technology necessary
for advances in concurrent engineering.
The need for continued improvement in solid modeling, process-planning techniques
and computer support, FDA, CFD, simuzation, CAD/CA.BIC.A-l system integration,
and standardization of product description semantics was stated at many of the sites
visited. Techniques are needed to support application of multiple specialized

CAD/CAE/CAM tools using a single representation of the product or process. The
CALS initiative has encouraged cooperative efforts to develop unified databases and
inte3gated design tools, but the results are not yet ready for deployment in a commercial
marlhat. Many companies are capturing !essons learned in the rule and knowledge bases
that support their design environments.
FlInding 7:
Several companies reported that funding for IR&D projects intended to
provide an infrastructure for concurrent engineering is no longer available.
Companies that implemented elements of concurrent engineering did so `-ther
b.-cause they were faced with a crisis or else they were companies with a tradition of
contnimous improvement and concurrent engineering is another such improvement For
companies in the first category, the crisis provided motivation, but changing the way
people worked was a challenging task. Companies in the second group have established
programs for encouraging people to re-examine their work continually to find
improvements. In either case, based -n the reports of participants the study team finds:
FIndtng 8:
Implementation of concurrent engineering requires top-down commitment
across different company functions. It takes several years before companywide benefits are apparent. Early success with pilot projects helps promote
acceptance of the new methods.
In each case described to us, a company implemented changes by first trying new
methods on pilot projects. The pilot projects serve to identify elements of a new plan that
need improvement and they demonstrate benefits of using new techniques. They also
served to develop the initial cadre of corporate members skilled in the new methods.
This observation is consistent with publishtd reports of key elements for effecting change.
FInding 9:
Pilot projects have been useful in demonstrating the benefits of concurrent
engineering.
With respect to technology, the study team considered whether there were domains
that should be avoided.
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10:
In this study, concurrent engineering was found to be useful in a range of
applications that differed in terms of the maturity and type of technology used
in the product and the p-oduction process.

There are some methods, for example, that are particularly well suited to
applications where the technology 13 poorly understood or hard to control. An example
of this is the application of design of experiments to the design and production of
traveling wave tubes at i'l.

t
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6. R COM -MEDATIONS
This section contains the recommendations that follow from the findings of the first
phase of the study. The study team believes that a successful strategy for exploiting
concurrent tnginecring should build on existing successes, encourage further innovation,
foster competitive pressures for progrem, and avoid rigid procedural guidelines.
1iecommendadon 1:

Top-Down Implem.-ntation

That the Secretary of Defense and OSD's principal acquisition managers act
to encourage the use of concurrent engineering in weapons system
acquisitions.
Companies that have successfully implemented concurrent engineering stress that the
initiative for change must come from the very top. The most powerful mechanism for
accelerating change is example. Therefore, OSD's acquisition managers should instill
the proper management philosophy by providing leadership rather than implementation
exclusively through directives.
Recommendation 2:

Executive-Level Commitment

That DoD principal acquisition managers establish a policy to use concurrent
engineering as an implementation mechanism for total quality management.
Top management commitment to concurrent engineering in the form of learning,
un lerstanding, and leadership with a communicated, unwavering purpose and
in,folvement is absolutely vital to long-term success. As a first step, such management
support requires a policy statement. A proposed acquisition policy statement expressing
tHs commitment is contained in Appendix E. Management support, however, cannot
r ad with the simple issuance of a policy statement and must be continually visible in the
rmanagers' actions. Making concurrent engineerin', a recurring theme in the dialogue
between senior DoD and contractor executives ior every weapon system will be a
powerful stimulus for change. Also, DoD needs to develop a mechanism for
imderstanding how well concurrent engineering is being implemented.
.Recommendation 3: Pilot Projects to Accelerate Methodoloyy and Technology
Deployment
That OSD should encourage the establishment of pilot programs whose
objectives are to demonstrate that concuLrrent engineering, when deployed in
defense industries and applied to DoD procurements, has the potential to
yield higher quality products at a lower cost and in a shorter period of time.
One of the more frequent recommendations surfaced during Phase I was the need to
select and conduct demonstration programs. The programs would be used to identify:
e Concurrent engineering benefits to DoD (convince the Services that the benefits are
there);
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"*What had to be done to facilitate the use of concurrent engineering (show by example
how to employ concurrent engincering); and

"*The DoD institutionalized inhibitors to deploying concurrent engineering in DoD
acquisitions.
At the onset of each program, concurrent engineering benefit objectivcs should be
established that appear to be realistically achievable based on evidence observed in
commercial U.S. applications. For example, improving quality, while reducing cost and
cutting the product development and design cycle in half, appears to be a realistic goal.
To soften the perceived risk, some projects could be run as shadow projects until a level
of confidence is reached with the concurrent engineering approaches that would allow
sequential design processes to be discontinued.
The first step is to appropriately define, in general terms, the kinds of efforts to be
attempted. Since there tends to be confusion caused by the labels given a program, the
accepted commercial definitions for the types of programs described were reviewed:
A program used to prove that a concept works to the
organization running the program.
DemonstrationProgram: A program used to prove to people or organizations other
than those running the program that a concept works.

Pilot Program:

The process of selecting and conducting pilot programs would be to:
* Review available data from ongoing and completed concurrent engineering projects
(for example, those in Appendix A) to identify products, disciplines, and industrial
sectors that may be more amenable to concurrent engineering;
* Select at least one project per Service with multi-Service application that has
components or subsystems that are on the critical path of the next higher assembly or
system, and that do not repeat the proof of application existing in commercial
programs;
* Conduct pilot projects to identify benefits achievable from using concurrent
engineering in a DoD procurement and where DoD investments in product and
process design technologies can lead to greatest payoffs (investment menus).

Recommendation 4:

Build onto ExistingPrograms

That OSD, in encouraging the implementation of concurrent engineering,
build upon the beneficial aspects of existing DoD, national, state, and private
manufacturing improvement initiatives.
DoD should take advantage of the progress made by various existing programs and
efforts that relate to concurrent engineering. For example, the Manufacturing Technology
(MANTECH) program should be expanded in scope to include support for early design
of a product's mauufacturing and support processes. The transition-to-production
templates should be updated, expanded, and used as appropriate, to accelerate the
deployment of concurrent engineering. The Malcolm Baldridge Award guidelines could
52
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be used as a starting point for industrial improvement initiatives and the defense
industries should be encouraged to participate in that program. The CALS initiative
efforts to promote cooperative development of PDES should continue, with DoD playing
a leadership role in resolving disputes among different discipLines.

Recommendation 5:

:3

Educationand Training

That DoD implement an education and training effort that starts with the
senior OSD acquisition managers and then progresses to the lower levels
through the acquisition chain. Once started at the top, lower levels can be
trained concurrently.
Companies that have implemented concurrent engincering made a significant
commitment to concurrent engineering education and training. Education and training
have proven to be critical elements of the concurrent engineering deployment process and
must start at the top, i.e., with the corporate officers. Any DoD effort to implement
concurrent engineering similarly must have an integral training and education program
that starts at the highest levels of DoD management and flows down to all levels of
personnel. Since personnel spanning a broad cross section of backgrounds, expertise
levels, educational levels, and responsibilities are involved, education and training
curricrua targeting a wide range of audiences will have to be developed and implemented.

-3

As a step towards implementing this recommendation, OSD could create a task
force that includes representatives from industry, academia, national laboratories, the
Services (including military academies, graduate education programs, and occupational
specialty schools), and professional groups to develop a coordinated concurrent
engineering education and training action plan.
Professional societies and universities have already begun to develop education
programs and texts in related fields.51 Similarly, the Federal Quality Institute was
established in June 1988 fcr the purpose of introducing top executives in government 5to
2
TQM concepts and benefits. The DoD can take advantage of these and other resources
and expertise that are available in the private and public sector when planning its own
curricula.

51. For example, in his summary of Workshop 1."New York Umverniy Conference on Making Statistics More
Effective in Schools of Busin=s (19-20 June, 1987), Harry V. Roberts of the Graduate School of Business,
University of Chicago, summarizes the curricula of the graduate courses in quality and productivity at the
University of Iowa, Fordham University, Columbia University, University of Wisconsin, and the
University of Chicago. His summary also includes an extensive reading list. A report on the prior
workshop (Workshop 1) appeared as G. Easton, H. V Roberts, and 0. C. Thiao, "Making S' -tistics
More Effective in Schools of Business*, Journal of Busines and Economic Statistics, April 1988, pp.
247-60.
52. For example, Solicitation OPM-RFP-88-2795, Federal Supply Schedule Contracts for Total Quality
Management Implementation.
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L"dustry's experience ha3 shown that both purchasers and suppliers must be educated
in the various aspects of concurrent engineering. Contractors and lower-tier
subcontractors will initally have to be convinced to invest in the education and training of
,heir personnel. Competitive market pressures will play an important role, but DoD can
promote the contractor base education and training effort by striving for a moru
conducive contracting environment.

Recommendation 6:

Method and Technology Development

That DoD encourage industry to develop and improve the methods and
technologies specifically required to support the use of concurrent engineering
in weapons system acquisition programs.
A number of methods- and technologies have evolved that support the application of
concurrent engineering. Some of the more commonly used ones are described in
Appendix B and case studies describing their application by industry are found in
Appendix A. However, there may be application domains that are critical to DoD
weapons system development for which support methods and technologies will have to be
developed to do concurrent engineering. These critical sectors need to be identified and
analyzed for required technology for concurrent engineering.
The conceptual framework presented in Section 4 and Appendix C of this report
provides a structure for relating methods and technologies to DoD objectives. Although
the list of methods and technologies appearing in the framework structure is not
exhaustive, it provides a starting point for structuring a technical program. The five areas
listed in the recommendation are the areas within "Component 4" described in Section 4
of this report. Within this framework, R&D efforts should consider an appropriate
balance of near-term and longer-term projects using all applicable mechanisms for
funding including current and new weapons systems procurements, IR&D, cooperation
with the National Science Foundation and others, and contracted R&D with corporations
and universities. These application-specific technologies will fit into the conceptual
framcwork and their analysis could be used to guide investment decisions.
Recommendation 7:

Identify and Reduce Barriersand Inhibitors

That OSD acquisition managers should initiate a process to identify and
analyze statutes, rules, regulations, directives, acquisition procedures, and
management practices that act as barriers or inhibitors to the adoption and
use of concurrent engineering. Based on the analyses, the acquisition
managers should take appropriate action to remove or lessen the effect of the
barriers.
The application of concurrent engineering methods to the DoD weapons acquisition
process faces a number of barriers and inhibitors of both an institutional and "usiness
nature that exist within the DoD and within the defense industrial base. Thu DoD
barriers arise from statutes, regulations, specifications, standards, acquisition
prc.edures, management practices, and cultural factors. While the existing system has
sufficient latitude for DoD organizations to effect concurrent engineering without waiting
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for new ;Aatutes, regulations, and directives to be promulgated, it does require that the
-overnment program manager and contracting officer be willing to assume some risk and
allow the contractor a higher than normal degree of project management latitude. Thus,
the use of concurrent engineering in the DoD weapons acquisition process can begin
immediately and, in some situations, already has. The widespread use of pilot projects
across weapons systems is one mechanism for addressing barriers and inhibitor3. DoD
senior acquisi-ion managers' active involvement in the reducing barriers and inhibitors
will increase the rate of adoption of concurrent engineering.
Contractor business practices also are responsible for a number of barriers.
Although many contractor barriers fall outside the direct control of DoD, some can
readily be affected by the DoD since they originated in response to DoD acquisition
re3ulations and practices. In many situations DoD can use its influence to effect changes
within the contractor community that will create an environment more conducive to
concurrent engineering.
In Phase I, tCe study team noted several classes of barriers to concurrent engineeringwhich are identified below. This listing includes only some of the significant barriers and
53
is not exhaustive.

0

Fractionated DoD acquisition organizations and deliverables. Functionally
specialized requirements have resulted in functional areas, or "ilities"5 being treated as
separate product areas within a procurement. The tendency of each "ility" to optimize its
own functional area has led to the formation of stovepipe's organizations, to manage
each "ility" and its resultant product (e.g., specificatioa, report, analysis, etc.). A strong
systems engineering approach to integrated product and process design should replace
separate "ilities" in the deliverables, and would prevent concurrent engineering itself
from becoming just another "ility."
Funding profiles that preclude early production process development. The present
procurement system does not allow the expenditure of research and development dollars
for production design, which in concurrent engineering is done at the front end of a
project. Therefore, OSD must advocate a change in funding profiles.
Overly detailed specification of product and process. Present procurements define
the deliverable through a series of detailed product and process standards and
specifications. These standards and specifications frequently act as bounds which
53. For additional discussion of barriers, see Ldsdrid Luighu on tke DoD Conc,•wre
E'ngineering
Program, The Pymatuning Group, Inc. (October 1988).
54. The term "ilities derives from functional areas such as testbility. reliability, supportability, etc., whose
consideration is required as part of most DoD contracts.

55. The term "stovepipe" refers to the existence of groups of people, usually specialists in some discipline,
who communicate almost exclusively with. equivalent specialists across organizational boundaries.
Members of such groups, who fail to communicate within a team that is responsible for developing a
"system, have bzen cited as a reason for late changes and delays in schedules.
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constrain the contractors' ability to use new and innovative technologies and processes
and tend to act as a ceiling rather than a floor on quality. Existing process definitions
coatained in technical data packages should be advisory, but optional, information. The
solicitation package should allow bidders to propose unique designs which meet the
performance and form, fit, and function requirements of major subassemblies. Standards
ard specifications relating to processes should be advisory rather than mandatory.
Performance specifications may be supplemented by form, fit, and function requirements
of major subassemblies to ensure interchangeability for field repair and to minimize the
number of new parts entering the supply system.

Lack of economic incentives for contractorinvestment in productivity improvement.
In the existing DoD procurement environment, contractors have few economic incentives
to invest in capital equipment and engineering implemenation for continued product and
process enhancement. DoD practices that act as a disincentive to contractor investment
include short-term contracts with uncertain quantities and restrictive profit policies. By
contrast, in the commercial sector, a contractor's willingness to invest in concurrent
engineering methods is driven by the opportunity for a higher profit margin and an
increased market snare.
Process improvement is not recognized and rewarded during the source selection
process. Currently, competitive proposals are evaluated principally on a product
performance and cost basis. When a contractor proposes a significantly better price,
shorter delivery schedule, or lower level of effort than that proposed by the other offerors,
his bid is considered subpect. Evaluators sometime-s conclude that the offeror either did
not understand the requirements completely or that the proposal constitutes a mrjor
overrun waiting to happen. To overcome such inequities, the evaluators should examine
the contractor's plan for improving the process and assess his credibility on the basis of
his prior performance.
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A. CASE' STUDIES
This appendix relates some reports of success in using concurrent engineering. Several of the
c=3es report limited initiatives withing larger ;orporations. Tle stories do not, unless
specifcally stated, indicate that an entire corporation is using similar methods. Finally, the
case stuuies are success stories, they include application of elements of concurient
ennecring. If some of the applications are viewed in isolation, the connection to ,onczrrent
en-gincring taay bi weak. Taken as part of a company's plan to improve que.ity, redtnce cost,
and cut the schedule, they can be considered as part of concurrent engineering if the plan
emphasized early consideration of downstreami processes.
Several of these initiatives were started independently of any concurrent engineering
program. They are included because they represent elements that contribute to achievement
of the goals of concurrent engineering.
A.1 Aerojet Ordnance Company
Company Aerojet Ordnance Company
Situation

Based on recognition that the issue of "quality" had to be addressed throughout
the company, the President and Executive Vice President attended the 1 week
American Supplier Institute (ASP, course. They enthusiastically embraced
statistical process control and other new management and engineering tools.
Immediately thereafter, the company top management staff was exposed to the 1
day introductory course, after which all managers and supervisors attended 1,3,
or 5 day courses.

Approach Aerojet Ordnance looked at quality in five categories--management, products,
operations, methods and tools, and cost of poor quality-and adopted the
following seven elements of a Total Quality Management Program:

"*Leadership,
"*Management by policy,
"*Use of traditional/new quality tools,
"• Statistical process control (SPC),
"*Concurrent design/engineering,
"*Quality function deployment (QFD)/teamwork,
"*Taguchi methods of designing experiments.
Resuits

Aerojet Ordnance is making a cultural change, the new culture emphasizts
statistical thinking with more emphasis on leadership. SPC was used extensively
in the factory. As a result of extensive application of SPC and its TQM program,
inspection will soon be eliminated on many processes and the in-plant role of
government Defense Contract Audit Service (DCAS) groups will be significantly
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reduced. Aerojet will then be recognized by th,- Army as a fully certified
ccntractor. Three Taguchi experiments were described during the workshop.

".-,:zCrment 1
The first experiment involved pyrotechnic products (tracer ammunition). A
25mm projectile (tracer) has functional requirements for ignition and
continued burning. Aerojet was receiving pyrotechnic components for the
rounds which satisfied the purchase specification, but when assembled into a
tracer projectile provided unreliable burn times. There was a problem;
400,000 pellets were on hand but the bum time for the pellets was too short.
The company looked at the process for loading the pellets into the
projectile. They looked at the punch, the levels of pressure, the type of
pellet, the interaction between them, and burn-time data. They used
signal/noisa ratio as a figure of merit. They ran four tests.
Result for Experimentr
By doing a Taguchi experiment on the loading process, they were able to
salvage the lot of pellets. The initial savings was $500,000. There are
continued savings above this figure and Aerojet continues to use the same
components.
Experiment 2
The second experiment involved a generic product area of pyrotechnic
devices to establish a product technology database. Using the normal
Taguchi progression, that is system design, followed by parameter design
and tolerance design, Aerojet looked at the entire tracer pyrotechnic
business across all product lines. They did a preliminary investigation as
part of exploratory development and designed a set of experiments to
identify critical parnme%,rs. The experiments looked at several conditions,
and included noise factors. Aerojet didn't analyze the results for a specific
product, but they built a broad technical database. When a product came
along they used the technical database to develop it. An, exhaustive
experiment of the factors considered would have required 1.6 million
experiments. Using orthogonal arrays, Aerojet did just 27 experiments.
Resultfor Experiment 2
Developing a new round using their traditional methods, normally costs over
$2,000,000, takes over 2 years, and provides a product that is not robust.
Three new products developed with the new method. Using the new
technology database (developed with the Taguchi experiment) required only
1 month of verification testing (a 98 percent improvement) for the new

products. A measure of the quality improvement of the new products is an
improvement of the mean/(standard deviation) quotient by a factor of 5.
The present value of the tec:.nology database is calculated as $60,000,000,
based on expected future sales of products similar to those now in
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production.
Ile third experiment involved poor production quality from GOCO plants
which were making the ADAM mine for the Army. Nonconforming product
was a problem. Nineteen out of 25 lots were rejected (40,00 rounds per
lot). A joint team of government and industry had been trying without
success to find the cause of the problem. Although Aerojet had not
developed this product, Aerojet was called in to apply Taguchi experiments
to the testing. They took 3 months to prepare for and conduct experiments
to identify critical parameters. They identified 13 controllable factors and
set three diffcrent levels for each factor (all except one were within
tolerance). They fired six rounds for each experiment. They identified four
factors oi greatest improvement and identified how building the round with
those factors at the best levels would provide virtually 100 percent good
rotuids.
Result for Experiment 3
These predictions were validated in field testing. Using the parameters
identified in the experiments, 54 rounds were produced and tested without a
failure. This was the first time in the history of the product that 100 percent
yield had been observed over a reasonable time period. Another 54 rounds
were produced using parameter setting where the experiments predicted a
yield of 50 percent. Twenty-seven of the rounds failed the test. Production
lines are now working to capacity building good product. There have been
no reported problems in 8 months. The tech data package is being revised.
The other nine factors were not important and they could be relaxed. The
plants had previously been under SPC and had a cpkj56 of 2.0.
Aerojet uses SPC and they are working to become a certified contractor. Based on
their experience with the ADAM mine, Aerojet concluded that SPC alone is not
enough. They use Taguchi experiments to find correct target values. If they are
certified, the DCAS people will leave the plant and Aerojet will produce products
under warranty.
Remarks

The Total Quality Management effort must come from the top down. It takes
several years to establish a company-wide habit of quality improvement. The
return on investment in quality improvement is among the highest available to
management. Quality has to be the first priority for improvement.

56. See Appendix B for a definition of Ck.
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A.2 A.merlea Telephone and Teleraph
Czr, any American Ictephone and Telegaph (AT&T)
A brcad range of quality improvement methods are used at AT&T, including
robust product and process design, traditional design of experiments, failure

mode analysis, reliability prediction and analysis, fault tolerance, the seven basic
tools, hardvare and software design reviews and inspections, and process
management and improvement.

rDivon

The following examples summarize a few applications of these methods. They
are not a cross section of the applications at AT&T.Y3
Two divisions were reported:
Dedl.n AT&T Bell Labs, Indian Hills West, Naperville, IL
Manufacturing Oklahoma City Works, Oklahoma City, OK

Product

Circuit Pack Design for the 3B series computer.

Approach
Process Management Get control of the process and then find ways to improve it.
Total Quality Control. Process ownership - someone owns the process

independent of the product.

S~tuation

Technology Develop a family of computer-aided design (CAD) and computeraided design verification (CADV) tools. Use the tools early in the design
process to ensure designs are functionally correct, suitable for the
manufacturing process, and testable.
Multifumctlon Team All circuit pack physical design, support library, component
engineering, CAL Tool and System development are in one department.
The process owner is a member of that department.
AT&T experienced a cultural shock during divestiture, but that was not cited as a
reason for the process improvement effort. They were experiencing problems
with low yields in the production process, notably during a transition from design
to production. Typical first pass yields for circuit packs at system level test during
early production runs were 50 percent. Furthermore, it took a considerable
length of time to achieve 90 percent test pass rates. During the first 18 months, the
multi-layer printed circuit boards usually went t;irough three art master design

57. Anne Shoemaker, Supervisor, Quality Engineering Research & Technology Group, (September 29,

1988).
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cycks.
Results

AT&T oerformed a number of crganizational and process changes aimed at
reducing variability The model building facility was dismantled and the initial
units were built with the equipment that was to be used later for volume
production. They discovered that althougj the frst units took a little longer to
produce, they were able to ramp up to full-scale production much faster. The
result was a 90 percent acceptance at the first production run, sharply reducing
the effort needed for further yield improvement. The Dumber of printed circuit
board art masters dropped to two. One-pass design is the goal of design process
improvement.
CADV located errors and design bugs, some of which would not be detected in
laboratory testing. These errors include timing problems, untested parity and
block transfer circuits, missing pull-up resistors, and timing margin problems.
Standard capacitor filtering strategy for surface mount technology (SMT) packs
reduced the number of parts to 1/3 and reduced the cost to 1/9. On the basis of
analytic studies they were able to take advantage of the physical properties of
SMT and standardize on high frequency capacitors resulting in savings through
purchasing and other efficiencies.
AT&T adopted 100 percent SMT strategy on all new products and uses one
manufacturing process for SMT.
Concurrent CADV and laboratory testing of factory prototype is used for design
validation.
The AT&T quality standard on SMT circuit packs is to be totally free of white
wires. They have achieved that goal on 90 percent of the circuit packs.

Other Locations
AT&T Bell Labs* Applied Taguchi experiment to selection of parameters to improve the
operating system response for a UNIX' on a Digital Equipment
Corporation VAX' 11/780 computer. Response times were improved
by 60 percent to 70 percent and variability was reduced by a similar
amount.
58. Madhav S. Phadke. Quality Enginbring Using Robust Design, to be published by Prentice Hall, Inc.
(January 1989).
' UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.
" VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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9 An experiment was conducted to improve the polysilicon deposition
process for producing silicon wafers for very large srale integrated
•i•cuits (1.75 micrcn design rules). The experiment was part of a class
p-oject (an internal Robust Design clasz) and yielded a fourfold
reduction in variance of the thickness of the pviysilicon layer, nearly two
orders of manitude reduction in surface defects, a major yield-limiting
defcct that was virtually eliminated.

* The window photolithographyapplication59 was tLe first application of
Taguchi methods in the United States and resulted in fourfold reduction
in process variance, threefold reduction in fatal defects, twofold

reduction in processing time (inspections could be dropped), early
transition from design to production, and easy adaptation of the process
to new technology (going from 3.5 micron to 2.5 micron).
Denver Worksl& Power Unit Amembly Shop: Just-in-time and Total Quality Control
* Productivity/employee increased 233 percent.

e Product velocity increased 750 percent.
* Work in process inventory de=cieased 64 percent.
* Process down time decreased 61 percent.
Oklahoma City Works $ESS"
"*Cost of quality decreased by half to less than 10 percent.
"*Total process time reduced to 46 percent of the 1984 baseline in 3 years.
Planned reductions to 25 percent by 1989.

Source

"*Defects reduced by 30 to 87 percent.
"*First production run yields up from a base of 20 percent to
approximately 90 percent in 2 years.
Presentation by Alan Fulton at IDA Concurrent Engineering Workshop and site
visit by IDA.

59. Phadke, M. S., Kacker, R. N., Speeney, D. V., and Greico, M. L, "Off-Line Quality Control in
integrated Circuit Fabrication Using Experimental Design,* Th7 AT&T Bell System Technical Journal,
Vol. 62, No. 5, May-Juna 1983, pp. 1273-1309.
60. Laurence C. Seifert, "Design and Analysis of Integrated Electronics Manufacturing Systems,* Design
and Analysis of Lwegrated Manufacturing Syst.ms, National Academy oZ Engineering, Washington, DC
(1988) pp. 12-33.
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Remarks

"*Taguchi method, also known as robust design method, is extensively applied in
inte•grated-circuit process engineering and component design both in AT&T
Beil Labs and in the manufactvring facilities.
"*Concurrent engineering at Indian Hills West is part of the advanced
development :.xcss.&
"*All projects at Indian Hills West (Naperville circuit pack) are committed to
CADV, often doubling6 ' up-front circuit design staff.

"*CADV is absolutely necessary to meet R&D quality' goals.

61. Although more people are needed for part of circuit design and simulation effort, total effort is
decreased. That is, the shortened development time enmpensates for the added people.
62. AT&T hasa goal of improving quality by a factor of 10 in 5 years.
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,k.3 73oej AerosT'ace Corportio,
Ccpany Boeing Aerospace Corporation
1E1Acn

Ballistic Systems Division

S:z' o n

In the years 1978 thrcugh 1•85, Boeing failed to win a number of Full Scale
Development procurements. Alt2iough Boeing consistently scored high on
technical merit and product quality, its cost was not sufficiently competitive. In
October 1985 Boeing executives met and initiated a coordinated BA-wide effort
to reduce operating costs and improve efficiency. As the cornerstone of its
strategy, Boeing focused on improving the effectiveness and efficiency of its
process.

Approach BA calls its approach to simplifying developmental practices Developmental
Operations (DO). DO is defined, in part, as a "renewal" process whereby
marginal "value-added" process is replaced with process that enables stepfunction improvements in efficiency. A complete end-to-eild examination of their
current developmental process resulted in display of their baseline "as-is"
approach. Using quality improvement "process management" evaluation
techniques, they isolated "barriers" and marginal "valued-added" effort to aid in
creation of the new desired "should be' process., The DO approach features (84)
internal improvement "initiatives"---changes in current practices, process, and
discipline suited to uiversal program application while permitting flexibility for
any given contract.
At the heart of the DO ar iroach is the Product Development Team (PDT)
initiative. The PDT is a multifunctional team with a common goal of developing a
specific product. Typically, a PDT includes representatives from Engineering,
Logistics, Manufacturing, Materiel, and Quality Assurance. Other expertise is
brought on-board as required, and all customer representatives have an open
invitation to attend meetings. Each PDT representative has the authority to
commit his or her functional organization.. The PDTs "own" all contract
requirements. Each member of the PDT participates and authorizes the release
of drawings, requests for procurements, and other implementation
documentation.
A typical development effort will have multiple PDTs. PDTs are created as the
need arises to address major sub-elements of the development effort. The PDTs
set their own meeting schedules, but at a minimum meet biweekly. All team
members are required to attend or to notify the team leader that they will be
absent. Emphasis is placed on short lines of communication, real-time visibility,
and consensus management. All meetings are kept brief to mnaximize group
effectiveness. More iavoled problems are resolved at side meetings with only the
necessary people present. The meetings follow a predetermined agenda and
minutes are kept of the matters discussed and decisions made.
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All PDT members undergo teain training and each PDT has a team leader. The
team leader is responsible for team administration and represents the term during
management reviews. The team leader may change as the progiam progresses.
For instance, during requirement development, the team leader is usually from
System Engineering or Log;istics. During the design stage, the leader is from
Design Engineering. During fabrication, from Manufacturing or Materiel, and
during the test phase from Test Engineering or Quality Assurance. The team
leaders meet monthly to exchange ideas, reaiffrm team interfaces, and generally
learn from each other.
Process and product quality is heavily embedded in the DO approach. A
balanced quality program e:dsts and is derived from the premise that all
individuals share in the responsibility of assuring product integrity, quality, and
configuration control. Emphasis is placed on the fact that people, not systems,
are responsible for their output. Line inspection requirements are limited to
cridcal product and process elements as defined by the Quality Assurance
engineer working within the PDT. The responsibility for quality of routine
manufacturing operations, procurements, and engineering design is placed with
the appropriate functional organization using self-audit -,d mangemen. indicator
t.chniques, and overseen by the PDT as it relates to team assignments.
BA supports the PDTs with extensive training and equipment invertment. Every
member must undergo en eight-hour training course which emphasizes teambuilding concepts. Boeing has acquired new computer and data-processing
equipment to further automate engineering, drafting, manufacturing, and business
system needs.
The implementation of DO required a major cultural change at Boeing. The
difficulty of this task was recognized and Boeing elected to retain United
Research Company (URC) as consultants for this effort. URC assessed Boeing's
current culture, organization behaviors, etc., and determined an appropriate
course of action. URC, working with Boeing, devoted seven man-years of effort
to helping Boeing manage the cultural change within the Ballistic Systems
Division (BSD). Boeing found that continued upper management commitment to
DO was essential to its successful implementation.
Results

Developmental Operations have enabled Boeing to recapture its competitive
position within the market. Labor rates have been reduced by as much as $28 per
hour. Boeing has been awarded several major developm!ntal contracts since
1985. Furthermore, it is realizing 16 percent cost reductions below bid (and the
bids were 30 percent lower than traditional for this work) on three new programs
to which the DO concept was applied. Some areas show reduction of up to 50
percent.
Overall process quality has greatly improved. Team usage of a computer-aided
tool, Verified Item List System, has permitted early error capture and correction.
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Crft-:'
inmpection features are now identified directly on all drawin ,s. Boeing is
do,,in to about one cnginecring drawing change, per drawin- sheet from previous
" ;hs of 15 to 20 corrective changes. The floor inspection ratio dropped from
about one hour of inspection per 15 hours of labor to one hour per 50. The cost of
quality is 60 percent less than that within a standard operating environment while
maintaining 99 percent defect-free hardware performance.
Parts and materials lead time has been reduced by 30 percent. Seventy percent cf
all needed parts and materials are available in the factory within five days of a
request, compared with 60 to 90 days previously. Material shortages have been
reduced from 12 percent to less than 1 percent. New relationships with suppliers
have jiven Boeing access to real-time information about suppliers' stock.
Automation reduced the time necessary to iterate designs. The design analyses,
which originally took three to four engineers two weeks to determine each data
point for doing trade-offs, is now accomplished in 38 minutes using an Apollo
550.' The newer Apollo 10,GC00 will further reduce the time to four minutes.

Th1ere sophisticated tools permit designers
im-1lications much earlier in the design cycle.

"

ApoLlo 550 rad Apollo 10,000 z

to begin considering

"ility"

trademarks of Apo~lo Computer Compalt
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A.4 Deere and Company
Compmay Deere . Company
Deere & Company is the world's largest producer of agricnltural equiment and a
major producer of construction and forestry equipment. Deere & Company is
headquartered in Moline, Illinois with domestic factories in Iowa, Illinois ard
Wisconsin. Management is stable, developed primarily by promotion from within
the company, and the production workers are unionized, represented by the
United Auto Workers. The company spends 6.5 percent of gross sales on
research and development, and 0.5 percent of gross sales on education and
training. The John Deere Dubuque Works are located in Dubuque, Iowa and
manufactures construction and forestry equipment. This case study is based on a
site visit to the John Deere Dubuque Works.

3

-3

3

DIvisio

John Deere Dubuque Works

Sltatton

Deere & Company initially embarked upon a program of changing its design and
production methods in an effort to simplify a design process and production

':3

Sreduced

facilities that had become overly complex. New products took 7 ye.:-- to develop,
a time too long to result in competitive products. Material flow patterns within
the facility had become overly complicated and long and the in-process inventory
was too large.
Althoug,.h the roots of the changeover can be traced back to managers in the mid
1970s who had a vision of the role of quality in the future, the effort was sharply
focussed by a worsening financial situation in the 1980s. At its peak in 1980,
Deere & Company had annual sales of $5.5 billion, and employed 61,000. By
1936, sales had slipped to $3.6 billion, and the number or employees had been
to 37,000. Earnings dropped from a profit of $228 million in 1980 to a
loss of
9 million in 1986.3 Deere & Company's worldwide competitive
position had eroded in the face of stiffer domestic and foreign competition.
Approach Deere & Company instituted a revised design and production system, the John
Deere/;Grop Technology System (JD/GTS). Group Technology recognizes that
many aspects of manufacturing share similar characteristics. By grouping these
characteristics, JD/GTS aims to maximize the utilization of equipment and
manpower, to minimize work-in-process, and to enable high volume economies in
low-volume situations. This involves moving away from large functional, processbased departments and divisions to indv
small departments and operating
units. The manufacturing cells perform nearly all of the operations on their
63. This reo'ts im pact of a szz*e.
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ande part ramies and eliminate irefficient cross-Jow among departments.
7T:e czids are ilexible and allow the production line to rapir2y react to changes in
malket and internal needs.

In addition to JD/GTS, the Dubuque Works ilso change-t to just in time (JIT

material s management and undertook competitive benchmarking. Competitive
benchmarking involves the dissmbly and analysis of competitors' products to
determine what it costs the competitor to produce these products. The extent of
information sharing among competitors in thi product field allows competitive
benchmarkihag to fuction.

Ile manaT,eniat at the Dubuqcue Works found that to successfully implement
JD/GTS, the utiization and attitude of the personnel and the role of technology
had to change. 'rile required organizational changes were identified and
accomiplished almost completely using internal resources and without outside
consultants. Reaction to the changes was mixed. Upper management and the
production line workers, including unionized labor, supported the changes.
Mfiddle management, on the other hand, resisted the changes. Some middle-level
managers had to be reassigned or encouraged to take early retirement. A
significant re-education effort was necessary across the whole plant.
Computer technology was installed and integrated across design, production and
customer service. The Dubuque Works are linked throughout by a sophisticated
ccmputer network that links a wide variety of transmission media (that is
broadband, Ethernet, twisted pair) that operates at differing transmission speeds
and interface a variety of computer types. The network connects all the facilities,
including the factory floor, power generating station, administrative ofEces, and
design areas. Software and processes can be accessed throughout the system.
Furthermore, the network is linked to networks at other Deere facilities.

"The extensive networking allcws a concurrent approach to product design and
engineering. Production engineers designing tooling fixtures access the same
databases as the design engineers who design the components to be assembled on
the fixtures. Changes by one engineer are instantly available to the other
engineers.
The Deere & Company approach recognizes that changes are inevitable. Rather
than imposing early design freezes that resist change, only limited aspects of the
design, such as the fixture clampin points, are frozen. In this way, fixture design
and tooling can begin much earlier in the development process. Changes in
product design have minimal effect on tooling requirements. For example,
computer-controlled sheet metal cutters fashion components based directly on
CAD-developed design drawings.
Tooling fixtures are designed to be usable across product lines. In this way, a
production ceil can process more than one product variety without retooling. In
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the course of a day, subassemblies for different products can be mixed in tandem
on the line with no problem.
Deere & Company has developed an in-house, rule-based expert system to create
manufacturing data and numerical control (N/C) part programs for rotational
parts. The system runs on a UNIX '-based tagineering workstation and uses
part geometry form product engineerin- as its input. Information from the
knowledge base determines the manufacturing method, selects the tooling
required from a tooling database and starts to create the N/C program. Operator
intervention is minimal and only required to override the method computed by the
expert system. The resulting data is automatically loaded to databases for access
by production personnel and the DNC system.
The Dubuque Works offer telephone-based customer support. Service shops and
dealers throughout the country can call in with questions that are fielded by a
cadre of Deere technicians. Customer concerns, problems and questions are
resolved and also entered into a database that is cross-indexed and available for
future reference. This database also feeds to the design and production engineers
who monitor it for possible design problems in existing product lines. The flexible
manufacturing configuration permits a very rapid correction of most problems
flowing from a design flaw. In many situations, once the source of a problem is
identified, the production line can be immediately modified. The very next item
off the production line can incorporate the customers' feedback.
The extensive use of networking and databases has permitted the almost
complete elimination of hardcopy drawings as the means for managing
component specifications. The information is stored and updated electronically.
The system automatically identifies all the drawings that are affected by any
change and tht may need updating. This has resulted in fewer errors per
drawing, particalarly the errors that were caused by improper copying of numbers
between drawings or the failure to update all the drawings affected by a change.
Hardcopy drawings are generated only as needed.

D

The Dubuqvue factory has taken a cautious approach to the introduction of
oroduction tiUne automation. Rather than embarking on a wholesale transition to
robotics, they have targete.A the introduction of from four to six robotic systems
per year for the Dubuque, Whorks over the next 4 to 5 years. They avoid using new
products to introduce automlated tooling. Every modernization feature has to be
justified on its own, not simply because it will be used to fabricate a new product.

D

Results

As a result of these changes, the development time for new products has been
reduced by 60 percent. The associated cost saviags were 30 percent. They
reduced etgineering builds from 3 plus pre-production to pre-production only.
The ratio of indirect to direct employees is the best it has ever been.
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Standardization across product lines and homogeneous production and assembly
rc'uced setup time, chan;.over time, and parts in inventory. The numbe: of
dLýrent parts that had to be fabricated and stocked was re4wced by 60-70
percent. Tfae amount of work in process dropped so drastically, that the Dubuque
Works no longer use the acres of parts racks they previously needed.
Scme aspects of quality have improved. Products are more responsive to user
needs. Production line workers have assumed more responsibility for ensuring the
quality of their work. The company found that with multiple iterations of
inspection people tended to get sloppy The early inspectors assumed that the
subsequent inspectors would catch defects, while the subsequent inspectors
assumed that the defects had been caught by the prior inspectors. The number of
inspectors has been reduced by two thirds. Quality assurance has taken on the
rcle of a problem solver rather than of a policeman. At about 1980, scrap and
rework costs decreased about 60 percent. Beginning about 1982 quality standards
(for example finish, fit-up, tolerances) have been raised significantly while holding
scrap and rework costs level. Deere plans achieve further reductions through
design of experiments and SPC. After-delivery costs of quality (warranty and
service) have been constant. Programs to reduce these costs include the Dealer
Technical Assistance Center (DTAC) a center linked to the electronic design
database. Surveys of backhoe loader customers reveal expectations of an
additional 50 to 100 percent service life for Deere products compared to some of
the competitors.
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AJ Grumman
Company Grumman Corporation

Div•ion

Grumman Aerospace Division

Location Bethpage, New York
Situation

Grumman formed a "task teaming" arrangement for the McDonnell Doujas C17 Control Surface subcontract. Teams were established by structure function as
opposed to individual control surface, e.g., Cover Team, H1inge Fitting Team,
Spar Team, etc. In other words, a team was not assigned to each end item
produced but worked on the same function for each end item.
Approach Each team consisted of permanent members and part-time members as shown
below.

Permanent Members

Part-Time Members

Design

Weights

Stress
Tooling
Numerical Control

Finite Element Analysis
Dynamics
Materials & Processes

Drafting
Master Dimensions

Methods
Quality Control
Support
Reliability & Maintainability
Procurement

In addition a "team" of group leaders was formed to ensure communication and
to provide personnel handling and reporting required by Grumman's matrix
management system.
The permanent members were seated around CADAM/CATIA work stations;
the part-time members and group leader team were seated in nearby central area
and joined permanent teams as required to input and approve designs. A central
area for drawing approval and release was also in the area.
Results

Grumman is pleased with the results and feels that task teaming has helped keep
the FSED schedule on time and reduce the development risk. Benefits that have
accrued to date include:

"*Reduction of engineering changes due to error by a factor of ten.
"*Increased responsiveness to customer changes.
"*Increase in morale of program personnel.
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Production benefits are not known at this stage of the contract but no production
prcblems are expected.
Problems that arose and their solutions were:
a.

Pr-blem Insufficient direction of inexperienced personnel because of
di-persal of disciplines throughout various teams.
Sct!jfon Teams were consolidated to minimize the number of disciplines
with one or two members. Inexperienced personnel were placed in larger
teams and group leaders and lead people made an effort to maintain contact
with inexperienced personnel.

b.

Problem No one person has knowledge and understanding of the overall
control surface because teams rotate to all surfaces to work on similar tasks.
Scuiaton Key members of the Cover Team were assigned to each control
surface and were respousibie for overall coordination of tasks relating to
that surface.

c.

Problem Potential for tedious repetition of tasks.
Solution Team members were required to communicate with other teams
and participate in the design and analysis of interfacing structure in addition
to primary tasks. Solutions to a variety of problems were required during
the 6 month design phase.
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A.6 Hewiett-Paemkd Company
Czxpany Hewlctt-Packard Company

rEWvLon

All divisions, worldwide

Product

HP desinps, manufactures, and services electronic products and systems for
measurement and computation. These products include computer products, test
instruments, analytical instruments, and medical products.

Situation

HP has typically enjoyed a good reputation for designing and manufacturing
quality products which meet the needs of its customers. Nonetheless, over the
years they have experienced rising customer expectations, excessive costs of poor
quality and increasingly strong quality competition. These forces have increased
HP's attention to quality the past 10 years.

Action

Several years ago, HP began implementing its new approach to improving quality,
called Total Quality Control (TQC). HP defines TQC as a management
philosophy and operating methodology that is totally committed to quality. It
focuses on continuous process improvement through universal participation,
resulting in increased customer satisfaction. TQC means that quality control
efforts begin with the design of the product and are complete only with the
customer's satisfied use of the product. Thus every function is involved in quality
control: the marketing group in providing an analysis of the need for the product;
the designer of the product; the vendor and buyers of materials; the
manufacturing and testing of the product; handling, storing, packing, shipment
and delivery of the product, the maintenance, reliability, and repairability of the
product; the market analysis of the user's satisfaution with the product; and finally
the subsequent design and redesign of new products--the whole cycle again.
There are five main components of TQC which join togetLhr to create i z,-ergy of
continuous process improvement. If any one of the main omponents is missing or
lacking, the remaining efforts are far less effective. These main components
include:
Management Commitment
Custnmer Focus
Statistical Process Control
Systematic Problem Solving Process
Total Participation
Top management commitment in the form of learning, understanding, and leading
the TQC efforts with a communicated, unwavering purpose and management
involvement is critical.
Customer fotcs includes defining quality in terms of the customer's needs,
listening to the voice of the customer, and transforming that voice into desired
prcducts and services. In addition, everyone and every job has a "customer"
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whose needs must be met.
The use of QFD to help transform cust ,er requirements into better desi'ned
products is spreading thxcughout parts of hL" with uccessful results.
SPC involves the applicaticn of a wide rang,e of powerful statistical tools and
techniques to help people understand, manage, and economically improve their
procesu.ss and systems throughout the organization. These tools include simple
tools such as process flow diagrams, Pareto charts, control charts, etc., to more
sophisticated techniques such as statistically designed experiments, reliability
analysis, ARIMA model forecasting, simulation, variance components analysis,
and others. Without these tools, TQC results would be severely limited.
A systematic problem solving process provides a mechanism for solving problems
in a sequential, systematic fashion. It is the pathway of continuous process
improvement. HP follows the Deming "Plan, Do, Check, Act" (PDCA) cycle.
Other problem solving processes such as Kepner-Tregnoe also have been useful.
Further, standardized approaches to process documentation, review, and
traceability are used.
Total participation means everyone within the organization and everyone outside
of the organization who interacts with the company, such as suppliers, plays an
active role. This is accomplished through group training, conventions, publicity,
promotion, and so fcrth.
As part of its TQC efforts, HP is working more closely with its suppliers. A
revised v-ýndor qualification program is being used. The TQC effort is underway
in various stages throughout all divisions of the company. It begins with
management commitment, intensive training, application of the principles and
tools usually on a pilot project basis, and gradual spreading and reinforcement
throughout the organization.
Management has begun applying t~he TQC tools to the process of management,
using the technique called Hoshin Kanri. In particular, Hoshin Kanri significantly
helps with the organization and execution of strategic planning issues throughout
all levels of the organization.
Results

Many positive results have been recognized from the TQC efforts. There has
been a large increase in quality awareness and customer focus. Untold
improvements have been recognized throughout all departments and divisions of
the company For example:
* The composite field failure rate of all HP products has decreased 83 ... .cent
over the past 8 years.
* Scrap and rework costs have been drastically reduced in many d'wisions. One
wave soldering process reduced its defect rate from 4000 parts per million
(ppm) to 3 ppm. Other areas have experienced reductions of 80-95 percent.
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"*Manufacturing costs have been reduced as much as 42 percent.
" Parts inventories have been reduced as much as 710 percent.
"*Manufacturing cycle times have been reduced as much as 95 percent.
"• Product development times have been cut up to 3S percent.
"*Pro&ctivity has increased as much as 300 percent.
"• Physical plant requirements, including floor space, have been reduced
significantly in many cases. One division reported that it has increased
shipments 400 percent over the last several years without having to add any
fluor space.

"* One field repair station reported reducing its repair turn-around time
80percent.

"• The finance department at one division trimmed its financial close cycle
33percent.

"• TQC applications in field sales operations have improved sales effectiveness.
The widespread, continuous use of the simple SPC tools has been critical to
achieving the gains cited above. In addition, the application of statistically
designed experiments has resulted in millions of dollars in savings. HP has
conducted thousands of factorials, fractional factorial, central composite, and
response surface methodology designed experiments over the past several years.
Very few of these experiments (less than 7 percent) have required any capital
investment. A few examples of documented savings include $1,000,000 in one
year warranty savirgs for one priuct; $260,000 per year savings in a gold plating
process; 88 percent decrease in labor and material cost in another chemical
plating operation; $650,000 savings on a solder machine process; 75 percent error
reduction in process in an automatic component insertion process; 35 percent
reduction in process development time for a product. H9 has found that these
classical designs for conducting experiments do an excellent job of catalyzing and
rapidly advancing engineering knowledge, leading to faster technological
brcakthroughs and process improvements.
Throughout BP there is an increasing use of JIT (Just-Ir-Time) and Kan-Ban
methods of manufacturing. These methods have sharply increased manufacturing
quality and responsiveness to changiz•g order quantities, and reduced scrap,
rework, inventory, floor space needs, and manufaiiring cycle times.
Also, there is widespread use of New Product ntroduction (NPI) Teams. These
teams include representatives from R&D, marketing, materials engineering,
manufacturing, production control, purchasing, production enginee-ing, etc.
Their use has greatly improved the transition of products from development
through production and sales, resulting in far fewer manufacturing problems,
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fewer engineering change orders, and more consistent product performance for
the customer.
Cý-ervnatcns

" Top management leadership is absolute!y vital to a successful concurrent
enneering effort. Top management must educate :,tself first on the
philosophy, prxirciples, and some tools before it can effectively lead the effort
through their or.,anization. Verbal support only will bring only minor
improvements. The quality management philosophies of Deming and Juran
have been excellent sources for H?.

" Major improvements are obtainable almost immediately, but the really
monumental gains take several years of hard work and perseverance. At that
point, the rewards become very impressive.

" The small, incremental improvements made everyday with the help of
widespread application of the simple tools and an untiring focus on continuous
process improvement are what lead to the big, lorg-term gains.

" It is easy to place too much emphasis on the tools and techniques when getting
started. The philosophy and principles are far more important to learn and
understand first as these provide the guidance for applying the tools.

" Many, if not most of the benefits and rewards are not measurable or visible on
the bottcm line. These benefits are unknown and unknowable, yet are
extremely important to the visible gains. They include improved
.,ommunication, increased ability of people to work together, enhanced
morale, more effective use of people's knowledge for the benefit of the
company, the multiplying effect on sales of a satisfied customer, the
multiplying effect that improved materials, procedures, processes, tools,
maintevance, training, etc. have on the production lines, and so forth.

" The application of TQC is not only bencfihial to manufacturing areas but
equally beneficial to administrative areas as well.
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A.7 International Business Machines
Ccrmpany International Business Machines (IBM)
Lcatons Poughkeepsie, NY and East Fishkill, NY
Poughkeepsie, NY

Prodact

Mainframe computers (IBM 3OXX product line)

Function

The Poughkeepsie mechanical packaging group provides design and packaging of
system power, mechanical, and thermal (PMT) for the 3090 product line. The
product development took place at the Poughkeepsie laboratory, the
manufacturing operations were accomplished at the Poughkeepsie plant.

Sibtution

The IBM 3090 has been, and continues to be, a successful product line. The
design group, however, was concerned about the high level of continuing prodict
engineering support needed for enginetring changes (EC) after the design was
released to manufacturing and the product passed the general availability (GA)
milestone (high rate production). (ECs can consume an effort equivalent to
redesigning the product several times after it enters production.) High numbers of
ECs occurred despite a well established corporate policy of early manufacturing
involvement (EMI) in product development. The process was serial;
communication at the boundaries (between laboratory and manufacturing) was
not as effective as possible.

Approach The Poughkeepsie laboratory, working in conjunction with the plant, established a
facility called the Total Concept Facility (TCF) where a team made up of
specialists from different disciplines concerned with designing, producing, and
supporting a product could work together throughout all the phases of product

design. The team included approximately 70 people, with heaviest participation
from development and manufacturing. Other representatives from marketing,
quality assurance, and field engineering complete the team.

Formation of a team was not a radical departure from previous practice. There
has been an ongoing practice of cross-assignments between management in
development and manufacturing.
Product development team members are co-located at the TCF and the
cooperative process is institutionalized. With the TCF, teamwork is more
continuous; manufacturing represtntatives participate in the product's
requirements definition and conceptual development. At the TCF, team
members use three-dimensional (3D) digital models of the product so that

manufacturing representatives can visualize the design and plan the assembly
process.
Team members work together to establish requirements (the equivalent of before
Milestone 0 for DoD). Requirements are the result of concurrently analyzing
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customer needs, lessons leached from IBM and competitor's existing products,
and the results of an engineering analysis of "best of the breed" capabilities.64
Rz.quirements included firm targets for performan'e, cost, and schedule. Factors
aif.cting ease of installation, and goals for reliability,&6 availability, and
serviceability (RAS) are established. Performance cbjectives include firm tarSets
not only for traditional performance measures but also for part count reduction,
and lower assembly times and costs.
The process of establishing requirements is top-down both for the targets and for
the "best of the breed". Desired functions are compared to product features,
manufacturing capabilities, and cost estimates. The process is not new with the
TCF, but it was done with greater precision and to a greater level of detail than
ever before. Within the TCF, the first two phases of design, requirements
definition, and conceptual design, consumed approximately 2Spercent of the
eifort. Independent of the TCF, supplier/customer relationships are established
early in a.ie design cycle.
The laboratory established a CAD-tool development group to provide computer
support for the design and release functions. Coordination between the tool
developers and tool users (product dcsigners) was ency..raged by having both
report to the same manager.
The tool development group tailored a solid modeling system which had been
developed at IBM's Yorktown Heights Research Facility The tool developers
work closely with their customers (the development team) to support a de,-" jn
system tnat includes

"* three-dimensional (3D) solid modeling,
"• two-dimensional (2D) design and drafting,
- cable design and routing, and
* packaging design (including databases that reflect experiences gained in
component and part selection).

64. Thu "best of the breed* is a set of targets for quality, performance, price, e~a~ of installation, reliability,

avaiability, and serviceability (RAS). The values are the result of analyzing individual features of
competitors' products, projecting the expected advances during tie life of a product, and creating a
lypotlOaticai product which combines the best features from several sources.
65. Reliability of a ncev product at GA ii required to equal or exceed the reliability of the product being
replaced. Firm diled times for systern' ihstallation (less than 6 hours) is viewed as an important customer
requirement.
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The design system has interfaces to manufacturing through soft-copy release, to
materials management through bill of material generation, and to a corporate
central file (CCF) that can be queried by engineers for data on parts usage
throughout the corporation. The TCF development support system also provides
information for management tracking and support.
The proximity of the tool suppliers to the users allows rapid development and
tailoring of tool:-. The firrt priority was to tailor design system to support PMiT
design and packaging. Improved visualization resulting from use of solid
modeling had a significant impact on design quality. Development of featurebased design support has been a major advance. Feature-based design systems
include knowledge about the attributes of generic components of a design and
rules that can be applied to select specific parts based on the values of their
attributes. Feature-based systems may also support the notion of a hierarchy of
pieces and parts.
Using a feature-based system, designers synthesize a design by selecting generic
components and describing their attributes. The system screens its database and
presents the designer with a list of specific parts which perform the desired
function and satisfy the requirements.
For example, a feature-based system captures some sense of the verb "to fasten"
which includes a model of parts being fastened, an item to accomplish the
fastening, parts of the fastening item, their order of assembly, their relationship to
the parts being fastened (such as therm must be a hole for a bolt), and any
attributes of the parts that are important (diameter of a hole, diameter of a bolt,
corrosive properties of bolt and pait being fastened, etc.).
Using feature-based design, an engineer might select some desired product
feature such as a fastener. The design system searches the database and provides
a list of all approved fasteners that could be used at a certain point in the design.
The parts list will usually include only those parts satisfying some set of design
rules. The engineer has the capability to query the system for information about
important attributes of the items on the parts list. Once the engineer selects the
items (bolts, washers, nuts, etc.) to accomplish the fastening function, copies of
those items become logically grouped as a fastener.
Tools are now being developed to provide process design support for the
production planners including early validation of the design and the process data
(including assembly and test processes). The principal use of the 3D product
modtl is to allow the manufacturing repiesentatives to valiatce the engineering
design-for-assembly tools such as those developed by Boothroyd and Dewhurst.
All design actions involving a particular product component are performed using
a single object in the database to re ,reseat that object; therefore change effects
are reflected throughout the system. For example, with power harness cables, the
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electrical design, the physical design, and the bill of material are all iinkcu to the
same object in the database.
Other changes at the TCF include assigning the team leader responsiility for
developing component manufacturing support for the product, prohibiting the
engineers who designed a component from assembling the prototype of that
component, and requiring all prototypes to be assembled, using the proposed
release instructions, by a team which includes representatives from
manufacturing. Product design rules emphasize modularity and other
characteristics that simplify manufacturing, minimize the difficulty of
incorporating changes and improvements, and support tailoring system
configurations to meet customer demands. Manufacturing responsibility includes
fabrication, assembly, and test.
Results

There is greater awareness of shared goals, successes, and problems. Efforts are
coordinated more effectively. The resultant reduction in ECs led to a significant
reduction in the number of engineers supporting a product after GA. The time
from the start of the design cycle to product announcement has been reduced as
well. The time from the beginning of design until completion of product
engineering support has been greatly reduced. Fewer people were needed for the
design; product direct-labor costs were reduced 50 percent, and the process time
devoted to customizing products is down by 65 percent.

Remarks

Although 3D representations are available, the team has decided not to adopt a
3D design product release. Although 21) design information is transmitted to
manufacturing via digital release, they believe paper, 2D design drawings will
continue to be used on the production floor. Team members said that continued
research is needed for solid modeling, data structures, and algorithms for
handling very large (20-40 megabyte) models with reasonable interactive response
time.

East Fishkill, NY
Product

East Fishkill produces common elements (masterslices) and components that
become the building blocks for devices, circuits, chips, and the first level of
packaging (substrate). A group at East Fishkill provides the requisite electronic
design system (EDS) tools for engineers to design customized applications !or
masterslices and substrates., Other EDS capabilities (software tools) for card,
thermal conduction module (TCM), and Clark Board (a board about oue meter
square with approximately 2000 connections) design are provided to IBM labs
world wide by teams from Poughkeepsie and Endicot. East Fishkill provides the
physical and logical technology and rules for designing circuits that will become
chips and substrates. At East Fishkill, computer-controlled manufacturing lines
produce Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) logic circuits. In the eariy 1980s, a
"quick turn-around" (QTAT) manufacturing line using more than 100 custom
designed tools was put in place. Currentiy, using a new state-of-the-art facility
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a~nd EDS, uzrs can convert an electronic design to
1500 circuit custom
manufactured chip in 5 days. Designers at 25 locations throughout the world use
EDS to create design instructions which are sent to East Fislikill (and other sites)
whefe customized chips and substrates (and TCM's and Clark boards) are
produced.
Function

A team at East Fishkill supports the corporate-wide use of the segment of the
EDS that is used for mastersice and substrate customized design. They provide
normal system updates twice each year and, if necessary, they can provide very
rapid (3 4ays) modification of the system. EDS supports logic-design capture and verification, test data generation, physical design, and creation of release
interfac, to ptovide a complete ard unambiguous product description to
manufacturing.
Much of the design and production process has been automated. IMM has a
number of special application programs which operate on the electronic product
description to support design synthesis and design verification. There are also
application to provide an interface to the manufacturing facilities for
:semiconductors from chip through system levwel.

0
Situation
0

Complexity in digital electronic design at every level from chip to system exceeds
the unaided ability of designers to cope with it. The production process involves
many steps, each adding cost and value. Design verification relies on software
tools and hardware testing; hardware testing alone is not sufficient.

Approach IBM began investigating automated design environments in the 1950s. The
architecture for their present system, Electronic Design System (EDS), was
defined in 1970. T7hey have a comprehensive set of tools to support both design
synthesis and verification. The physical architecture relies on a high performance
computer for data storage and detailed computation. A special purpose
computer that executes system-level simulations which are compiled from design
descriptions is used for simulations of large systems. Workstations, text-only
terminals, and intelligent displays are also included.
EDS provides for capture of the logic design and subsequent concurrent physical
(piacement and routing) and'test design. EDS had its own language for design
description, but is migrating to EDIF and VHDL. Logic designs are created by
engineers using rule libraries. When test and physical designs are complete, they
are integrated into a release interface tape (RXT) that contains all the information
needed to manufacture and test the product. If all procedures are followed, the
RIT can be. translated into production instructiovs within one day.

*

e

The logic design is distinct from the technoiogy design. Design synthesis uses
rules (that may be technology dependent) which are qualified and certified so
that, if a design conforms to all rules, then the RLIT is "guaranteed" to produce a
functionally correct and manufacturable prodn::t. EDS produces a verifiable

*
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design but it is not cptimized. Designers generally do not optimize desgis by
manually "tinkering" with the EDS output. They relax or change tre restrictions
they had imposed on the -ystem and resubmit the logic design and relaxed rules to
EDS which produces a cew placement and routing solution.
Design verification is the most time-consuming part of automated design.
Simulation, timing verificaticn, and static analysis are used for verification.
Hardware simulators, special purpose computers that execute a compiled design
description, execute simulations 1,000 times faster than traditional software
simulations on a general purpose computer. As a rule-of-thumb, software
simulations require 1,000 hours to simulate one second of system operation;
hardware simulators do the same in 1 hour. Test vector generation for faultdetection is aided by a policy of using Level Sense Scan Detect (LSSD) design
rules. These rules allow designers to overcome the complexity of testing
sequential circuits. Virtually 100 percent fault coverage is required for highly
complex, dense circuits.
Computer-aided design verification is uscd to detect over 90 percent of all design
errors. Manual inspection and hardware debug are used to detect the rest.
EDS is updated oa a routine basis twice each year. If errors are discovered in the
rules or if some change is needed, changes can be incorporated and implemented
on the production floor in 3 days. EDS is aa e-!olving system, both it and the
design process it supports are continually improved as IBM takes advantage of its
impressive in-house research capabilities.
Results

When the 3080 was designed, the design process typically required three passes.
Today, design is planned for two passes, and the goal is one-pass design. The
overall (digital electronic) design cycle h.as been reduced by 40 percent.

Remarks

Although EDS has been developed internally to satisfy IBM's needs, some
laboratories decided to use commercially available CAD tools. Some
commercially produced tools are admittedly superior within specialized domains.
EDS is migrating to a UNIXb-ike operating system. EDS had its own language
for design description but is mnigiating to EDIF and VHDL.
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A.3 lT
Company ITM Corporation
Division
SLocation

o

*

All
Worldwide

Approach The ITT Corporation formed a small corporate statistical group that researched
Japanese management wethods, including true statistical process control,
Taguchi Quality Engineering including design of experiments, quality function
deployment, and multi-function teams. This group spearheaded a corporate-wide
effort of advocacy, education, and deployment of these methods. They initiattd
pilot projects that won support from the CEO.
1711 has a continuing education program using in-house assets from the Statistical
Pro•gams Group. The engineer's course consists of two sessions, each of one
week length. The first week prepares engineers to apply the methods. They
return to their regular jobs after the first session and prepare a project to
demonstrate the techniques learned. When they return to the second training
session, tizey present the results of their application to the rest of the class for joint
critique.
The training program relies on consultation from Taguchi tc develop hands-on
experience. MT estimates that 2 years are needed to train someone to become
proficient in the new methods. They do not overly emphasize the theoretical
aspect of Taguchi Quality Engineering. The focus is on the practical: they teach
tools and their use.

*

M71
reported that training engineers was not enough. Technology couldn't be used
effectively if management philosophy was not supportive. Management came to
understand the role of variability in understanding the process. Eventually, both
management and the work force had to be re-educated.
A 2 day foundation course teaches the need for new ways of thinking about the
customer base, the association of quality and variability reduction, the control of
quality, fact-based improvement strategies, the importance of surplier
integration, and management/work force relationships.

*

The cultural change that I=r is attempting to accompliz-h is difficult to achieve. It
has beeu particularly difficult to get middle management involved in the change.
Continuous persuasion by top management, pushing--but not demandingacceptance of new ideas has been most effective. There have been skeptics, but
when convinced, skeptics have also been the most effective proponents of change.
The foundation techniques are the following:
9 QFD to focur resources,
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, True SPC to manage processes, and
* Taguchi methods to reduce cost, meet schedule, and improve quality
Priuct
Su•atdoa

In 1982, cost analyses showed a 30 percent cost advantage for Japanese
automobile manufacturers. Ford Motor Company studied the Japanese
management methods and mandated that its suppliers, including ITT, adopt new
methods. In response to Ford, ITT started a pilot effort in the automotive group.
This effort lasted from 1982 until 1984. Based on the r-sults of the pilot,
corporate headiuarte's decided to expand the trial of new methods to include a
mixture of high and low technology and volume applications. Several additional
five-month pilots were started. The results were favorable, and nIT formed a
small statistics group to promote the new methods throughout the corporation.

Results

In the past 3 years, there have been 3000 Taguchi experiments. Ninety per cent of
these required no investment, and the results have been improvements of up to
50percent. There have been no true failures. Statistical process control has led
to the reduction and elimination of inspection with attendant improved yields.
The design cycle time has been reduced significantly.
These methods do not eliminate the need for skilled engineers, workers, and
managers. SPC and Taguchi methods are tools for controlling capital investment.
At ITT Avionics, producibility engineers and design engineers work closely
togcther. In mid-1986 they formed a new design engineering organization to focus
on product design and transition to production (this was about the same time the
Wiltoughby templates appeared). In May of 1986 they recognized cultural
problem in engineering when trade-offs in performance were needed.
Producibility, testability, reliability, and supportability (PTRS) initiatives were
defined Operations and manufacturing formed a producibility organization.
Engineering and the producibility group formed a stable team. The team followed
a product from design to production by moving from the engineering spaces into
the manufacturing area as the product entered production. On one project m
early 1987, product engineering transition engineering teams were formed, they
initially co-located in the design engineering facility. The PTRS continued,
forming a detailed database. The design review process expanded to inciude
manufacturing, quality, logistics-all with veto power. Becaus. people were
involved earlier, they did not act as policemen.
Although electronic interconnection among engineers was possible, the team
made extensive use of personal interaction. Electronic teleconferencing was used
for off-site meetings.
A communications network has been developed to link the design activities. It
will include local area networks and high speed data links between sites.
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Captire of design rules so they could be incorporated in design tools became a
0,roal. Freezing on tools was not a goal, stabilizing for 3-5 year periods was
suficient. Controlled tocl evolution was preferred.
The PIRS design gaidelines were coupled with the product engineering/ transition
team and the transition time was cut by 20-25 percent from an initial 24 month
schedule
Manufacturing has aiso been expanded to include quick reaction manufacturing
(QRM). This activity will also involve the design team. The design team gets
experience on th.- p•'oduction floor.
Process control is applied on the production floor. Critical parts of the process
now have on-line process control data capture and display. Process yields are
high. Eliminating or reducing inspection is the goal. ITr Avionics has been
selected by a tri-service group to be one of the defense companies att,.upting to
meet stringent DoD 200/ WS6536 soldering specification on printed circuit btx.rds,
through the use of SPC, thus eliminating the need for 100 percent inspection. Uqe
of SPC has shown a decrease of more than an order of magnitude (4800 to 40U)
defects per million.
Defect free manufacturing is essential to concurrent engineering and this
information is fed back into the design rule base.
Representative samples of Taguchi experiments resulted in:
* $500,000 savings by reducing rejects.
* $12 ,000 savings on tool costs.
* $1,100,000 annual ssvings on a solder process.
* 28 percent improvement in power supply product losses.
* $97,000 per year savings in a traveling-wave tube (TWT) process.
25 percent reduction in ferrite ce'e bonding production costs.
Other gains from new methods are a 33 percent reduction in the design cycle for
an electronic countermeasures (ECM) system.
One study of QFD concluded that FSED could be eliminated, but there are
problems getting the voice of the customer.
Source

IDA workshop and site visit

Remarks

=ITAvionics experiences (quite typical for the defense industry) a 5-13 year lag
between initial concept development and full production and field deployment.
They want to reduce this to 2 years.

Q
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The fundamtntal concepts of concurrcnt engineering (namely, cooperatiorn,
teamwork, tradt-off of design festures to achieve fuil life-cycle goaL) are not
new; they have been used for 30 years or more. The problem has been caused by
othcr factory and pressures resulting in desip, becomiing a differentiated process
instead of an integrated one.
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A.9 ,ZcDonnell Dowil.as Corporation
Co-npany McDonnell Dcuglas
DiN4, on

Aircraft and Astronautics

Locatiou

St. Louis, MO

Approach McDonnell Douglas has a corporate renewal program that has been underway
since the early 1980s: they make extensive use of automation for infornation
storage and retrieval, design support, logistic support, and manufacturing
improvements. They use "natural work groaps" (multi-function ieams), pyuscesb
"ccntrol, supplier performance measurement system, flexibie manufacturing,
computer-aided manufactaring (CIM). They have printed wallet-sized cards with
important facts about SPC, Deming, and Jur:an plus identification of tha goals of
'FD -and Taguichi methods. They are s-nding people to American Supplier
Institete for training.
)

Prodac

Aerospace, services, and defense products.

Situation

There was no mention of the type of severe personal event that moti',ated many of
the other companies. Instead, the corporate renewal program was init'lated by
the CEO's personal interest ir continued corporate excellcnce. More recently,
initiatives frcm DoD customers sz:h as the TRa,,nsition to troduction (templates)
and R&M 2C00 provided additional motivaticn for coucurrent cngineering.

Results

McDonnell Douglas compiled a r.port of significant Lmprovements during 1987.66
Some of the results are reported below:

a

Autmadlun Improvements
;,3*

TAV-8B Graphics Development Fixture completed 18 months faster
than AV-8B. This savings was the result of using an electronic mock.up.
Affter 30 months, changes per Cumulative Drawings reduced by over 23
on TAV-8B compared to AV.8B. Inproved engineering quatity is the
result of coordination possile with the electronic development fixture
and worldng with computer-aided design tools. GR MX.5 Nosecone
produced 5 months carlier than or.ginal schedule also as a result of usi.g

an electronic development fix'tu'e. T-45 (at Dougias) using the electronic
development fixture a-.d continuous checking of all reieases against the
electronic mock-up and had approximately 80 perceat fewer changes as
compared to paper drawings.
66 (Point of contact Susan Stitch E120/107/3/C1/233-0247.)
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. P';iminary design for hi,-,h-speed vehicles in 8 hours instead of 45 wceks
using a manual process.
Reduced
R
time to prepare the Approved Source/Ora'ity Vzrifled Product
List for NAVAIR from 511 hotu-s to 148 hours.
v Saved 50 percent in creating over 500 drawings for the Nuc!ckar
Tochnology Program.
* Reduced depot turn-around time by 6.8 weeks by eliminating paperwork
in a system for customer initiated trouble reports.
* Automated "Mcdular Pow-.r Subsystem Program" (NASA contract)
!estin3 and saved $357K niet. Pz,,ts traceability p•-graza saved
.9YK/year on the same effort.
* Consolidated Company Policies (CP) and Standard Practices (SP)
reduzing CF'.; by 51 percent and SP's by 2.5 percent. The consolidated
system was brought on-line.
* Developed frout-end for structural analysis program (NASTRAIN) that
allows savings of 98 percent wnpr.-paring the data fcr structural analyses.
Use digital data according to the CALS concept is reducing costs 25 to
-0 percent and cycle time 20 to 25 percent in comparison to manual
design and documentation systems.
* The automated composition system (ACS) when completely
implemented will eliminate ihe need for 64 production support people
and reduced production cycle time for document preparation and
publication by a significant amount.
9 Support asset management system (SAMS) spares ordering through
delivery reduced the need for 30 people in rupply support department.
(There are. additional savings in other divisions.)
9 Ccmputer-aided technical illustrations (CATI) for tecanical manuals
when completely implemented will reduce illustration preparation times
by 2/3.
Teleeonfereucing Saved $400K in travel cests on the Tomahawk Program by
using teleconferencing.
Process Coutrol Use of AppWied Process Control on the Tomahawk Production
facility resulted in reduced failure rate for %ire harnesses at the AUR level
from .85 percent in 1935 to .21 percent in 1987 (3Q). Material Re-liew
Records per parts completed, reduced from 11.7 percent in Jan 87 to 1.4
percent in September 1987.
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Ma-frpcbrin Control Syswm Improved management metheds reduced paper
costs by 50 percent on two manufacturing reports.
Subcontract Natural Work Groups $5.4M annual savings on Tomahawk, 30

percent reduction in subcontract management work force, 73 percent
reduction in paid overime, 20 percent reduction iii hardware discrepancies.
Hidden Factory Costs Scrap and rework cost reduction efforts-compared to
1986-reduced rework costs by 29 percent, scrap costs by 58 percent, and
non-conformances by 38 percent.
Procedun'! Impruvements Improved systkm for processing Design Change
Notices (DCN's) saved 34 percent of the time to process a DCN, using
natural work group suggestion for improvements to the Process Specification
System will save approximately 2000 manhours per year.
Expert System Using an expert system and participation by reliability and
maintainability specialists for reliability and maintainability trade-offs
during conceptual design gave improved producibility, reduced development
cost, and reduced life-cycle cost. Potential savings of operation and support
costs--60 percent. The effort was not any more expensive than traditional
methods.
Other Gains

" Concurrent engineering (integration of reliability, maintainability,
producibility, and Integrated Logistics Support (It.S) with design onproject) resulted in the F/A-18 Hornet, which is demonstrating twice the
reliability and 112 the maintenance in the fleet compared to its
predezessors, the F-4 and the A-7.

" Weld yield improved by 300 percent, defects per unit decreased by 70
percent, reduced set-up time.

"* One-of-a-kind reactor project using CAD system reduced bid price by
60percent, schedule by 18 percent, 68 percent fewer changes, reduced
scrap by 87percent.

"*High speed vehicle trade study using synthesis technology in less than 1
percent of the time for manual effort.

"*Applied Taguchi methods to IR problcm and reduced schedule by 83
percent
Sour.e

Site visit, briefings at the workshops and data provided by McDonnell Douglas.

Reffiarks

McDonnell Aircraft Company developed a sof.ware package (MAS) under a
contract to Wright Field which provides an in-memory repc.sitory fcr digital
n odels and a means of data manipulation to support CAD/CAM translation.
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"7h.-yhave also developed another concept called "parametric evaluation" that
allows them to store and integrate s-irface and curve digital representatizns
created in any other CAD system. They use it for extracting the necessary
properties from Northrop's NC.&D system, Dassault's CA,,TIA system, and from
their own curve creation system. It allows manufacturers to access the original
data definition. They believe that MAS and parametric evaluation are important
elements in enablin'z data transfer and product information exchange.

C,
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A. O Nrthrop Corport•icn
Coaruany Northrop Corporation
tMi~ison

Several

IacSaJG

Various

Situaticn

Northrop seeks to achieve continuous impruvement in the productivity of its
operations and the quality of Ats products. Database management has become an
increasingly important part of this process as projects become more compiex and
as staffs are more dispersed. Decades ago, all the people who were invo1,/ed in

designing an airplane coulA work together in one room. Since then, increasingly
demanding and complex requirements have caused enormous growth in design
teams and resulted in increasing specialization-and physical separation and
dispersion of the design team. One of the objecidves of manangg a complex
project with a dispersed staff is assuring the use of a common database. No one

should be wasting time or material because of late or outdated i,,formation.
Preovious processes of design, manufacture, and support were essentially mw.arl

an.i :low in responding to changes. Information was passed manually on paver
between major departmerts, and this process allowed error to propagate thrcugh
the data. Even 'vith the best drawing and checking systems, des'6n flaws have
existed on every weapon system, and remained until confronted in manufacturing,
lab and field test, and, worst of all, after deployment. The later in the process that
flaws were detected, the higher the costs of correction. Many flaws and errors
would cost so much to correct that they are left uncorrected-with ac-cumulated
major adverse impact on R&M, readiness, and Ife-cycle cost.
With all the dispersion of the design teams, they still can and must obtain the
benefits of integrating all the various life cycle requirements into the initial desi•n.
R'-cent advances in computer technology enable Northrop to do that by bringing
everyone back together under one roof, electronically.
Approach Northrop's approaches to achieving continu.d improvement in quality and
productiyity have included three important thrusts: electronic product definition,
phased parallel release, and statistical process control. The first two of the,e had
to be developed in house to ensure timely availability to meet the needs of
company programs.
Electronic product definition consists essentially of developing a computer
database with all the information needed to build and support a product. There
are several advantag.Ps to such an approach, e.g., extreme accuracy, but perhaps

the taost important advantage is the reduction in errors and wasted effort. This Is
brought about by having a single, integated database so that everyone-designers, mauufacturing engineers, lugisticians, etc.---can work with a corrn-on

database= from the beginning. Because this database is being updated continualy,
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the latest version- !. available almost immediately to all users.
The object of phased parallel r-lease is to introduce considerations of
manafacturing, material, quality and logistics support into the front end of the
dessign process, along with engineering. Representatives of these disciplines,
collectively and in parallel as members of tze product definition team, develop,
exchange, investigate and completely define the data required to produce and
support the de-sired proauct. "This collective effort creates an environment
enabling continuous improvement of the processes invclved in developing and
maintaining a weapon system.
Results

S ":'

Example 1
Through the parallel release meetings, it was realized that the manner in
which buikhead designs were being prepamed could be streamlined. It was
noted that before implementing parallel release, the standard approach to
preparing bulkhead designs was to prepare an assembly design and a wire
frame model. After reviewing this approach it was decided that these two
activities could be combined into oue detail activity design. This change in
design methodology, combined with applying the parallel release approach
throughout the product definition process, resulted in a total reduction in
bUlkhead design time from approximutely 13 weeks to 6 weeks. The overall
average savings for direct and indirect organizations totaled approximately
30 percent.

Example 2
All of Northrop's manufacturing divisions have used statistical process
controls, in some cases routinely for decades. We have found them to be
essential tools with significant payoffs in improving the yields of company
processes, as well as improving the quality of the material we procure from
subcontractors and vendors. One division achieved a 41 percent
improvement in the quality of material procured from subcontractors and
vendors over the past sev,.-ral years, and they project a further improvement
of 47 percent.
Statistical Process Control (SPC) Taguchi techniques for process
improvements are now being formally taught to Northrop engineers in
several divisions, and we expect significant expansion of the use of these
techniques in routine development and stabilization of certain types of
manufacturmng processes.
The benefits derived thus far from examination of statistical process
control, Taguchi methodology and quality function development have been
integral to the prime objective of increasing quality at least cost to both
customer and contractor. Northrop implemented variability reduction
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program (VRP) te~chriiues in commercial and military projects. Special
emp"mi is being directed to advanced aircraft and missile programs.
Tae foilowing 2re some examples cf benefits realized to date at Northrop
Aircraft Division:
o In central fabrication Nortibc- applied SPC to a aluminum quench oven

operations. The automation providcs precise data acquisition and
immediate acc¢.ss and control of all phases of the process.
* SFIC application in a new lubrication system precludes heat build-tip and
increases tool life. In stretch forming, disc sanding, and drilling, a 50
percent quality improvement has been realized.
* An automated machin- tool cleaning process with SPC eliminates debris
and defects on cutters, resuting in production of conforming machined
par&M.
9 Seve.rl SPC pilot projects are currently in operation at the Aircraft
Division. They include boring mill operations for side-brace and wing
attach holes, fuse!age center section skin preparation and composites.
Eiample 3
To reduce the variabilities associated with the design and manufacture of
advanced ECM equipment, Northrop's Defense Systems Division (DSD) is
employing techniques ranging from integrated computer aided
design/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems to SPC
techniques.
*

These projects fit an integrated manufacturing strategy which is to integrate
proven flexible manufacturing systems for rmall lot size and L'equent design
changes. The division's syst ms approach has been developed in line with
the Air Force's integrated computer aided manufacturing approach of topdown planning and bottom up implementation.
Computerized models develop system requirements and aid the process of
defining appropriate architectures and circuit elements to satisfy customer
requirements with reduceo design variability. Other models are
preprogrammed with detailed design rules (piece part derating, part
tolerances, part parametrics, etc.) to prevent, at the earliest possible stage,
design variations that would affect not only first time success but design,
b'iild and performance repeatability.

"The major thrusts ef DSD's effo.-ts include:
* A new CAD/CAM system in place to provide automnted work
instructions to the factory floor. This integrated computer system
standardizes the format for process documentation in manufacturing
0
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engineering. The cebined test and color graphics of work instructions
are validated for awmrcy rrd confm7vradon contrcl and then sent to the
factory floor terminais. Operators is this paperless systerm to build
avionics equipment.
.

K.

Paperless systems incorporating bar coding and on-line computer
reporting are being introduced to the factory floor. The data zoilc"Id at
dhe ceil controller level are tLe basis of our SC p'an. Ta: systems
red-3ce variati'iis in data collection and reporting through improied data
i•cplity. (:Ay validated and cure.-nt information is made available for
production materials troccs.-ing.

Einmple 4
Studies showed that implemrntati3n of a product definition enabling
technology could reduce engineering chasg, activity zs well P-s change
activities in the areas of NC part and tool programming, tool design, tool
fabrication planning, and material ordering. After analyv..g reductions
associated with the direct cabzr,3 activity, other -upport organizations
realized indirect savings in &.e operation of their functions. Examples of
savings include 16 perc.at in part and tool fabricatica planning, and 24

'

percent in configuration management.
Example 5
The major benefits of electronic product Jefination include 100 percent
change incorporation. the ability to make changes mcre quickly, increased
precision, better firs, fit- of structure, tubing and wiring, simpaiication or
elimination of mock-ups, faster numerical controlled machinc
programming, etc. Electronic product definition has resulted in a 40 percent

reduction in the time required for NC programming on a control surface. It
has •aso decreased, for exampie, the defect rntes on tubing fit in

manufacturing from as high as 40 percent to 3 percent, a 13 to I

improvement.

Summary Phased parallel release, electronric product definition and, statistical process
control are being applied on several Northrop programs. As a rezalt of the major
benefits already achieved, Northrop is working to enhance these and other

concurrent engineering processes and extend them to additional programs and
products. Through these and similar processes, Northrop is committed to
continued use, and -xpansion of, concurrent engineering concepts and tools to
achieve continuous improvement in productivity and qalwity.
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A. I I Texas Instuments
Company Texas instruments

la

Di.vison

Defense Systems & Electionacs Group, Piano, Tcxas. Provides electrornc
systems for classified and uaclassified weapons system programs. SYstem
integrator for HARM missiie a-ad other systems.

Situation

Texas Instruments has been pursuing a stratt7gy that integrates desigA and
manufacturing automatioa, qIality and producibility objectives. The drivers are
the need for competitiveness, cost reduction, and customer satisfaction.

Approuch Texas Instruments repoted c'ight initiatives that are closely related.
* Their quaiity and reliability assurance fhnction has progressed from
traditional inspection as a means of separitting good parts from bad to a
Tystem of conruol to ensure the stability of the process. They now use
Statistical Process Control (SPC), quality improvement teams, and work with
their suppliers to improve the quality of incondng parts.

4

* They institu ize an education program consis-ting of sending 800 managers to
Phil Crorby's course in Florida. These managers monitor in-house courses
based on the Juran Tapes to all exempt employees. Five years later, they
started a series cn Taguchi methods using both Americ.n Supplier Institute
(AS1) ,md iniemnal sources. They are. familiar wVth the concepts of Cuality
Function Deployment but recognize the difficulty discerning the DoD
castomer's reqairements. They supported The University of Texas at
Arlington in developing a graduate comrse in Design for Quality and
Producibility in response to the
Uilloughby initiatives as one example ol their
academic involvement.
* They expanded their instituted wlicy of providing representatives from
engineering specialty areas to incltade Producibility and Testability with the
already estabLished disciplines of Reliabil.ty, Maintainability, etc. as part of
the Product Dcsign Team. These members perform three functions:
conclusive advice regarding their functional specialty, education for other
deqin-team members about theiz functional specialty, and automated tool
design for computer-based tools to assist in performing design support related
to their functional specialty
* They have internal R&D initiatives to provide automation support for
integrated engineering. Their sftategy and well-developed plan have been in
pla'e, for some time.
e T'hey have implemented a master parts hibrary and an integated perzonal
wcrkrtation to support concurrent design.

4
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* They have invested, and will continue to invest, in improved hardware for
Troduction and test so as to be able to include advanced technology such as

curface-mount technologies in their designs.
* Expert system for many design support functions are being developed.
e The JTAG boundary-scan design architecture is being adopted and Texas

Instruments will include hierarchical testing as a design concept.
Results

The cost of quality programs has decreased significantly. Exact data is
proprietary, but the relative improvement is about 80 percent. There Lave been
improvements in purchased parts (39 percent), number of changes in microwave
modules (75 percent), and metal fabrication prices (72 percent). The
incorporation of Design for Producibility engineers saved $3,000,000 in one
program over the first three production lots. There have been reductions in
engineering change notices (ECN's) per drawing (estimated 1/drawing) and an
8:1 improvement in analysis time for producibility time for producibility
evaluation of printed circuit boards and components through the use of a local
automated Component Analysis System (CAS). Based on ML-•STD-275E, CAS
is a fully integrated analysis program and component database containing
physical dimensions, producibility, and layout/shape code data on 25,000 part
numbers. It has been used on 1,000 analyses.. There is a goal of reducing design
time for the advanced microelectronics packaging cycle from the present 25
weeks to 19 weeks in 1990 through application of system integration techniques,
including in-circuit test integration, part data load, factory interface, and data
control.

Remarks
Regulations and Specifications It is estimated that redundant or unnecessary
government quality regulations and audits add significantly to the cost of
quality engineering at TI. In one example the flow-down of first and second
Slevel specifications from one contractually xeferenced source was 1,300
specifications whose average age was 11 years.
Requirements Difficulty in etablishing a dialogue concerning requirements
(voice of the customer) is the principA masoi QFD is not used more in TI.
Opinions on Tsehnology The mere existence of design automation tools does not
mern that usefl results will occur. There needs to be a design automation
methodology along with the toolset in order to achieve the potential of the

toolset capability.
Miscellaneous
* Premature drawing release often results from unrealistic contract
schedules or late changes in system requirements.
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* TI has a family of design guides including 12 pr•oducibility guides and
7 checklists.
* Wave soldering ib a topic that is drawing a lot of attention. Texas
Instruments is p&rti;riping in a Tri-Service effort to eliminate 100
percent inspection requirements from DOD-STI-200O.
* Surface mount technoiogy is not incorporated into more designs because
engineers perceive it as risky Lased on cost and capability delta as more
convertional methods remain competitive.

3
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3. METHODS AND TEC11NOLOGY

)i•

The methods and technolcdies of concurrent engineering are described in this appendix.
The level of detail of the presentation is intended to provide an introduction to the concepts.
The discussion follows the format established in the body of the report: engineering proc'-.
initiatives, computer support improvements, and formal methods.

7

Informative in nature, this appendix is not a recommended plan for the DoD or for any
particular company. Each company should be free to develop its own plan for improving
their product development, production, and support processes. As a customer, the DoD's
primary concern is that the plan provide systems in less time, at lower cost, and of higher
quality. These are ways that other companies have achieved these goals.
B.1 Engineering Process Initiatives
The first requirement for achieving success in concurrent engineering is support of
management. Concarrent engineering involves the integration of contributions from diverse
specialists. Where it has been successful, much of the credit is attributed to the involvement
of senior management in establishing the goals of improved quality, cost and schedule; in
for-ing the teams of qualified people; and in providing the teams with the necessary tools.
B.1.1 Multifunction Teams

13

I

Multifunction teams are one method of facilitating the optimization of all important
measures of a product's function--performance, producibility, ease of maintenance,
reliability, cost, and quality. Management forms a team of members who have specialized
knowledge in differnt portions of a product's life cycle to concurrently engineer both the
product and the downstream processes for production and support. Involvemct of these
people in the design, particularly in the early stages, has beenshown to reduce the time for
total prcduct realization. For example, the participation of represfntatives nf the
manufacturing ,. r production branch has resulted in designs that can be produced r.th iz-w -r
modificrtions. In one company, even the prototypes are produced by the production facility,
not by a prototype shop.
Formation of the multifunction teams varies among different companies. Some
organi ,,-ions form prccess-oriented multifunction teams, and others product-oriented
multifu.nction teams. Membership on the teams may remain fixed or it may vary over the life
of a product. Teams are usually co-located, but the locatin can change as a product moves
from design to production. Because personal communication is such an important feature of
this me-.od, the teams are usually small (fewer than 12 people). MultifunctioLý teams have
been used on weapons systems for at least the last 15 years.67
In one case, [Seifert [D] I teamwork was evaluated by the participants as being the most
important factor in one large company's successful productivity improvement program. In
some organizations, team members who represent production divisions are selected directly
67. Multifumction task teams were used to design the F-15.
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from those divisions. Other companies have created a new specialist, the producibility
engineer who paiticipates with the design team. One company using such a specialist raid
that communication skills were one of the most important qualities for a person to be
corsidered for such a position. A common observation is that use of multifdnction teams
improves the ability of designers to create subsequent designs that incorporate from the start
features reflecting down-stream considerations.
B.1.2 Design Docnmentation Mhnagement
This section provides a description of the method of design documentation management
and its relation to concurrent engineering. Design documentation management refers to the
procedures used to specify how designs are created, analyzed, verified, modified, and
approved. Design documentation management is a necessity for any design effort, but with
concurrent engineering it becomes more challenging. Because concurrent engineering allows
people who have a functional specialty other than traditional design to participate in the
design process, it must also allow them to have access to the collection of information called
the design.
A design is created and refimed over some interval. The process of creating a design and
recording it as the design includes some amount of trial-and-error experimentation. Different
alternatives are tried and discarded until a solution is achieved. The challenge of design
documentation management is that the process must allow freedom for the engineer to try
new alternatives while maintaining control of who is allowed to alter the design and when
they are allowed to do so. It also concerns procedures to select one version of the the several
optiorns that are being evaluated and to designate it as the design. During concurrent
engineering, design documentation management must resolve the tension between allowing
team members to have access to the several alternatives versions of the design so that they
can evaluate its features with respect to their special concerns and the need to avoid
generating excess work by members who may be evaluating alternatives that will only be
discarded at a later stage.
Design documentation management is included as a method, not as a technology,
because it is needed independently of whether the design process is automated. If the design
process is automated and the design is maintained in a CADICAE databae, then there will
be a requirement for . technology to implement the techniques of documentation
management. In any event, the method described here must include a specification of
procedures to be followed by the individuals who are participants in the design process.
B.1.3 Tracking the Requirements
This section provides a description of the methods used to associate weapon system
(product) and process features with the requirements (the customer's voice). We sketch the
issues and briefly describe one systematic technique of capturing the requirement and
mapping it into the early design.
Implicit in the preceding discussion on methods to measure, design, optimize, form
teams, and manage the data is the assumption that the developer understands what is
needed-the requirement. In practice this assumption is not always satisfied. For weapon
system development, in particular, the "customer" has many diverse interests. Procurement
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agencies, operating commands, support organizations, and research faciliies all have iily
different objecti-ies. Although various acquisition reform initiatives may attempt to improve
the ability of these diverse communities to -each -ounsfu. of the common goal, the methods
discus5ed here assume that the process is operating in the existing mode.
3I

The first requirement is to capture the "voice of the customer" (VOC) in terms that the
engineer can understand. This is not the same as translating the engineer's concept of the
need into a presentation intended to arouse the customer's desire for a better system. During
the several workshops that were part of this task, participants clearly voiced the opinion that
capturing the VOC is both necessary and difficult.

C?

Multi'unction teams may be used to capture the VOC, but repieetrtatives of marketing
will usuaLiy take the lead role. Although surveys may be used at this stage, evidence exists
that surveys may capture information that is somehow biased. The "Blue Two" program
sponsored by the Air Force allows eagineers to spend time in the field performing
maintenance on fielded systems. Several companies that participated in this program report
that it is an excellent vehicle for communicating some of the user's needs to the entgineer. At
least one company is conducting supportabilit-y ,warenesms training for designers who must
perform maintenance tasks whikl wearing chemical warfare protective suits.
One formal technique for capturing the user's requirements and mapping them into
product and process paraweters :s called quality fanctioa deploymentt. Quality function
deployment, or QFD, originated in Japan and has been prrcticed there since the mid-1970s.
It consists of techniques for creating and completing a series of matrices shcWing the
association between specific features of a product and statements representing the VOC. 1t
is taught in several versions, notably Macabe's four matrices -- owing product planning, part
deployment, process planning, and production planning; Fukahara's House of Quality
approach; and Akao's matrix of matrices. [King (4f-

1~

OFD uses teamwork and creative "brainstorming" as well as market research to identify
customer demands and design parameters. The correlation between the demands and the
design parameters is ranked and normalized. Parameters of competitor's products are also
identified and ranked. The top--down design process continues as functions, mechanisms,
failure modes, parts and subassemblies, new concepts, and critical manufacturing steps are
identified and traced to critical customer demands and competitor's p:.oduets. Matrices are a
means of recording the information to show correlations. if the customer demands are the
rows of a matrix and product features are the columns, it is possible to show positive and
negative correlations among the product features in a triangular table above the matrix. The
triangular table, atop the matrix resembles a roof, hence the term "house of quality".
In the United States, QFD techniques are taught by several organizations including the
American Supplier Institute (ASI) and GOALJQPC. The House of Quality technique is
more widely known among U.S. companies. [Hrnuser [21, Sullivan [31 ] One of the reported
advantages of using QFD is that it reduces changes as a design enters production and it
decreases the time needed to get a design into production. In one widely reported case,
[Iauser [21] a Japanese automaker using QFD was able to reduce start-up costs by 20 percent
in 1977, by 38 percent in 1978, and by 61 percent in 1984 when compared to their experience
before they began using QFD. One of 'hbyota's suppliers reduced the number of engineering
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changes during producutn deployment by more than half.
Some U..s. companies have developed their own techniques for esttbii.'hing the
requirement and translating it into prodact features. Responding to the strong gSidance
contained in R&M 2000, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics recently formed a multifunction
task team for the SRAM II competition. Using locally derived nataral work grcups they
translated reliability and maintainability requirements (topics that had been traditionally
viewed by many engineers as "emotional issues") into identifiable and measurable design

characteristics.' At least one company is reported to have created a special facility where
potential customers can validate their requirements in a system that is designed to capture
and compare needs independently of the rank or seniority of the proporent of a particular

statement.
Both QFD and ad hoc techniques are being used. Companies tia: -ýe OFD in "he U.S.
are gaining experience by progressively applying that technique to more complex design
problems, i.e., part, assembly, subsystem and system designs. Although QFD appears to
offer substantial benefits in the design of complex systems such as military systems, the
application of QFD to such tasks has not been publically reported. Whether QFD can be

applied to such systems is an issue to be resolved.
B.1.4 Process Design

This section presents methods of designing and deploying a process. Each company
contact-d has his-torically defined various steps to be performed in the production process.
The detailed description of the production process can be traced [King [41]to Frederick
'"aylor's studies of manufacturing in the early 1900s. Engineers, particularly industrial
engineers, dcsigned procedures used in manufacturing procesvs-. Once these procedures
were translated into steps that the supervisors and workers could understand, the task of
managing and improving the process became feasible. In many successful organizations
manufacturing processes are described using what Deming calls "operational definitions".
Operational definitions tell the workers what is to be done in unambiguous terms that provide
a way io verify whether or not the procedure is correctly followed.
The adoption of formally spl-.cified steps for the design process has been a more recent
development. Design process has been more difficult to describe. Not only do design
methods vary among companies, they also differ between different divisions in the same
company Because design has been perceived as an inherently creative process, there has
also been some resistance among practitioners to reducing the process to anything that might
resemble an automatic procedure. In some instances there is insufficient knowledge and tools
for manufacturing design, lack of accurate data on field failure modes, and inadequate
performance models of the product and production systems. [Whitney [511 Although tools to
support product design synthesis and analysis (at least parts thereof) are available,
describing a process .o concurrently design the product and its production process (much less
68. "The McDonnell Dougiu Concurrent Design Experience, A White Paper,' prepared by the McDonnell
Dougls Astronautics Company, St. Louis Division, identification code 2604D, p. 5.
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its s~upport sysLem) is a formidable challenge.
Despite the obstacles, both government and industry have made progress in discovering
b.-tier design methods. The DoD and the Services have provided rome guidance in DoD
4245 7-M, Transitionfrom Development to Production, NAVSO P"-6071 3est Practices,and
R&M 2000. The research community has several iaitiatives (e.g., Merchant I16, and
DARPA 171 ) for improving productivity and mnny of these are concerned with. the problem of
improving the design process. The Strategic Approach to Product Design [Whitney [q]] and
various company initiatives both to implement the "Best Practices" and to improve on exiting
procedures are further examples of efforts in this area.
One company's experience, as prescntsd to a workshop, was particularly informative.
Thcy discovered that although a written procedure for system design was available,
adherence to the written procedure was so inconsistent as to make improving the written
procedurt. an impractical task. Instead, upon deciding the b-ast way to accomplish the design,
they recorded the new procedure as their baseline. Incidently, they are pleased with the new
procedures.
AT&T developed [Ackerman Is) ] a set of simple management guidelines, Process
Quality Management and Improvement (PQI), to simplify the task of organizing the
improvement activities. Central to the PQMAI guidelines is understanding one's own process,
customers, suppliers, and Lhe related inputs and outputs (see figure B.2). The guidelines
show how a variety of comron techniques, such as block diagram, cause and effect diagram,
control charts, and Pareto diagram, can be used for defining the processes, the inputs and
outputs.
AT&T has applied the POMI guidelines in a variety of "white-collar" processes, such as
voucher processing, billing, accounting, and management of hardware and software
development projects. The structured approach of PQMI has led to reduced "fire fighting".
clarification of work priorities, red prevention of problems.69
The PQMI guidelines include a seven-step process and list the tools and techniques that
have been found to be most useful at each step- The seven steps are:
1. Establish process management responsibilities.
2.

Define process and identify customer requirements.

3.

Define and establish measures.

4.

Assess conformance to customer requirements.

5.

Investigate process to identify improvement opportunities.

6.

Rank improvement opportunities and set objectives.

69. We are indebted to Madhav Phadke for this information. "Fire
management.
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lrnprove prccess quality.

T7here is coasiderable divergence among companies re-ardiag how they describee their
dcs*-gn sj.rocSS, blit t),e opnisreporting success in concurrent -agineerirg have made a
conscious effort to -examine their process, to establish a measure of its effectiveness, and to
coovmnct at leussL somne of ti~e key peopie to zontinue to improve tba -tiocess. All of these
companies are practicing at least some of Dening's 14 points. [Dcnmirgl' 3 ]

An issue concerning the process design is 'he degree to which the DoD, in pursuit ofI

Je~titinate concerns aboiit poorly designed or controlled processes, should specify bow a
contractor should design and control its internal processes. The consensus of experienced
iadividuals both in DoD and industzy is for DoD) to av3id sp-:cifyinghow and improve its
ability to defint what is needed.
B.2 Computer Rnd O~her Technology Support
This section contains inform~ation about technologies that Pre associated with concurrent
engineering. Although several companies wcre very clear in saying that new technology is not
needed to practice concunyent engineering (or to achieve the fourfold goals), this sectien
focuses on t.wc classes of technoio.gical improvements: those associatzd with information and
cornmunication, and the class of technologites that called production technology. These
technologies may already exist but with less than desired capability, or they may be research
topics. Concurrent enviezn imtdpneto h
irdpcyment. Their development and
deployment will, however, promocte more ratpid acceptance oi concurrenz engineering and will
improve the efficiency with which it is practiced.
B.2.1 Information Management and Comamnication
The first class of technology includes the means to crnpture, represent, present,
manipulate, and integrate information about the product design and the design of the process
used to produce it. It may include ivformation about the process used to des-ign both the
product and the process. This class also includes technology needed to deploy the
information to the design team member's workplace.
3.2.1.1 Information Capture
Information-cnpture technology includes software and hardware that the designer uses to
represent the original design concept and all its derivatives. It includes the means of
capturing information about the process used to produce a product, information about design
rules, and information about downs-treamn effects of various design alternmatives. It also
includes the technology needed to filter and condition the data that produces this
information.
InformLtion capture technolcgy has been recognized [INCMS [9] , Merchant [61] as a high
priority research topic.] 0 At. lesst one of the companies that participated in the workshops
70. Sensor-based control of manufacturing equipment and process was ranked as the highiest priority
research topic at the March 11-12, 1987 National Science Foundation Workshop.
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1-I."-ves the derv •,,-n-nt of lessons learncd databa-es is one of the most important
imT.rovem-nts netd. fcr concurrent endneernn.
Infci'-aticn capture includes real-tme cztt)•re of infonnition by sensors as -.art of
measuriug proccss capability and o
oif-lin
fs," data cap~we. Alter raw data .has been
collected, it must be filtered and2 conlitmoned to be ueful `cr rv,'y ,ecision processes.
Techniques of filtering data so as to create a knowvhdge base are rtsezcch topics.
A current examv!e of infor-nat'cn ca?,,uz: roL. azm iz 'h- D' si-i for Assembly Toolkit
by
toc
hroyd Dewherst, Inc. ',his softwac s3-,mt.- is ued to fon tare the structure of a new
p:odct concept in orJer to o
the pcsii"s
ýs&.s
for ppa.1 zctnt reduction and to identify
LMre problemns Li assembly procejzes.
B.2.1.2 Ir~ormatloc, R
g•pr•.•ntaion
Aftcr i.-7orma-tin has 'rn cmap.-11ed and Titcrerd it must be stored in a form tha opermits
it to be used by a Y-iay ctf ,cftware tools anti cn a number of dietrent haidware depices.
Stzadards for representing data s'ppoit tbs capabiliti. Amcng the typs of atandards that
have been lxtipfui for data representation aze such weli-knowvn standards as the ASCH
character codes, standards for designing devices such as the JTAG boundary scan or LSSD,
and standards for representing data that are exchanged such as ASN.1.
Additional work is needed to develop colmmon standards for representing engineering
information. Several workshop ps'i'icipants descr4',ed thn DoD Computer-aided Acqwmiidon
and Logirscs Support (CALS) initiative and the Pr.'•oduct Data Exchange Spe ifiction
('DES) effort as very promising programs in this area. Standardization efforts are ako being
conducted among iatcrnational bodies, for example ISC TC124/SC4/VvWG1 (Intrn.itional
Standards Organizaiýiou Tchnical Contritte" 184, Subcommittee 4, Working (Grou-t 1) is
developing a tolerance zxe. Their July 1987 wor!'dngaer (DiT•ment 3.1.1.6) notes that
as nc, muaicatioa cf product definition data comes to rely on digiud communication inztead
of engineering drawings, the impo:.tance oi providing unambiguous digitad models increases.
Cosely related to standards fur reprseat.ing, but at a slightly more abstract level, the
concept of modeling provides a technique fer supplying semantic meaning for an item of
information. Models of products and processes may be repre3ented as conceptual schema,
or they may appear as mathematical expressions. Accurate models promote understanding
of the process and simp)ify creation of kntegrated .ys.tems. Creation of information iuodels is
more difficult than defiz-ng two-way exchange soadJ-rds between systems that already share
the same information model. Consecuently, many r•searchers consider it to be an essential
first step.
B.2.1.3 Presentadlen
After information has been coptured, assuming it can be represented in a useful form, it
must be presented to the members of the design team in a clear format. Presentation
technologies include graphic displays ard their soltware, 3-D and solid modeling languages,
color displays, paper, and teleconference facilities. Th7y also include standards that support
development of distributed wad transportable presentation packages. The X Wimdow
[Scheifler [x0] system is gaining acceptance as a standard for a window system that can be
implemented on different computer systems in a network. R allows applications programs to
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develop a common interface to windows throughout the network.
Teleconferencing has also been used to support the presentation of information to
geographically distributed members of a design team. One company thzat has used
teleconferencing is pleased with the results but .hey do not believe teleconferencing will
eliminate the need for face-to-face meetings.
Effective presentation must also extend to hard copy printouts of design or process
analyses. In some cases, paper or simple voice communication can be more effective than
electronic transfer. One large manufacturer reported that although .lectronic transfer of
design data to the factory was possible, paper was used because it was easier for the people
who had to use the information.
One software package71 produces a structured print-out of the product design,
illustrating the relationship between final assembly, subassemblies, sub-subassemblies. eec.
The structure forms the basis for illustrating the distribtion of assembly and manufacturing
costs asd also for identifying possibilities for product simplification.
B.2.1.4 Manipulation
The design process requires mure than just capturing, storing, and retrieving
information; it requires that some value should be added to the information. 'Me value
added may take the form of design synthesis, functional decomposition, or analysis Cf design
objects. During concurrent engineering, the value also includes creation of models of the
downstream processes that produce and support the product. The ability to simulate
complex downstream processes remains a limitation to full concurrent engineecing in some
domains.
Th e procedure for adding value to design objects involves manipulation cf the object.
.The manipulation can take several forms:
finite element modeling to assess the behavior of the object;
.

continuous fluid dynamics for evaluating the interaction of an object with a flt-id

"environment;
-

discrete event simulation or application of heuristics to predict partially understood
implications of design options;

some simple translation of data.
In any case, the manipulation is usually performed on some computer, using design support
software.
Concurrent engineering is implemented more easily when the manipulation routines are
easily used, computationally efficient, and accurate. The. information that the routines
provide should be presented in a form that 'he design team can easily use.
71. Desip for assenb,'y software.
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Manipulation technologies are being advanced rapidly, but individual software routines
are not always developed in such a way that they work together. The next section addresses
the technology associated with ensuring that manipulation and other computir technologies
are integrated so as to suppct concurrent engineering.
9b

a

*

B.2.2 integrating Technologies
Concurrent engineering teams up specialists who typically address designs using their
own methods, representations, and manual and automated tools. Given the trend toward the
use of automation for synthesis, analysis, and capture of designs, multifunction design teams
will reqdlre tools and represrntations that work together easily. Integrating technologies are
aimed at reducing the cost of evolvable, tailorable tool interoperability. At the same time,
they have the possibility of drastically reducing the DoD cost of recei-Ang and maintaining
engineering data. While this is an extremely important issue for DoD, it is a secondary issue
from the point of view of concurrent engineering.
Within the class of integrating technologies, two are of great importaw .ce: environment
frameworks and description languages. The first holds the possibility of en. )ling a process of
evolvable, tailorable, and universal automated tool integration. The econd holds the
possibility of standardized, automated communication of product designs.
B.2.2.1 Environment Framework Development and Standardization
In several meetings of groups concerned with the technological as, ects of concurrent
engineering, the groups clearly indicated that engineering environment arameworks are a
significant facilitating technology for concurrent engineering. This agrees with the team
member's experience on the subject.

*

S

An engineering environment framework is a response to the fact that as design
complexity increases, the use of automated tools increases, but that as the use of automated
tools increases, complexity is added to the engineering process. Thus an effort to manage
complexity of designs increases complexdty of the engineering process. This point is
exacerbated when designs are decomposed and addressed in highly interrelated subtasks or
when specialists are required to address various aspects of a design. Such an approach
requires the following characteristics and requirements:
*

integrating and accessing automated tools easily;

* controlled sharing of design information;
* tracking of design information;

S

• tracking of design dependencies and changes, and propagation of their effects; and
* monitoring of the design process.

Sintegration

These are characteristics and requirements that increase as the use of concurrent engineering
mcreas,;s. The fact that teams are usually geographically distributed makes this problem
even worm-, because information sharing and control, process control, and perhaps even tool
and access must occur over long distances.
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To respond to these requirements, a framework is needed for tool integration based on
information sharing. It should offer a standard, extensible set of seivices and interfaces to be
used by applications. It should control and allocate data resources, provide concurrency
controls, archiving, and a query capability.
The basic functions of an engineering environment framework that would support
concurrent engineering are:
-

tool integration-the ability to operate, efficiently and uniformly, tools with different data
and hardware requirements;

* data exchange-the ability to translate and to communicate data among different hosts
and tools not only withi-g the the environment but also between the environment and
external systems;
* engineering and manufacturing management and control-the facilities to monitor the
design and manufacturing process and to impose automatic and manual controls on
accessing and modifying data;
0 information management--4he fa-hties to describe and to control globally available
env4-ornment data including the creation and manipulation of data, the imposition of data
validity and constraint checking, version and configuration management, concurrent
tzansaction control, and backup and archive management; and
• eivi•unment administration--the tools and specitcations for managing the data
dictionary, tools, workstations, user profiles, and control rules.
It is important to understand that the DoD needs standardization of such environment
frameworks at the service and specification level. DoD does not require, and should avoid,
standardization at the implementation level. The standards must offer a means for tailoring
to meet the requirements of u large number of differnt organizations. They must be able to
evolve to meet the challenges of new design processes and tools. They must be
implementable to create environment instances that function efficiently on distributed,
heterogeneous platforms. The specifications and services must be implementable with
reasonable efficiency on many different kinds of hosts. [ Linn and WinnerI']]
There are several government and industry engineering environment framework
activities. Unfortunately they are not proce•ding from a common vision. This would be
acceptable if these efforts were intended as research. The basic environment is no longer a
research issue. If the drive toward standards is to occur based on these efforts, a greater
commonality of vision will have to be reached.
B.2.2.2 Description of Engineering Designs and Characteristics
Some of the participants in this study assert that a necessary requirement for concurrent.
engineering is the ability to represent the object being designed in an accurate, unambiguous
language. In addition, moving from total reliance on design drawings to electronic
representations that can be accessed by many team members is an important advance in
design technology that allows teams to be more productive and provides an opportunity for
concurrent, integrated execution of different design tasks. Other participants point to the
existence of successful concurrent engineering efforts of many kinds and infer that a common
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==ngazb•1-ous representation of dte desipn objzct is not necesszx'y. It seems clear that such a
rtpresentation or family of reprcsintations is desirzble. DoD, thrcmuh the CALS initiative,
pairicipates in Lhe efort to devtlop such a representation and foster its implementation.
There exists now a national effort to develop such a specification.72 There is a national

vo!unta.y group, mupported by the CAtS initiative, whose goal is to develop Product Data
Exchange Specification (PDES). An indastrial cooperative has formed to accelerate
implemcntation of the techn'oogy.
The PDES endeavor supports industrial automation in its broadest sense. The resulting
standards would deal with the entire range of product data and is intended to represent the
US position internationally in the quest for a single standard for product data. The term
product data denotes the totality of data elements which completely define a product for all
applications over the product's expected life cycle. The data include nct only the geometry,
but tolerances, material properties, surface finishes, and other attributes and features that
completely define a component part or an assembly of parts.
PDES must provide the capability of exchanging data among the multiple computing
systems that will be involved in the product life. There is a particular necessity for archiived
models that will be interpreted at a future date by an unknown system. industry has found
that the abilizy to exchange product data among a variety of different vendor computer
systems is critical to its external relationships with contractors and customers.
It Is important to understand that the conceptual schema of the PDES model, v,,ile built
to support application areas, is supposed to be independent of both the physical
implementation and the applications making use of the information. The PDES model is
ceferred to as the Integrated Product Data Model (IPDM).
*

S .

The plan of the volunteer group is that PDES will be developed incrementally. For
PDES version 1.0, the intended scope encompasses geometric curves and zurfaces, solid
geometry, product structure and conii".iration management, form feature, shape, tolerances,
finite element modeling, drafting, electrical, and presentation (for graphics). The stated
objective is to develop, approve, and publish version 1.0 of PDES during 1989.
There are four broad implementation levels, or categories, that encompass different
computer architectures and implementation technologies that have been defined for PDES:
Level 1 is a passive file exchange (computer to computer); Level 2 is an active file exchange
(systems exist to interface applications with the file to allow on-line access), Level 3 is a
shared database access approach; and Level 4 is an integrated product knowledge base.
In order for PDES to become a reality, there must be a convergence of several activities:
* a research base of implementing technologies,

72. Howard Bloom of the Nationi kstit-ate of Standards and Technology contributed to this section.

0
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* development of a specification for product data representation in digital form,
* implcmentations in software,
* validlty checking and testing methodology,
* suidelines for usage in identified applications areas, and
* use in production.
PDES is an ertremely large undertaking. The recent formation of an indusiry-funded
cooperative, PDES Inc., to eccelerate implementation is a major step toward solving the
problems and is attracting wide DoD and industry support.
B.2.2.2.1 PDES UIme
A major issue concerning PDES has been raised by the community of elecaronic
engineers. They Yiew PDES as totally driven by the needs of airframe (mechanical)
designers and have expressed dissatisfaction with the direction of the resulting proposed
standard specifications. They feel that electronic design, by the nature of the designs
themselves and by the nature of the design process, is fundamentally different from structural
design and that these differences place radically different requirements on the information
representations. Electronic engincers contacted have expressed fustration with failed
attempts to get the PDES community to understand these differences and take appropriate
action.
DoD, through the CALS initiative, is in a position to provide leadership in getting this
issue addressed. In addition to the CALS initiative, DoD is an important customer of many
of the companies that are invo!ved in the PDE-S development. Because of the highly
integrated, electro-mechanical nature of many of DoD's systems, DoD has a compelling
interest in resolving the issue of getting PDES to be able to capture electronic designs in a way
that satisfies the requirements of electronic engineers.
B.2.2.3 Cotnaputrtutn
As an example of concurrent engineering presented during the workshops, uany
companies use computers to support the design process. At some stages, however,
particularly the carliest conceptual design stages, computers may not be used, cven by teams
that are practicing concurrent en•gineering. Some very simple designs may also be conceived,
refined, and transitioned to production using manual techniques. The exceptions
notwithstanding, computers are widely used in contemporary design processes and their use
is closely associated with concurrent engineering.
Concurrent engineering places additional demands on computing support. 'Members of
the multi!Wiction team analyze tht effects. of design features and plan the production
processes at an ea.rlier stage in the design cycle. To avoid imposing delays on the schedule,
team members use computer simulations and other manipulation techniques as previously
discussed.
The computation needed for concurrent engineering includes database management,
expert systems, gaphics, simulation, numerical computation, translation and compilation,
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and data cowmunication. These manipulations frequently consume substantial computer
resources (memory and cpu cycles). The deployment of certain classes of computer
hardware continues to be closely associated with the ability to perform concurrent
engineering without imposing unreasonable schedule delays.
Specific examples of this class of technology include: supercomputers, parallel
architectures, RISC ar.-hitectures, and advanced workstations. Improvements in these
technologies support concurrent engineering, but appear to be happening independently of it.

3

B.2.3 Production Technologies
Although the scope of this study concerns the design phase of weapons system
development, at least one class of production technology that can be considered using
concurrent engineering was found. The ability to remove unnecessary constraints on the
decision space and to delay making premature decisions contributes to an enhanced
concurrent engineering process. Production technologies that allow greater flexibility in
planning tie production process and production technologies whose capabilities are known to
the designers provide this ability.

3

A variety of research and development efforts in flexible manufacturing with direct
capability to couple the manufacturing cell to the design environment has recently emerged.
These efforts need to be coordinated, particularly to ensure their application to concurrent
engineering.
The methods of on-Line quality control such as SPC were first applied on the production
line and produced information that was fed back upstream into the design process, so can the
flexibility and information provided by better manufacturing technologies known as flexible
manufacturing systcms (FMS), be fed back into the product and process design to support
concurrent engineering. In some cases new production techniques give the designers new
options for materials and functions. The ability to use these options in ways that achieve the
goals of concurrent engineering would be impossible without many of these new devices. This
relationship of production technology back to the design function is a natural complement to
the forward focus of design on production and life-cycle support.
B.3 Formal Methods

SThis

section describes some of the formal methods used in concurrent engineering.
Companies reporting significant progress in achieving the goals of concurrent engineering
typically use one or more of these methods.
The listing is not exhaustive and use of these methods without the engineering process
initiatives will not guarantee successful implementation of concurrent engineering. These
methods should be considered tools that can be applied in support of a scientific approacL to
problem solving. The study team did not establish a ranking by which one method could be
considered "better" than another. At this stage the study indicates that companies reporting
viccess in reducing cost, improving quality, and cutting time-to-market often use some of
tneie methods. At the September workshop, the participants developed the following list of
methods.

*

Q
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1. Quality Function Deployment
2.

Threat Analysis

3. Technology research and transfer

4. System Design, Parameter Design, and Tolerance Design (Taguchi Method)
5. Testing Methods
6. Problem History Feedback
7. Design for Simplicity
8. Design for Assembly
9. Rule-Based Design
10. Simulation (Soft Mock-up)
11.

Common Parts Database with Reliability, Maintainability, and Producibility
Information

12.
13.
14.

Pugh Concept Development
Fault Tree Analysis (FTA)
Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA)

15. On-line Quality Control
16.
17.

Design of Experiments
Response Surface Methods

18.

Evolutionary Operations (EVOPS)

19.

Exploratory Data Analysis

20. Statistical Graphics
21. Group Technology
22. Value Engineering
23. Measurement Methods
24. Operational Definitions
25. Ishikawa's Seven Tools (Graphs, Histograms, Cause-and-Effect Diagrams, Check
Sheets, Pareto Diagrams, Control Charts, Scatter Diagrams)
26.

Foolproofing

A ranking of the importance of these methods was not developed. Even if such a
ranking could be developed for a narrow sector of the defense industry, there is no assurance
that a particular engineer or manager could rely on it for guidance when faced with a
particular problem. In many domains, familiarity with some minimal set of tools is seen as
entry-level qualification and experts are the individuals who understand a wide variety of
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methods and can apply the correct approach to the proY•'• ,' at hand.
Figure B.1 shows the number of times that use of some tool was mentioned during a 1987
Japanese conference on Quality Circles.73 It confirms that many different methods are used
by successful companies.

73. Ikuro Kusaba, "St3tietical Methods in Javanese Quality Control" Societa's QwWu'•d',
(May June 1968), Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers.
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design of experiment!
Pireto chart
tree anrlysis & QFD
cause & effect diagram

]

histogram
scatter diagram
FTA
correlation & regression
control chart
ANOVAcomputer techniques
statistical test & estimation
others
multiple regression
relation chart
FMEA
process capability
Weibull distribution
simulation
principal component analysis
discriminant & cluster analysis
quantification theory
time series
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Figure B.1 Reported Use of Methods in the 1987 Annual Quality Circle Conference
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Next, the methods that were most frequently mentioned during the workshops are
presented. T-hey aue described in a sequence that roughly approximates their order of
hisworic:l introduction.
B.3.1 Prutcess McItsement and Control
This section describes the methods used to e,:aluate an existing process. Although
process control methods are widely used ia manufacturing areas, there is no intrinsic reason
to restrict their application to manufacturing. Many notewc.-hy improvements have resulted
from applying process control to service sectors and to design problcms. To make it clear
that th: discussion is act restricted to manufacturing, the notion of a generic process and the
:ole of variability in a process and its products are introduced. The discussion includes a
sket,-h of the progress in this area..The saction concludes with a summary of the principal
process measurement and control techniques and the issues associated with their use.

,2i

A process is an intuitive concept representing some collection of people, equipment, and
operating procedures that is intended to provide some product or service for an organization.
A process accepts inputs from suppliers and transforms them into a product for a customer.
We allow a broad interpzetation of the terms supplier and customer and they can include both
internal and external (to an organization) relationships. Similarly, the input and product can
be raw materihl and finished product or value enhanced transformation of the raw material.
In a service organization, both the raw material and the product cen be some form of
information.
Figure B.2 74 shows a process as a "black box". It shows the relationehip among a
process, its supplier, and its customer. It is intendcd to imply that the internal details of the
process are not important to the evaluation of the process 2 5 In fact, it is customary to
suppose that the internal conti•Is remain fixed during an evaluation. Controls are adjusted
only after an evaluation produces some information about the output of the process.

74. Roger Ackerman, Roberta Coleman, Elia•

and Improvemen Guideiinex,

Leger. and John MacDcrman, Proces Quafity Managemem

bication Center, AT&T Bell Iabratorins (1987), p. 8.

75. We assume that mechanisms exist to adjust ý.he operation of the process and thtsa methan-ms are called
controls.

'•
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Figure B.2. Process Model
An evaluation consists of measuring one or more attributes of the product and comparing
those measurements with their ideal values. The ideal values are the target values that have
been found to satisfy the customer's requirements. A product's quality is a measure of the
difference between its actual attributes and its ideal or target values.
It is axiomatic that an observer who is willing to perform sufficiently precise
measurements will always find variability among prodt.cts produced by a process.
Wheeler1121 notes that in manufacturing, the earliest approach to dealing with variability was
the introduction of specifications. Specifications were upper and lower control limits for
acceptable variability of a product. Products either satisfied the specifications, or they did
not. Those meeting the specification were shipped to the customer while the failures were
either reworked or scrapped. Inspection was introduced to determine which products met the
specifications. Disagreements between suppliers and customers frequently arose as
manufacturers sought to relax the specifications to reduce costs of scrap and rework, whereas
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customers wanted tighter specifications to improve product performance through reducing
variability. He points out that this conilict obscured the important issue of how to
manufacture parts with as little variation as possible. The vork of Waiter Shewhart as
extended by W. Edwards Deming provides a new perspective on the importance of reducing
the caues of variation. Based on experimental data, Shewhbat concluded
"while every process displays variation,
some processes display
variation,
• controlled
!
• •
76
while others display uncontrolled variation."
Controlled variation is equivalent to a prccess whose internal controls and input are fixed. If
nothing changes, the output of the process will exhibit variation, but the statistical
distribution of the product characteristics will be constant. Controlled variation permits one
to make statements about the probability that the product characteristics will fall within some
range of values. Uncontrolled variation does not permit such prediction. Shewhart
postulated that special factors,7 uually associatea with scme inconsistency in the process,
are the cause of uncontrolled variation.
IDorder to reduce variability in the product, management must first identify and remove
the special causes of inconsistency in the process and then institute a policy of continually
improving the process so as to reduce its controlled variation.
Management has found that using the Shcwhakt concept of variation is a powerful
method for controlling and improving processes. In the United States, Armerican National
Standard, ANSI Z1.1-1985, Guide for Quality Control Charts, Z1.2-1985, Chart Method of

Analyzing Data, and Z1.3-1985, Control Chart Method of Controlling Quality During
Production, are available for the American Society for Quality Control. In Japan,
manufacturers have used these methods since the 1950s. There is extensive literature
concerning these methods (see Dewing [3 !,Juran [141, and Ishikawa[l'5).
Managers in the United States and Japan have used techniques of statistics to measure
performance and they have implemented management techniques that are consistent with the
Shewhart concept. The results have been reduced product variability, improved product
quality, and reduced cozt of nonproductive activities such as inspection and rework.
The first step in improving performance is to evaluate the current process. The
techniques of evaluating a process to learn if the variability is controlled or uncontrolled are
called statistical process control.
Statistical process control is based on the hypothesis that if a process is stable, then one
can measure a product characteristic that reflects the behavior of the process and the
76. Donald J. Whoeler and David Chwabers, UnderandiingStaditicalP~oce Con•'l, Statistical Process
Coitrols, Inc., Knoxville, TN 1986, Y).5.
77. Special factm ar causes of variability associstod with some change of precess controls that alters the
process. Special factors are often called special causes. Some vxamp!ex cf soecial causes are ch=ges in
the quality of supplies, wear and aging of tools. new personnel, or new procedures.
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measured characteristic will have a common distributicn (in a probabilistic sense). That is,
different sample groups of the product from the process will have the identical statistical
distribution of the characteristic.
Statistical process control selects sample groups and conducts simple stu-istical tests to
verify the hypothesis. As long as the tests do not show that samples iave different
distributions, one assumes that the process is stable and concentrates on incremental
improvements for the process. If a test indicates that the distributions are not identical, then
one looks for the special causes of variability. When such causes are fo-.'sd, they are
eliminated. This algorithm is repeated until the process becomes stable. When a process is
stable, further improvement can only be achieved by changing the process.
The most common type of test is based on a series of sample groups. For each group, a
group average and group range are recorded. After a sufficient number of sample groups
have been drawn, the average of the group averages and the average of the group ranges are
computed. If the original hypothesis of common distribution is correct, then the group
averages will be approximately normally distributed with an average that is approximately
the same as the average of averages, and a standard deviation that has a known relationship
to the average range. From the properties of the normal distribution, it is known that the
variation of the sample averages and ranges will tend to cluster about the grand averages and
only in very rare occasions diverge by more than three times the standard deviation. For this
reason, the most common indicator of a special cause is a sample average that is more than
78
3or (where a is the symbol for the standard deviation) away from the grand average.
A stable process that yields products which satisfy the customer's seeds may, at some
time, become unstable. Instability may arise from special causes as previously noted.
Continued monitoring of the process through statistical process control can detect the
transition to an unstable state; hence management may infer the presence of special causes.
A process that continues to pass the tests isn't always a stable process, but the probability is
very small that a unstable or chaotic process will continue to produce output that passes the
tests.
Several different charts are used in statistical process control for conducting these tests.
Wher the -,alue of the characteristic can be measured, the F and R charts are used; when the
fraction of defective products is the characteristic being measured, the p chart is used; when
the overall number of defects i3 being measured, the c chart is used; and when the overall
number of defects per unit is measured, the u chart is use-d.
Although the Shewhart approach to variation focuses on the process instead of
conformance to specification, practitioners of process control do not ignore specific,•tions.
Engineers and designers continue to define specifications and statistical tolerances as part cf
the design effort. A production process is said to have a process capability index, cp,
defined as follows:
78. Other tests are aho available including measuring runs of samples on one side of the average, but they
.iare a common thread-namely that if he hypothesis is true, then a test failure is a very rae event.
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CP& =37

where

Z = min{(X - lower specification limit), (upper tolera.ice limit -X))
and X is the grand average.
The process capability index is a measure of the ability of a process to produce quality
products.
In addition to statistical process control charts, Pareto diagrams, cause and effect
diagrams, and PERT charts are used to evaluate how processes can be improved.
Although process measurement methods were first intyoducod for manufacturing
processes, their use. in not restricted to manufacturing. SPC has been used to evaluate and
evertualy improve enginceeing processes. It is also a means to gather accurace information
that can be fed back into the product and production design processes. It can be uzed to
support achievement of the fourfold goals of concurrnt engineering.
The CUSLTJM 9 chart provides an alternative method of recording observations and it has
the advantage of helping identify changes in the process mean output. Observations, yj can
be plotted by their cuoulative sum, >LY,, -aainsttime t. Alternatively, one can use the
t,-1

cumulative sum of the deviations from the target vwue
di=y, - C
T

where C is a constant (presumably the target v-,-lu

The CUSUM chart plots • di against
thtg

time. It allows one to easily see when a process mean begins to vary from the taget.
The CUSUM control chart was first introduced in England by Page.80 Other imrortant
early contributors are Barnard, 81 Ewan and Kemp"1 and Johnson and Leone?33 hwan84
79.J. Stuart Hunter, "hre Exponentially Weight•d Moving Average," Quality Technology, Vol. 18, No. 4
(Octobzr 1986), p. 204.
80. rage, E.S., "Continuous Inspvction Schemes," Biomehika, 41 (1954), pp. 100-115.
31. Barnard, G.A. "Control Charts and Stochastic Procc-ses," Journalof re Royal Seatinica &ciny, Series
B 21 (1959), pp. 239-271.
82. Ewan, W. D. and Kemp, K. W., "Sampizg Inspewction of Continuous Processes with no Autocctrhaticz
Between Successive Results," Biom.trika 47 (1960), pp. 363-130.
83. Johnson, N. L. and Leone, F.C., "Cumulative Sum Control Charts, Parts I, 1, & Li," Ztdnial Quairy
Control, A8 (1962), pp. 29-36.
84. Ewan, W. D., "When and How to Use CUSUM C.harts," Tec6someuics, 5 (1963), pp. 1-2.
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provide-s an excellent expository artcle on the CUSUMI, and a small text eluc~dating
CUSUMI procecdures was authored by Woodward and Goldsmith.8 5

J

fq

The process control methods discuassed ?3reviously have proven beneficial in numerous
applic~ations, but they haveý one disadvantzge: they report historical data. Hunterý4
describes a technique for ma-,italmnin control charts that 4-an be used as a predictive tool.
Th,: technique, exponentia!ly weighted nio'ving average (EUiMA), is a statistic that Jives less
and less weight to older duta. A plc~ted point on an H-WINA chart can be given a memory
that conitrols the rate at which its importance is diminished. The EWMIA plot equals the
?resent predicted value, y, plus some constant X times the present observed error of
prediction. T1hus,
P_

ILA =yt+l =y +,\e,.

ontrol limits; on the predicted valves are used ta show when the predtictions beceme
unreliaible. 'When predictions fall outs-de the control linus-,preventive action can be taken
with iprccess controls.
As more information bec~nzis ava~nble in real time in the factory, researchers and
practioners are blnigto mteasure not onily tae product paramci~ers but also the changes in
process contol parTuneters. Such applications r.-re similar to control ei*.eer`ng,.
13.3.2 Or.-Line Procoý,s Control

*

Wilt. r Shcwlinar dzyeloped the statistical quality control cheits in. ihe 1930s. In the I. .te
ITýrs. Ila--. and 3arn;ard introduced Cumulatihe Sum Chartswhich respond mnor,; quickl- tu
change in mean 1lnvei. (DuPont boasts of currently using more than 15,GCO of these ch~ .in the 1960s and 1970s, Box and Jenkins and later MacGregor amd Hunter helped to relatstatistical time series anJalysis and automatic feedbac.k- -eedorwnrd control. In t~he 1z73_s,
Box and jenkins showe-d how to take account of the cost of adjusting the process ant' the cost.
of being off-targ-it in the design of an optimal scheme. In 1973, Kartha dis3cu -,e,6 h'nw a
control systerm couldd he optimized vith respect to t:he cost of freq.ýiency sun-ý~ianc-e.
Taguchi'3 outlines four steps to achieving on-*line process control. He provides reco~i-itud.-d
formlae
or eterinig the optfimum correction interval, thi prediction of the chcm. teristic
value, a:,-d the amount of correction. Hayesll 6 1 describes four levels of process control:
reactive, pre-;entive, progressive, and dynamic. Progressive control is applies to changes in
existing processes, including product design, and it requires partnership with product and
pro-'tss engineers. Dynamic control applies to the science of process and it involves
85. Woodwrd, R. H. and Foldsmith, P. L., Cumulativ~e Sum Techniques, Oliver & Boyd, London (1964).
86.1. Stuart Hinter, "The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average,' Journal of Quality Technology, Vol.
18, Fo. 4 (October 1986), pp. 206-210.

87. Graorge Bojx, Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement, University of Wisconsin, August 1983.
M. Ctenxxe~ Taguachi, Luirodisction to aialay E~sgb~ww'ing, KRAUS International Publications, White Plains,
PNY (1Sf86), p. 33.
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scientists and advar.ed engineering departments.
B.3.3 DesIgn of Experiment

o

* ®Industrial

Experimental design was invented and developed in England by Sir Ronald Fisher and
his colleagues and students in the 1920s. In particular, Fisher pointed out how enormous
gains in the efficiency of experimentation could be achieved by changing factors, not one at a
time, but together in a factorial design. He introduced the concept of randomization, sr. that,
for example, trends due to unknown disturbing factors, would not bias results, the idea that a
valid estimate of experimental error could be obtained from the design, and blocking to
eliminate systematic differences introduced by using different lots of experimental material,
for example. He also invented and developed methods for analyzing such experiments via
the Analysis of Variance and Student's t-tcst. Fisher's ideas although originating in
agriculture were quickly adopted in medicine and biology throughout the world and for the
last 50 years have been the standard merians of experimenting there.
In the 1930s Fisher's ideas were also introduced into industry. At that time, The
and Agricultural Section of the Royal Statistical Society was inaugurated in
London and papers from industry on applications to manufacture of glass, light bulbs,
textiles, etc., were presented End discussed. This led to new statistical methods: fractional
designs were first used :by Tippett in 1933 to improve a spinning machine and variance
component analysis was developed by Daniels in 1935 to reduce variation in textdles.
During World War IHthe need for designs which could screen large numbers of factws
led to the introduction of fractional factorial designs and other orthogonal arrays respectively
by D. J. Finney (a student of Fisher) and by Plackett and Burman, two statisticians working
in Britain's Ministry of Defense. In 1947, orthogonal arrays were named and further
developed by C. R. Rao. Further notable work on these designs were performed in this
country by Kempthorne, Sieden, Addelman, Box, Hunter, and others.
These designs have been widely applied in industry and many successful industrial
examples are described in papers and books dating from the 1950s and, in particular, by a
highly respected engineer and statistician, Cuthbert Daniel. Daniel also invented a very
simple but important and effective way of analyzing the designs using normal probability
plots.
In the early 1950s, Box, who was then working for the Imperial Chemical Industries
developed new techniques called response surface methods for the improvement and
optimization of industrial processes experimentally. Initially when systems may be far from
optimum conditions, fractional factorial designs and other orthogonal arrays were used to
estimate a path of steepest ascent to increased response. Once the maximum was
approached, second degree approximations were used with new types of designs, intruduced
by Box and Hunter and others, to estimate the necessary coefficients. Further analysis was
used to study ridge systems which might allow simultaneous maximization of more than one
response (e.g., maximum yield with minimum impurity). Response surface methods are
routinely used by such companies as 3M, DuPont, General Electric, Allied Signal, and Dow
Chemical to improve and optimize their processes, and many successful industrial
applications have been described in numerous papers and books published over the last
30 years.89
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B.3.4 Robust Product Design
This section briefly describes the robust product design• methods developed by Genichi
Taguchi. Robust product desin starts with a concept that quality can be viewed as a loss to
society associated with a product. This loss can be minimized if some characteristic of the
product has an ideal target value and the loss increases as the square of the distance as the
characteristic varies from the target value. Using this concept, it no longer suffices to
produce items that are "within specification". Taguchi recommends use of statistically
designed experiments to help designers find the parameter settings that will result in a
product whose important characteristic is consistently close to the ideal target despite the
presence of manufacturing variations or the effects of age. Moreover, he recommends that
these values be selected using the least expensive materials.
The design steps involved are system design, parameter design, and tolerance design.
System design is used to find the best technology for a product. Parameter design finds the
parameter values which optimize the product loss. It reduces the effects of variability.
Tolerunce design selects the tolerances that must be used in manufacturing to assure
minimum loss after the product is manulactured and is being used by the customer. It reduces
the causes of variability in a product.
The term: parameter refers to any aspect of the product or process design that is subject
to control by the respective designer. A parameter might be the composition of the materials
used in a process, the shape and number of parts in an assembly, the temperature setting for a
particular thermostat or some other factor that can be controlled. Parameter design consists
of selecting the set of parameter values for both a product and the process used to make it so
that some particula&measure of success will '3e improved. The improvement will not always
be an optimiz-ation ii the mathematical sense.91

(,

,4-•

Parameter ovi.£ , including the use of statistical experiments, has been part of the
design process (parameter values are determined by engineers) but it has traditionally been
practiced when the goal was some improvement in a performance measure. It has only
recently been used in the United States to reduce variability. It is now used to provide
increased quality and lower cost. Although parameter design to reduce variability may be
acomplished by a variety of ad hoc methods,92 Genichi TaguchiVll uses the term Quality

89. We are indebted to Dr. George Box, Center for Quality and Productivity Improvement, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, for contributing the information in this settion.
90. The terms "robust design" and "robust engineeriW" ae used interchangeably with "robust product
design".
91. There are at least three reasons why mathematical optimization may be impractical: 1) the function
describing the effect of variation of the parameters is usually unknown; 2) best engineering judgment
might be inadequate for identifying the correct range of parameter values containing the value that
achieves the optimum result; and 3) the optimum result may lie in a region where the function is not
stable (that is small changes in a parameter could cause large variation in the ouxtput).
92. Jeffrey A. Morrow, "An Investigation of the Penetraticn cf Taguchi Chuality Engineering in Five U.S.
Corporations," June 1988, p. 58. The author notes Xerox technical staff developed techniques for
engineering design optimization called "Stress Testing/Operating Windows" or "Design for Latitude"
and these were philosophically similar to Taguchi's approach.
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oEn.pneedng to descrilbe an approach to achievin both low cost and improved qualit-y Othcrr

every case the results have been impressive.
Robust design involves the following principal steps:ý13
1. Plan an experiment.
a. Identify the main function.
b.

Identify side effects, and failure mocdes.

c.

Identify noise factors and testing ccnditions for evaluating quality loss.
Identify the quality characteristic vo be observed and the objective function to be
optimiized.

C)d.

2.

e.

Identify the controllable parameters au%-A their most likely settings. (This step
relies heavily on engineering judgment.)

f.

Design an experiment and plan an analysis procedure.

Perform the experiment.
a.

3.
*

Analyze and verify the results.
a.

Analyze the data.

b.

Determine the important parameters and their beat settings, and predict the
performance under these settings.
Conduct a verification experiment to confinin the results at the optimum settings.

c.
*

Conduct a statistically controlled experiment end collect the data.

B.3.4.1 Comments on Robust Desigiz
The issues concerning robust design arc:
1.

Do these methods offer promise during the design process?

2.

If the techniques can be used during design, are they useful in the design of "ysemsas
complex as weapon systems?

3.

Is the loss function a meaningful concept when evaluating weapon sysems?

*

/

~93. Maclhav S. Thadke,

Qudis)' Engineering(Uzng Robust Design, 0~ be pubisahed by Prentice Hall, Inc.
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Are th: tzriqaies used to conduct and inalyze expzriments independent of th- goals

of vaiiabiliw rm'&ction (that is, is the cl-jiner free ýo chcNe diiferent meuics for the
objective function)?
5. What are the known limits of paameter optimization usinT Taguchi or other
techniques?

6. What new techniques can be developed to improve on these .zchniques?
7.

Should one consider alternative approachts to experimentation rather than a single

"experiment?
During the course of the study the team became aware of differences of opinion
regarding the best approach to pazamcter optimization. One school favors use of Taguchi
methods, another group favors use of other statisfical tools. The controversy is not imited to
the United States. ' IDA cannot, at this time, make a determination regarding the superiority
of either approach. There are objections to the statistical techniques recommended by
Taguchi. The various examples from industry demonstrate that when exi•emr-mnns are
properly designed and when they yield measures on both the mean and the variance, the
insights which accrue can be used to improve designs. Good results have been reported by

companies ulsing Taguchi methods as well as classical methods.
In some industries, particularly the chemical industry, there is a tradition extending over
several decades concerning the use of statistical methods including design of experiment. In
other industries, statistical methods have only recently been rediscovered. It is possible that

there is a correlation between use of different design-of-experiment m=,-_ods and the type of
industry using a particular method.
It clear that DoD should not impose eith.-r approach on its suppliers. Contractors who
must decide which method is best for their particular situation can be evaluated on the results
of their own choice.
B.3.5 Evolutionary Operation
Process control methods seek to improve process consistency by finding and removing
special causes of variability. Robas, design improves process resistance to noise by finding
paramet ;r settings for product and process design that are less sensitive to noise.
Evolutionary operation (EVCDF. uses a process as a continual source of experimental data.
The process is disturbed in a controlled fashion during normal operations and the results are
carefully recorded and analyzed. [Box118s] The analysis shows how the process can be
adjusted for evolutionary improvement.
94. Myron Thbms reports that Japanese companies he visited on a tour of Deming Prize winning companies
did not use Taguchi methods although they were aware of them. He quotes Ikuro Kusaba, '"the basic
useage of the orthogonal array has been widely adopted since the 1950s as a type of the design-ofexperiment method. By contrast, its complicated usages represented by the pseudo-factor method, and
the concepts of SN-ratio and on-line QC are the choice of only a small number of people." Myron Trib s,
unpublished correspondence, 1988.
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Evolutionary operations raise an interesting challeuge for DoD contractors. If the
cuf'rmner has entered a contractual agreement that includes a detailed description of the
prce ction process, is the company free to vary that process slightly in order to conduct
EVOP, and thereby potentially improve the quality of the outgoing product?
B.3.6 Questions
This study raised several issues that are associated with concurrent engineering during
the discussion of methods. These issues are the result of both discussions during the various
workshops and the authors' judgment. Two concerns about concurrent engineering were
shared by many of the workshop participants: 1) Wil "concurrent engineering" become
another specialty that generates a new reporting system, new terms, new class of "experts"?
and 2) Are particular Japanese methods being forced cn U.S. manufacturers?
Some workshop participants questioned the level of detail with which some method
might be specified by DoD. DoD 200 was cited as an example of both overspecification and
technological progress. SPC was also mentioned as an area where overspecification by DoD
was a concern. Several participants said that although many companies recognize the
benefits of using SPC, their unique circumstances might lead them to select some particular
method of collecting and analyzing the data. They did not want DoD to impose a particular
technique that might not be appropriate for their situation.
In the judgment of the study team, the concerns raised by these questions are legitimate.
If concurrent engineering initiatives merely generate another specialty with its associated
layer of new reports, then the DoD will have missed an opportunity to achieve significant
improvements. Furthermore, there is evidence that DoD and military specifications are
often ob-olete. This implies a slow process for creating and maintaining such information. If
that is the situation, then overspecification will impose suboptimal methods on future defense
contracts, even if the methods specified are optimal today
The resistance to adopting Japanese methods was clearly evident in many discussions.
There were several reasons given for the resistance. The following arguments are
representative of the objections raised to adopting Japanese methods:
1. Japanese methods are dependent on unique aspects of the Japanese culture
(homogeneous society, greater loyalty, less individual competition, etc.) and will not
work with U.S. workers;

0

2.

there are better methods available that were developed in U.S. (the Japanese methods
being merely adaptations of U.S. techniques from the stacrt); and

3.

resistance to copying external behavior of another organization. The third reason umn
be argued as follows: "Sui-cessful methods are merely a manifestation of internal
vitality in a company; they did not create that vitality" Of course, many organizations
resist adopting any new concepts that were not originated locally, that is the so called
"not-invented-here syndrome".
Not all U.S. companies share the same resistance to adopting these methods. Some
companies have achieved notable success that they attribute to use of the same
methods.

U L
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Our observation of different companies leads us to conclude that although DoD may
wish to avoid imposing any of the Japanese methods, companies electing to undertake a
significont cultural renewal in order to gain competitive advantage should carefully
consider using SFC, quality engineering principles, and a well-defined systems
engineering process such as QFD. There is no compelling evidence that such methods
are the ultimate solution to system design, but they have yielded impressive results when
applied as part of a broader company effort to attain excellence.
Although the question of whether to adopt particular Japanese methods is arguable,
there is consensus that "concurrent engineering" should not become another specialty.
The problems that concurrent engineering initiatives are trying to solve are, in large
measure, the result of a proliferation of functional specialties within government anw
industry. These specialists tend to form communities that are called "stove pipes'.
Communication tends to be confined to the different communities and they extend from
the DoD through the contractor and subcontractor. Horizontal communication is less
effective when the influence of "stove pipes" is strong. Because horizontal
communication is essentiai for concurrent engineering, any initiative that tends to
create a new "concurrent engineering" specialty will be a fundamental contradiction of
its goals.
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Concurrent engineering as dofined in this report is an idea just now evolving in terms of
its theory Lnd practice. As concurrent engineering methods and technologies allow people to
perform new forms of an,.lris and synthesis, engineering functions are being redefined and
design theories and methods are being revised. in order to aid in the understanding of and
programmatic planning for the evolution of concurrent engineering, a conceptual framework
has been created. This framework provides a strUcture so that researchers, developers,
sponsors, and practitioners can discuss the issues, barriers, and opportunities of concurrent
engineering. It provides a relational structure for answering many of the "how" and "why"
questions of ccncurrent engineering.
,Theconceptual framework could be detailed for the evolution of cultural,
organizational, management, or technic.d issues. The detailed version presented here is
aimed at technical issues. The reader must realize, however, that the success of methods and
technology depends on the effectiveness of the related management and cultural changes.
ALso, it. is very important that the reader understand that many useful concurrent
engineering methols and technologies exist now. There is every reason to proceed now ,o

effect concurrentengineering in the DoD and its industrialbase. There is no reasonto await
the evolzuion offurther me:hods andtechnologies.
Given that this section details the framework in terms of methods and technology, it
could 'eal either with current methods and techno!ogy, evolving methods and technolog, or
0

0

0

both. Since the section is aimed at people planning technical research and development
efforts, the framework has been detailed only in the area of evolving methods and technology.

The framework structure, rhown in Figure C.1, relates resources to objectives, and vice
versa. The design objectives (Component 1) are related to the critical functions (Component
2) of concurrent engineering necessary to achieving those objectives. To achieve these
functions, they, in turn, require specific capabilities (Component 3). Finally, these
capabilities are constructed from technical bu:1-ding blocks (Component 4). This framework
incorporates such causal relationshi~s. That is, if one moves from left to right across the
framework, the question "how" is answered. If one moves from right to left, the question
"why" is answered. For example, how do we achieve the design objectives? The answer is:
by providing the critical functionality.
Figure C.2 applies this framewoek structure to the field of concurrent engineering. The
design objectives are simply to acquire the product which has the highest quality, at the lowest
cost, within the shortest time. The cost here includes both design and production cost as well
as all other costs during the product life cycle. Quality, as defined earlier in the report,
incorporates elements of both product performance and reiablity The time relates to both
the time to availability for a new weapons system and the time for delivery in response to
demand for current systems. While these are the objectives of any design process, the
concurrent engineer;ing process offcrs unique opportunities to achieve designs that are:
* responsive to the field operator's needs,

o

* provide explicit and objective trade-offs between conflicting objectives, and
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DoD

Design
Critical
ObjectivesFunctions

Objectives

Required
Capabilities

Technical
Building
Bo k

Blocks

COMPONENTS
Figure C.1. Framework Structure
* provide for continuous improvement.
These opportunities are provided by three critical functional improvements in the
concurrent engineering design process. These critical functions are presented in Component
2 (Figure C.2) and relate explicitly to the timing, process, and philosophy of design
accomplished through concurrent engineering. Within concurrent engineering, the timing
provides an early and continuous dialogue between customer and vendor functions. The
process provides a simultaneous participation of all functions and the concurrent product and
process optimization. The philosophy is one of continuous improvement against current and
projected product and process baselines.
In order to effect these functions of concurrent engineering, organizations and their
customers must achieve certain capabilities within all functional areas from design through
manufacture to use, service/maintenance and disposition). Nine of the capabilities are listed
in Component 3.
Finally, these ,pecial capabilitics are based on technical building blocks. These include
data structures and data processing, concepts and systems, frameworks and architecturcs,
tools and models, manufacturing systems, and design processes. The technical building
blocks are presented in Component 4. They exist at varying levels of maturity, ranging from
concepts in research laboratories to working hardware and software systems and
manufacturing companies. This framework provides a system within which leaders from
government, industry, and academia can focus their efforts on investments in order to provide
additional knowledge required in the various technical areas, and hardware and software
systems built upon this knowledge. By moving from right to left across the entire framework

!hey can also justify investments in research, development and hardware and software in

terms of their provision of new capabilities and functions necessary for the effective pursuit of
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DoD objectives.
C.I Co=Tonent 1 -DoD

Desn Objecives

The overall objectives of th, DoD acquisition process are the subject of considerabie
dicljssion in other parts of this report. A short summary of the key objectives follows:

"• High quality as reflected in
-

High product performance levels

-

High utility and reliability in a variety of operaticnal environments

"*Low cost
-

Of product manufacturing (purchase pric-z)

-

Of product use

-

Of product maintenance/service

-

Of product disposal

Short time
-

For development of new product designs and manufacturing processes

-

For delivery of current products

It follows from the definition earlier in the report that concurrent engineering is •. system
for the achievement of (or, at least, the engineering approximation of) the b.st possible
combination of these objectives. It provides the opportunity for leaders to assess trade-offs
and decide among them based on timely, accurate, and objective analyses. To do so,
concurrent engineering requires f-mctions related to processes, timing, and philosophy of
design.
C.2 Component 2- Critical Functions for Concurret Engineering
To achieve the Component 1 objectives, it is necessary to function in new ways with
regard to the timing, process, and philosophy of engineering. With regard to the timing,
there must be an early understanding of the needs of all customers and the requirements of all
phases of the life cycle. The process must change to ensure an effective and timely
contribution of tý responsible participants in the design/manufacture/use cycle, and the
objetctive identification and evaluation of trade-offs. The philosophy of the entire enterprise
must be one of continuous and aggressive improvement. This, in turn, leads to a change in
corporate focus from one of reaction to problems, to one of problem prevention.
These three functional changes, timing, process, and philosophy, are critical elements
which characterize concurrent engineering. They are the differences between concurrent
engi-.ering and "good engineering practice", as it is executed in the U.S. today. All three
elements are essential, and of equal priority.
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C.2.1 TzI!ng--Eariy, Complete, and Continuinw Undersftanding otf e Castmer
ReIulrements and Priorities
To provide effective dcs:gns, the team must first understand the customer's real
requirements and priorities. When resolving and placing priorities on requirements, the
c•,stomer and developer must define and evaluate trade-offs. For example, what are the
operational env'ironments and performance levels which are an absolute necessity for this
system? With regard to priorties, given the choice, would the customer prefer 100 aircraft
that perform at Mach 3, or 150 that perform at Mach 2.7? Or, is the availability of a weapons
system in one year more important than improving its performance 10% and providing it in
18 months?
There are an interminable number of such questions relating to the trade offs between
product performance/reiabiity, cost, and timing/schedule. In the i 'eal scenario, there
would be an open and active dialogue between customer and vendor. ThIas dialogue would,
over time, transform a fairly vngne set of iequirements into the best speci'ic set of
time/cost/performance values available at the time.
To achieve the necessary understanding between the customer and the vendor, the
customer must include both those who are "bywers" and those who are "users", including
those responsible for the insta.Uation, operation, and maintenance of the systems. The
vendor must include those responsible for the design, manufacture, and service/repair of the
syst-ms. Through the involvament of all these, the team can identify the various required and
desired characteristics that will form the basis of the trade-offs of the design process.
In the ideal environment, the needs of the c-astomer ('orexample, performance levels of
the pr•duct) would be translated into increasingly more specific characteristics and feat-aes
of tihe product. These, in turn, would be related directly to the process operations and
capabilities which affect those Tecific product features. In this way, the "voice of the
customer" would remain consistent and Ib heard by aUl thcse defining the product and
',recess, and at all stages of the design process. To accomplish this, there must be both feedinrward and feed-back of information among various fua.ctional org-mizations (for example,
the product-design laboratory, the manufacturing-enomneering group, and the productionplanning section, etc.) anid feed-forward between the various time. phases of the design
process.
Similarly, there must exist a process whereby the castomer and vendor can verify that the
product, process, and ,upport processes meet the reqrirements. Like the transmission and
translation of theso- requixements ist described, this must first occur at a "macro" level, with
some subjective evaluations or objective evaitaticns which incorporate a significant degree of
citimation and uncertainty. As the pro-duct and processes become further defined, then the
level of certainty and exactness of this verification will increase.
C.2.2 Process-Tra•slation of Requiremenis
Requirements mast be translated concurrently and in an integrated fashion into optimal
product deinnitions, manufacturing processes, and support procrsses. Here the key elements
of improved functionality relate to the concurrenLy aad integratioa of the creation of ptoduct
and process definition, and the concurrent conside-ration of all phases of the product life
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cycle. Thb design process must allow, encourage and, in fact, ensure that
* all requirements of the life cycle are considered and evaluated,
* the cross-impact of various functional decisions are understood and evaluated (with
appropriate trade-off analysis),
* critical risks of various design options are identified and addressed early in the process,
and
* those responsible for the various functional areas within the development and
manufacturing enterprise participate with appropriate levels of responsibility and
authority.
To achieve these objectives, concurrent engineering suggests four specific functions.
First, there must be an integrated and continuing participation of multifunction teams in
the design of product, process, and support. As the product designers define geometries and
tolerances, others must simultane-usly define the manufacturing process to achieve them
(and the costs and adequacies of tL.ese processes). Still others must evaluate the subsystem
accessibility and ease of service. In a fully operational system for concurrent product and
process design, the information system should have automatic access to the current
capabilities and capacitic~s of the corporate manufacturing facilities. This would allow an
intelligent system to project the, impact of specific product tolerances and volumes on the
manufacturing system, and the adequacy of that system to provide the requisite accuracies
and volumes. Based on this knowledge, the designers of product and process can project
costs at various levels of product/process performance, allowing informed decisions
regarding the trade-offs of cost, quality, performance, and timing.
Second, this process of integrating multiple engineering, manufacturing, and
management f(inctions must provide for efficient iteration and closure of product and process
designs. Each iteration should again involve each of the relevant functional areas for review
of the impact of the changes made. This may be done manually through a "marked up blueline" process, digitally through a process of automatic '`flag raising" which notifies affected
functions, or even with automated analysis which projects the impact of design changes on
the adequacy and/or projected performance and cost of the various life-cycle elements
(product capability, manufacturing process, service, reliability, etc.).
Third, the system must identify conflicting requirements and support their resolution
through an objective choice of options based upon a quantitative or qualitative comparison of
trade-offs, as appropriate. The analysis and modeling described above often lead to the
identification of conflicting impact of desiga alternatives. Obviously, any one change can
increase product performance, but also increase manufacturing cost and time to production,
and simultaneously decrease reliability. It is critical that any concurrent engineering process
explicitly identify, record, and analyze such conflicts and the resultant trade-offs.
Finally, the concurrent engineering process must incorporate an optimization of the
product and process design. [Note: The optimization here should not be interpreted as any
theoretical optimum of any individual design objective, such as system performance (for
example, aircraft speed), but a very best possible combination of the most desirable
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objectives as defined by the customer.] This optimization can be based on either (or both)
empirical or analytical (theoretical) knowledge. Empirical knowledge can be derived from
experts in the field who call upon their experience to project the impaet of desipn
alternatives. Also, empirical knowledge can be systematically 'ez-rived from data collected

and statistically analyzed from current products and processes which are in some ways
similar or identical to those being considered for a current or proposed system.
Alternatively, theoretical knowledge and scientific/engineering analysis can be applied to the
evaluation of alternatives. While many examples of such models exist, such as finite element

structural models or manufacturing process models, the concurrent engineering objectives
will be met only when their application is assured and achieved with speed and ease.

O

C.2.3 Philosophy -Continuous Review and Improvement of Product, Process, and Support
The improved timing and process of design do not alone achieve the promise of
concurrent engineering. IThe philosophy of the design process must be changed from a one-

*

time effort to achieve an acceptable level of the cost, quality, and time trade-offs, to one of
sustained, continuous improvement. Most designs are created through a sequence of phases
which occur over a targeted period of time, and involve a series of transfers from "concept

people" to "detailers". Thus, when the sequence is finished, the design effort is finished, and
the value of the design is determined. Changes after that time are considered undesirable
engineering changes. While change as a reaction to unforeseen problems and trade-offs is
indeed undesirable, and usually costly, the philosophy of sustained, continuous improvement

*

can lead to many changes in the early design stages. These chaages each lead to some net
improvement in the overall collection of trade-offs.
There are four specific functionalities which contribute to this continuous improvement.
First, it is necessary to have open and continuous communication. This communication
exists both between customer and vendor as well as within the customer's and vendor's

*

organizations.
Second, a complete (necessary and sufficient) and unambiguous statement of the users'
requirements must develop, including the priorities of various requirements to be applied in
the case of trade-off analysis. This can be attempted in the initial statement of requirements,
but that is extremely difficult to finalize so early in the design process. These requirements

*

and specifications would better evolve as greater knowledge-and certainty emerge through the
concurrent engineering process. In fact, the very nature and objectives of concurrent
engineering encourage the continual evolution of requirements and priorities based on
improved knowledge.

*

Third, a complete and unambiguous description cf the product and related processes
must be provided to allow concurrent engineering to take place. The meaning of "complete"
and "unambiguous" will be determined by the stage of design. A description that could be
considered "complete" during conceptual design may be incomplete and ambiguous during
detailed design. One of the challenges of concurrent engineering is to begin performing
design tasks earlier in the process when certain details of a design are more flexible than they
would be in a purely sequential process.
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Finally, there need to exist a baseline product and process evaluation. This can be either
a single product or process which is considered the best available (or "best-of-breed"), or
some theoretical combination of systems which is deemed achievable within the projected
envelope of techr logies.
C.3 Component

IL-Rqulred Capabilities

Component 2 function implementations require capabilities listed at Component 3.

SThese capabilities are present in most engineering processes, but concurrent engineering
places a unique set of requirements on them.
C.3.1 Data Definition and Capture, Design Synthesis, Trade-off, and Validation
Early, complete, and continuous understanding of customer requirements and priorities
requires ready access to knowledge and data and interconnections between sources of
knowledge and data not currently available. This understanding has two principal elements:
* the capture of historical data, and
* the capture of data on new designs, tools, methods, and materials.
To reach the required understanding of customer requirements and priorities through this
data capture requires capturing the detail data on comparable products and processes, as
well as their field support experience. Typically, knowledge of this data resides in the heads
of a very few highly skilled, experienced people. Taus, "capture" means not only the
acquisition of detailed data but intelligence (artificiai or aatural) that would allow ready
access and review of this data by both highly skilled as well as less skilled people. The cost of
achieving this without imposing some structure on the data and associated intelligence would
be prohibitive. Thus methods of structuring or compressing data are supportive research
issues.
Of course, in order for the data to be captured, it must exist or be discoverable. A
significant requJrew capability, therefore, is the set of mechanisms which generates the
historical data necessary to concurrent engineering. An example would be mechanisms for
generating feature-by-feature reliability and maintenance data on weapons systems in ways
that are not used for manipulation for non-engineering purposes (for example, budgetary
purposes).
Similar statements are appropriate for the definition of data on and synthesis of new
designs, tools, methods, and materials. But it can be argued that the prime purpose of
intelligence (again, perhaps artificial) in the capture of new designs is to allow the integrated
translation of the new requirements into all aspects of the design in a concurrent manner.
The real goal is to ellow visibility into the trade-off¶ and to examine the constraints in a
larger context which includes product and process issues, manufacturing as well as field
support iss"es. This improved visibility further supports a continuous review process which
includes everything from design validation to more efficient management of the entire
weapons system procurement cycle.
The availability of such tools woild offer a more flexible procurement system, with
shorter conczpt-to-deployment time, with greater visibility into the process for the designer,
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manager, and procuring agcncy as well as providing all the supporting data to the various
concerned parties.
C.3.2 lafonnatlon Management, Dle-mlaution, and Delivery
Tihe management, dissemination, and delivery of product, process, and support
information become P somewhat more cornplex problem in a concurrent engineering world
than in current practice. Managing engineeming data is difficult in the presence of integrated
and continuing participation of multifunction irams in the design of product and processes.
The requirement for fletibility to evolve the engiaeering, manufacturing, and support
processes places an added burden on data management. T1his burden is increas -d by two
factors: widely distributed teams and the size and complexity of weapons systems. Another
function placing requirements on the product, process, and support data management
capability is that of open and continuous communication between custemer and vendo'. Ail
of this indicates a need for evolvable, tailorable, interoperable, secure, distributed, high
performance enterprise information management systems. A discussion of the building
blocks for such systems is in the section on Component 4 under the heading Information

Frai,,eworks.

*

*

O

In particular, within the management of engineering and production information there
must be intelligent oversight for impact assessment of changes and proactive availability of
designs. In the ideal design process, every change should be evaluated for impact on all
functions and the cost of the entire life cycle. In practice this is difficult to assure. Within
concurrent engineering, change evaluation is enablrd and encouraged by the continued
multifunctional t-.am approach. Even then, systems must be introduced which assure that
evaluation. There are two steps to that assurance. First, there must be an intelligent
oversight to assess the impact of changes. This assessment can be based on models of
product performance, manufacturirg process (including schedules) and cost. Examples of
such models are provided in the Tools andModels discussion (Component 4).
Second, to assre attention to changes and assessment of their impact by the relevant
functional responsi'biiities, there should be a proactive availability of these designs to various
functions. For example, if one individual makes a design change in the product, another
person, who has designed the process, should not only have ac.ess to that change, but also be
formally notified that a change has been made that affects tooling (or other process elements)
in some way. Further, the latter individual should be required by the sys:em to formally assess
the impact on tooLing design and tooling cost, and either change the design accordingly or
provide suggestions for product design alternatives which minimize the impact on the various
design objectives.
The capabilities described in the previous paragraph are examples of policy
enforcement. Automated poliry enforcement, tailored to the policies of each organization,
can be implemented within the engineering information system. Ways of appropriately
expressing organization-specific policies for such areas as change and configuration control,
version management, methodology enforcement, timely notification, as well as others, so that
g:neric mechanisms can enforce them, are now appropriate issues for advanced
d&wvelopment.
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C.3.3 RpI•d rPrpresentative Prototypkg
VVhii: modeling the product and process provides valuable knowledge of their
performance and adequacy, at some point there must be a "first unit production" which
creates the fir•t physical version of the product. In many manufacturing enterprises, this first
unit of production (prototyping) has several drawbacks. First, its production is usually slow

and e xen•i•e, often requiring special tooling (both hardware and software) and perhaps
interruptions of the current product's production system. Second, because parts are
fabricated in tool rooms and job shops or on current production lines, the accuracy of

prototype parts may be much better or mucb worse than those ultimately achieved when the

product is produced in volume on machines and tools created specifically for this product.
As a resul, the prototype is often not representative of the quality which will eventually be
achieved in production.

Theze difficulties often lead to delays and added expense in the iterative design process
and invalk' ,•ecisions based on prototype testing. One way to combat such problerms is to
achieve linkages between design systems and manufacturing sys:ems which rapidly create
representative prototypes. Sone of the necessary capabilities include:
* feature-based design representations incorporating features which have manufncturing
meaning;
* ea:y (perhaps automated), quick transformation of design descriptions into hard and soft
tooling or software;
Sexble machinery and fixhui,3 which allow an inexpensive and rapid changeover from
current production to prototype production; and
o task level programming of manufacturing devices, including numerical control machine

tools, robots, and inspection systems.

4.

These capabilities, taken as a whole, with the integration of the appropriate intelligence,
data structures, and communication systems, could provide a system which automatically
transforms feature-based designs into tasklevel manufacturing programs and rapidly delivers
them to the manufacturing floor for production of tooling, fixtures, and representative
prototypes.

C.3.4 Proem Robustness
Robusiness can be thought of as the insensitivity of the product quality to product and
process variability introduced either intentionally by design changes in product or process, or
unintentionally through noise, such as drift in process or external factors the manufacturer
cannot reasonabiy control. Prcdtxct changes may include the production of a variety of
models over one line or the continual improvement of product design.
Noise may include. such factors as temperature, humidity, or variability of human
performance levels. In any case, it is desirable to rinimize the variability of the units
produced by making the proco.:s insensitive to changes.
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buildin bloc.WrecesLary to create the capablit

6-scribed in Component 3. TLz= ir-clud foundation concepts and underlyin technical
lmowledr of the dwsi3n system's hardware, software, proc=ecs, and manaememnt. They are
gouped into five areas: data, informatian frameworks, tools and models, manufacturing
systems, and design pro esses. Mcst of the technical areas listed in Compcncnt 4 both

support and are required by nmitiple capabilities in Component 3. The technical building
blocks of Component 4 are sho-wu in pure C.3.
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COMPONENT 4
TECM141CALB~UILDING
BLOCISS
DATA
Operational and support processes and environments data
Design

process

data

Manu.,acturing process data
Information architecture (model)
RiFORMATION FRAMEWORKS
Eniterprise information management system (including information architecture)
Information distribution system
Requirements, specification, design, anld descriptien languages
Requirements and specifications metrics
Simulation framerwork (including analysi; of results)
TOOLS AND MODELS
Product, process, performance, and support models
*

Assembly models
Solid models

*

Cost models
Tools for analysis of simulations
Design rules that integrait parformznce and all the "ilities'
Problem identificatici Lad solutica teckliqu.ýs
High performance ocmr uters
MANUFACTURING SY1STVMS
Integration of design xystemui and n-antit.4turing cells
Production process tisclunolcgies
DESIGN PROCESW.S
Design team dynawicz
.Zgrre C.3. Cor :eptual Framework Component 4
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Conironent 4 contifns many baildir.g blocks that have yet to
be organized by priority and
by horizon (near, .mid, aid long term). The next phase of the study will include such an
organizaton.
C.4.1 Dar
The Data A-rea de-scribes the apecific kinds cf data required to create and evolve the
Comuponent 3 capabilities. This area can be viewed in several dimensions including: lifecycle phase (concept, design, manufacturing operation and support, disposal), requirement
attributes (performance, cost, time/!chzdWule factors), time (existing, new), and product
(F16, SS21, LXLM, etc.). For example, to evolve the Component 3 capability to capture data
on comparable products, processor, and support for use in concurrently designing a new
"fighter feature, one wcuild need, amcng other things, maintenance cost and time data on
cimilar features in extisting, similar products.
One way to organize the effort to start capturing this data i,. usable form (as well as the
efforts to develop thQ policies, procedures, and technology relbted to the capture and
maintenance of the data) is to develop first an architecture for the information conveyed by
the data. Withcut an information architecture (sometimes referred to as an information
model) c~ommonly accepted by all the services and support industry, a designer will not have
suffcient confidence in the data to use it in making design trado-offs. The information
architecture (or information modelf) has the effect of defining a common mapping between
the synLax and sem,.ntics (i.e., the form and meaning) of the information. in this way, the
many people developing the information and the person using the information have a
common dcscriptioa of the meaning of the information. Since face-to-iace interaction
between the information developers and the information user is unlikely, there must be such a
preordained common information architecture (model).

"This architecture must be more than a dictionary in that it must employ an organization
that allows for ag3regation of information into (perhaps overlapping) classes and must allow
for (perhaps classed) relations among classes and pieces of information. Otherwise, the
process of arriving at a consensus will be extremely inefficient and will probably fail. A nonaggregated orflat drchitecture is almost impossible for people to understand.
It must be understood that such an architecture is not a data model. A data model is
concerned with the organization of the data within the computer system in order to support
efficient query and update of the stored information.
This architecture must be evolvable to allow for the addition of new classes and
modification of existing ones. In this way, the architecture can be developed and used in
parts rather than requiring completion prior to use. The same characteristic that allows the
architecture to be evolvable also allows it to be exten&'bl-. and tailorable. Fxtendibility and
ta'lorability are necessary because the information architecture will be adapted in companyspecific ways. For example, a particedar organization's integration of design and
manufacturing information may be basea on a group-technology approach (as in the case of
John Dere, Appendix A). This will drive part of the information architecture for that
company but not necessarily for other companies or for DoD.
The process of arriving at consensus on this architecture will be difficult. The barriers
are social and political rather than technical. In order to integrate the engineering effort, the

I
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parts of the architecture for different specialties (for example, electronics and structures)
must proceed from a common vision of the architecture and must be represented in a
common format. In parallel with the architecture development, the policies and procedures
for capturing data must be developed, reviewed, and established. Once parts of the
architecture have been set and relevant policies and procedures are in place, the data to fill
in those parts can be gathered.
C.4.2 Information Frnmeworks
The second area of building blocks is that of information frameworks. An information
framework (hereafter, simply framework) is a structure for establishing, storing, executing,
and evolving information-based policies and tools. Within a framework, there are usually
capabilities to organize, access, and evolve the data used by the policies and tools. Using a
conventional or standardized framework that has been designed for evolution and tailoring
allows for easier interaction among tools, among engineers, among teams, and among
organizations.
Such a framework is itself not a physical system but rather a set of standards and

specifications. This allows a marketplace for systems to develop such that the systeniz all
shaxe the attributes set in the standards aad specifications. At the same time, the physical
systems may be tailored to specific applications or organizational needs, may be relatively
larger or smaller, and have all the other characteristics of being available in an open market.
Furthermore a framework-based approach allows for competitive tools to be developed for
specialized aspects of the engineering and production problems. Also, since the framework
is extensible and evol'iable, completely new classes of tools and information can be
accommodated into systems built to the framework specifications. An analogy is the
common household electric drill. First, a drill is built to a -,pecification that is consistent with
conventions and standards for drill bits. T.iere are tremendous economies gained from the
fact that a special drill for each bit size aoes not need to be bought. Also, there are
economies realized from the fact that bits from owe supplier fit other suppliers' drills.
Another part of the analogy is that cm" mromises exist in ihe generality of the specifications:
there are 3/8-inch drills and 112-inch .ýlls ech supportixg its own set of available bit sizes.
One should expect and allow such compromizes with automation frameworks as well. Still
another part of the atwlogy is that the user of a drl can be faced with a cost-effectiveness
decision on whether to use an integrated tool such as a sanding disk or whether to buy a
special-purposc, non-integrated tool such as an electric sander. For some classes of
automated tools, this phenomenon should also be expected but it can be mitigated by
allowing tools to be attached to the framework via a well-defined interface. This also allows
an evolution path from the current situation where DoD suppliers buy non-integrated tools
aad pay for their ad hoc integration or are forced to buy a vertically integrated package from
a single vendor and become captive to that vendor
*No company would buy a drill requiring non-standard bits without a very serious costeffectiveness evaluation. Yet it is remarkable that contractors' standard practice is to buy
non-integrated, standard-purpose, automated CAD, CAE, and CAM tools with no'-

standard, proprietary interfaces and furthermore, that they have not effectively banded
together to force the creation of frameworks for the support of the required standard
interfaces.
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Each major DoD weapons systems is designed and built by large numbers of

oranizations. It is clear that concurrent cmn•ineering plac..s a relatively large burden on the
systems which manage enterprise information and the automated tools that use that
information. W."hout conventional or standardized frameworks for this purpose, DoD will
repeatedly incur the costs of integration of its suppliers' data, outect, and knowledge bases.
This expense will include the costs of evolution of info-,mation systems not designed for
evolvability, for repeated solution of the problems of integrating design and manufacturing
information systems, and for repeated transformation of data and knowledge bases to the
formats required by the information systems of second-source vendors.
The general notion of information frameworks is corzne:ted to the ideas expressed in the
previous remarks about data. The information managed by a framework for the engineering
and production enterprise includes the data described in the previous section. Therefore, the
infori fLeon architecture descnibed above can and should be used as au organizing factor in
the enterprise information framework. This allows the common understanding about the
syntax and semantics of the information that is required among the developers of the
information (for example, the maintenance organizations) and the users of the iuformaadon
(for example, the design engineers' to be embodied in and facilitated by the enterprise
information system. This syste~a can facilitate the required common understanding because it
rc.aLizes the standards and specifications of toe framework includi ag the common information
architecture or model. Further details on frameworks can be found in the appendix on
methods and technologies.
The idea of enterprise information frameworks is not new and there. are efforts which
claim to be addressing the technical problems arising in the discussion above. 'This itself
raises a significant DoD issue. The technology working groups that met at the workshops
leading to this report very stiongly recommended that DoD assist in th., creation of standard
frameworks for computer aided engineering, manufacturing, and logistics. There are,
however, several efforts, usually differentiated by engineering domain of the sponsors, all
addressing this problem and yet not proceeding from any sort of common vision that we can
discover. These include systems driven by the needs of airframe specialists, electronics
specialists, logisticians, and -oftware engineers.
It is very important that DoD integrate the vision of these efforts. DoD, its supplier
industries, and the CAD/CAE/CAM/CALS hardware and software vendors must make sure
that the common vision be based on ideas chosen for their technical merit and their
achievability rather than on the basis of the political capabilities of their DoD advocates. It
will take a commitment and involvement of high-level DoD and industrial management to
ensure this. Otherwise, DoD and its suppliers could waste a great deal of money (hundreds
of millions of dollars) addressing the frameworks issue in the wrong way

*

The CALS

initiative office intends to address this problem.
C.4.2.1 Information Framework Baliding Blocks
Within the area of frameworks and in addition to the considerations discussed
previously, there are several, more detailed technical efforts that should be undertaken. The
order of discussion of these does not imply a priority mapping of them; such a mapping is yet
to be done.
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Cue of the framework areas needing further research and development has to do with
languages that capture requirements, specifics*i: ns, designs, and product descriptions.
These languages are likely to be application domain specific (for example, specific to
electronics or, perhaps, analog electronics). They are also likely to be intended use specific
(for example, specific to product description). An example language with great promise is

the VIISIC (Very 14igh Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware Description Language (VHDL).
This can ba. use!d to describe the function, behavior, and structure of electronic circuits and
pot.-ntially can be linked to physical descriptions, for example in the language EDIF
(Electronic Design Interchange Format). If this idea could be applied to the mechanical and
other engineering domains, many benefits would ensue. For example, a separation between
technology-d.zpendent and technology-independent design characteristics could be made.
Also, the intent of the top-level designer might be easier to capture in the flow down to the
detail designer. These, in turn, woau.d make technologically upgraded reprocurements easier
and less risky.
Another exampie language would be one which captures an unambiguous, complete
product description that can be passed among product and process designers and then on to
production facilities and the customer for archiving. Such a language might incorporate
other, domain-specific languages like VHDL. It appears that PDES is intended to be such a
language. ?DES is discussed in Appendix B.
The connection between languages and concurrent engineering relates to several of the

Component 3 capabilities. Requirements and specification languages have the potential for
decreasing the cort and increasing the effectiveness of complex trade-off analysis by
encouraging less ambiguous requirements and specifications. Further, they hold the promise
for increasing the automation of the mundane part of the design effort. By making the design
cycle dramatically more efficient, the added complexity of bringing the many downstream
considerations to bear on the design bccomes much easier. Also, if partiaily automated
synthesis is achieved, then it becomes tar easier to enforce design rules that relate to
production, maintenance, reliability, etc. An example of automated synthesis from a
language description is happening in the integrated circuit domain where so-called silicon
compilers are being developed to translale behavioral descriptions in VHDL into tapes that
directly drive the fabrication process. Having a language description of a design and a
language description of a specificaticn adds to the possibility of increasing the accuracy and
decreasing the cost and time of design validation. Finally, the existence of such languages
changes the way that interelated design and downstream information gets delivered to the
DoD and maintained for future use.
Within the crntext of requirements and specification languages, the technology working
groups in this study raised the issue of the adequacy of existing metrics for requirements and
specifications related to downstream processes. It was felt that adequate metrics for product
performance exist but that adequate metrics for reliability and maintainability do not. In this
case, "adequacy" refers to usefulness in making design trade-offs. Thus, it has been asserted
that measures such as mean time between failures and mean time to repair are not sufficient
for doing detailed design trade-offs. The same sort of saittments could be made about
producibility metrics.
pi iiformation is the information
Another part of a framework for managing
distribution sy stem. These are the mechanisms th at provide notification of engineering,
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production, or design changes to the appropriate -.e-ople, includhig other designers. The
information distributcin system is the building block that provides the capability described at
Component. 3 under "Information management, dissemination, and delivery"' as "proactive
availability of ... designs." The iakormation distribution system can be viewed as the set of
mechanisms that enforce the pzilicies set by organizations. Enterprise informaition
frameworks should have the generid capability of exzcuting the policies set by organizations.
A policy here is simply a set of actions that must occnir in ca-se some event occurs, for
example notification of appropriate engineers in case a design change occurs. Ia order for
this to happen, development work and perhaps standards development need to be pursued on
how to represent policies in aa automated framework and how to implement generic
mechanisms that will execute whatever policies an organization sets. The importance to
concurrent engineering is that tlie complexity and integration of DoD systems demands, at
the same time, both large numbers of en.Tineers and a great deal of coopezation among them.
Concurrent engineering increa~ses the burden on this iategration of effort over a distributed
enterprise information framework.
A special-purpose frariework for simulations has been suggested as very important to
the concurrent engineering process. To make the synthesis and comparison of designs more
efficient and at the same time expand the scope of the target optimization function to include
more downstream processes, companies building complex products increasingly depend on
simulation. The same argument applied to generic enterprise information management
systems and the requirement for framtworks applies to simulation systems as well. There
would be large increases in the efficiency of geveradn- "---w sizL;'.1atiornm L nitsim~ation
frameworks were in place. If these framenworks (not the systenis themnselves 1bai zathzr the
specifications and, services provided by the srystems) were 8tareardized, then the government
could easily receive the results of 3imuiations and, morc importantly, the simiila;ýion models
of the products as deliverablas. Ini this way, the &,overnment could comparc cmpcting
designs, make. underlying assumptions visible, and use the simulation models in planning and
reprocurements. Without a simulation fEramework in which the simulations res~ide, the
government must pzy for the development of whole new simulatior-s s~ed proC=L- urique
support hardware and software for each simulatk,,n built. Also, because -many f.aztors
affectig the simulation are buried in the unnecessarily unique code of each simulation, thle
DoD cannot reliably compare simulation results. The need for standards related to
simulation models was expressed, for example, within AT&T wrhere it was found that the
existence of several ways of building simulations was causing an naabiiity to get the
simulations to work together. An example of a simulation framework is the Strateg;ic
Defense Initiative Architecture Dataflow Modeling Technique Simulation Frainework.9
A common problem with simulations is that their results are so voluminous thnt people
cannot adequately analyze them. Concurrent engineering will make this problem worse
because it causes; an increased use of simiulations and the simulations themselves cover a
broader spectrum of information. Thus, anty framework for simulations must Pl1ow for the
95. Linn, J.I., et al. Sawewp Defmw !,pidetd Ardtisi~eum Dmawfow Mcodi~ng Toddmque, Vern~on 1.5, IDA P~apwr-2=3,
Institute for Decfzu. Analyze* (Alezv~dria, Va.), April 1988.
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tools foi' the analysis of simulation results.
C.4. `1

an.4 Models
3

k,,o•,

idesiýns evolve, it is important that tho designers have tools and model. which apply
rules of thumb for such things as manufac-airability, evaluation of the design's

"Zo'.ifless" as it relates to functional objectives, estimation of product and process
performance and cost, and projection of the impact of changes from one alternative to
another. To do so, a broad array of empirical, simulation, and analytical models must be

C
`

provided J' a computing environment with sufficiently high performance and ease oi use to
allow aftordability and usability to the manufacturing enterprise.
C.4.3.1 F-oces Models
To .•sses the impact of various product and process changes or alternatives, it is
desirable to pzovide models of various manufacturing processes, such as metal cutting,
forming, injection molding, casting, soldering, etc. Ideally, these models should provide the
user the opportunity to alter easily the product geometry or process parnineters interactively
and through vazious engineering, geometric, statistical and scientific analysts, provide an
accurate proje-::(.n of process performance. This performance should be measured in terms
which directly rel~te process performance (such as speeds, temperatures, and accuracies) to
product measurement (such as tolerances, material integrity, strength, and surface finish).
These together can provide an assessment of product cost, performance and reliability
without ever having produced a product. Further, if these r odels are based on actual
measurements of real production systems for this product or s-ilar products, they will allow
accurate assessments of impact of product and process changes in the company's actual
production facilities.
C.4.3.2 Assembly and Cost Models

A number of systems exist for the evaluation of the "goodness" of assembly designs.
These provide some level of cost prediction and a guidanrA tool which directs the designer

towards design options that are more easily assembled based on heuristic rules of thumb
regarding design for assembly. Others have developed cost models based on specific
geometric models of position and path which must be executed by a human or robot in order
to accomplish the desired assembly. Both modeling concei:'s have great value and promise
for improving the design for assembly. In the concept of concurrent engineering, it is
importanf that these models be linked together with models of the fabrication process so that
cost is not simply driven from assembly operations into the fabrication operations of
component parts. This integration of model and projections should be accompiished through
the generation of cost models.
C.4.3.3 Manufactmuing System Models
Most of the process, assembly, and product models assess the capability of the product
and orocess to perform at a certain level with a certain reliability. It is also important to
asscis the capacity of the manufacturing system, that is, its ability to produce a certain
number of prodrzts at a certain level of capital equipment and human (production manning)
investment. These "flow models" of manufacturing systems may either take the form of
analytic or simulation models. Analytic models have been derived for simple systems of
multiple machines, fixtures, personnel, tooling, and material handling systems. However, as
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manufacturi-a systemis become mrz~~ compiet-., it often necessary to e'iter empicq
h,:t:.-i. ics derivoed Lront aualdytic modaels or to create simulation modt~s which allow a ru
com~pitxity in their constr-action.
Integration cf capacity and capability models in nmunufacturizag becomes more importwnt
.is designers extend the capability of manufacturing systems to provide an extrtmely =mall,
extremely ac--urate, or extzemely high strengtý . roducts, thereby challenging the esipabiiitir-s
of manifacturing, syst.em. A trande-off begins to emerge wheiein the designer is forced to
choose betweeni process ;'ield and product performance. This is especially true in th~e
electron~ics industry, where increased levels of integration provide higher peiformance of
Adectronics systems yet drive production yields lower. As yields dimhninih, theyforce a L-Iu.ge
of the camabiiiy (yielId) models of processes to the capacity modells of produaiion Llow. This
is not only be-cause of lost production volumes due to lcwer yield, but also due to; tLhe eedto
recycle cAomponents through previous operations in order to repair or rework. This requires a
wvhole new approach to modeling the manufacturing systems which incorporates reliability
aind statistical yicid analysis with capacity and aow analysis.
C.4.3.4 Design of Experiments and Mter St~ds~tled lMethods
As industry continues to search for improvements in quality and productivity through the
implementation of programus much "~concurrent engineering, the discipline of staztistis will
play an increasingly important rose as, for example, signals for potential improvements
become smaller relative to the noise in the syatcns. Accordiln y, research in applications
ranging from graphical display of dzte, thrcuah dessip. olf cxperments, ýo the application of
time-series analysi in complex, feed-forward and iced-back systems will be needed.
Additional statistical tools that support procescs improvement and robust design include
modern statistical graphics, expioratory data analysis, and tzme-t~crie3 analysis. Estrablisiiin~r
processes that are robust to external di..uurbazuces nnd simultaneously res-pon.%ive to control
requires multivariate considerations of :-rrc-r nimnsmission and parameter sensitivities.
Research in applications should include qiuantification acd ve.-Acation of expert prior
knowled~ge to enhance managerial decision mnking, statistical studizs in non-linear
ettimation, flnitf. element analyses, and stochastic disturbance in dynamic sys-tems.
L-vestigatioas of technical topics such as optimal estýimation of dispersion effezts, variation
transmittal, detecting dispersion effects in unre-plcatc-d factoriais, siaip~iinVig
transformations, and technoclogy-domain-specific models will also continue to be important
research area%. As sign al-tc-noise analysis and orthogonal array techniques become more
widely used, extensions, refinements, aiud increased efficiencies should be explored.
In addition to research, the DoD and its contrrai~trs should take advantage of existing.
statistical tools. These includes statistically desi~gned expaeriments: split-plot desgnsM,
sequentially applied designs, designs subject *o constraint, designs conzt~ructed from
incomplete block.-, response surfAce desigms, bits and pieces of mixed-level fractionvils,
designs to fit and validate models, and designs robust to time-dependent correlations and
n-on-hemogeneolus error structures.P6 These experimental strategies are widely used in the
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agricultural, medical, and chemical industries. Use of these methods can contribute to the
improvements that are sought through concurrent engineering.
C.4.4 Maa.ir:cturing Systems
Betides the understanding and modeling of manufacturing processes and systems
describ-,d in the "Ibols and Models section above, there are important systematic building
blocks and understanding which relate to manufacturing systems which must be provided to
achieve some ef the required capabilities of Component 3. In particular, the rapid
prototyping and process robustness capabilities described in Component 3 will require
integration of the design systems in manufacturing cells and systematic techniques for
acquiring and anzlyzing empirical data which statistically describe the capabilities and
capacities oi the manufacturing systems. (In addition, these specific capabilities of
Component 3 also require many of the building blocks described in earlier sections relating to
data, frameworks and tools and modeling.)
C.4.4.1 Flek6bie Mimnufaxctring Cells
To provide a reponsive envirenmz:nt which lowers th-- time-to-market of new products
and tirme-zo-delivery of current products as well as providing rapid ,'nd representative
prototypes, there must be a heightened level of flexibility on the manufacturing floor. Efforts
have been uwder way for some time to achieve higher levels of flexible automation, especially
in the areas of material remova!, assembly, and inspection. To link these computer
controlled devices more effectively to the design systems and more quickly and accurately
derive the requisite control prograins, it is necessary farst to automatically transform design
descriptions into manufacturing prTocesses and control programs. Ultimately, there should be
a "nrext generation con¶trolier" capabie cf receiving only product descriptions ".d
automatically interpreti.ng that description and turning it into the machine motions and
control points necessary to achieve the desired product geometry, tolerances, and material
specifications.
C.4.4.2 Production Process Technologies
The aggressive pursuit of advanced technological products requires that there exist
manufacturing technologies able to produce such products. New technological developments
are necessary in such areas as composites processing, semiconductor manufacturing, and
ceramic materials processing. While it is not the focus of this report, these critical
production process technologies affect the ability to perform concurrent engineering to the
extent that their lack of development overly constrains the design process.

C.4.5 Design Process
All of the four categories of technical building blocks described above are groups of
tools, knowledge, and environments which provide some element of, or support to, ihe
engineering process. While all are essential to achieving the promise of concurrent
engineering, it is aL-!o desirable that we deeelop an improved understanding of the design
96. This discassica of statistical methods was provided by Prof. G. Rex Bryce, Proftser of Statistics, Brigham Young
Univeruity.
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process itself. There are aspects of the design process, as typically practiced today, which
inhibit the attainment of the goals of concurrent engineering. These relate to the process of
design synthesis by the individual and group, and the psychological and sociological
phenomena which play out in the execution of a team design process.

6:

For example, it has been observed that design teams have an unrealisticly high priority
on the early selection of one alternative design concept, rather than allowing a sZate of
uncertainty to exist for a longer peri-d of time, a state which is necessary if a full evaluation
of alternatives is to be completed. Although the evaluation of alternatives might better have
continued longer, many design teams will grasp an alternative, develop analyses which
support the chosen concept, and defend it unreasonably. There are a number of
psychological, sociological, managerial, and acquisition process elements which support this
overly high priority on early selection of design concept, and the dogged defense of the
concept even when it might be improved. Further study of these phenomena and motivations
is desirable so that they can be improved or overcome through the development of various
design tools, procedures and policies. T'his uncerstanding would also allow teaching of better
concepts for design synthesis, especially within the team-based design process.
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D. CONCUR!MENT LNGIR4=F1NG AND THE ACQUTIETfON PROCE SS
D.1 Introduction
Concurrent engineering seeks to incrma.• quality, reduce cost, and dcrease
development time. It seeks increased efficiency and effectivefuess through conqiauous process
improvement, the elimination of non-value-added work, and practical otdpmizatioa vi the
system consbting of the product and its manufacturing and support processes. In the past,
Lie DoD at.empted to achieve these objectives in a pit-cemeal manner. These indivdual
effoits spawned "stovepipe" organizations with their attendant regulations, specitications,
and standazds. These efforts were frequently successful in their target areas, but were unable
to achieve simultaneously the three objectives of increased quality, reduced co;t, and
decreased development time.
Concurrent engineering seeks to achieve these objectives simultaneously by trly
integrating diverse specialities into a unified development process. This approach Las
important implications for the DoD acquisition process. The following discussion addresses
the implications identified during this study. It is structured around generalizations of
reported practices in today's DoD acquisition process and offers potential alternatives.
D.2 Specifications
Fundamen.ally, a specification is :a series of requirement statements which are
quantifiable and verifiable. Collectively, specifications can be viewed as a tree, with a T)Te
A specification being the trunk, Type B the branches, and Type C the leaves. ThIe
development processes begin with a "Type A" systems specification that states the technical
and mission requirements for a rystem, allocates requirements to functional (performance)
areas, documents design constraints,

and defines the interfaces between functional

(performance) areas.
Several "design-to" or "Type B" specifications are normally developed from the Type A
specification through a series of systems engineering trade studes. The Type B specifications
state t-e performance requirements for the design or engineering development of each
configurationditem. The specifications are sufficiently detailed to describe effectively the
expected performance characteristics of the item.

V,•

*

()

As development nears completion, "Type C" (Part 2) or "build-to" specifications, are
developed. In addition, while each program has its unique set of A, B, and C specifications
that define its mission needs and constraints, these program documents also incorporate
many government standards and specifications which define items, approaches, procedures,
or testing to be used in the development and production process. These government
standards are used so that new programs may b-nefit from lessons learned, cormncnality is
promoted, and logistics costs are minimized. There are more than 40,000 military
specifications and standards whose average age is 11 years (technology currency). Their
combined effect is to impose premature and not well understood constraints on contractor
activities.
In some cases, military standards and specifications consist of detailed test and
inspection procedures, or manufacturing processes which contractors must follow exactly for
their product to be accepted by DoD's auditors. The test, inspection, or manufacturing
processes on which the specifications were based, however, are frequently obsolete even
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before the coutract is approved. Such "how-to" s-ecifications tend to place conformance to
canned processes ahead of all other requirements, including those of the users. Many such
specifications arc imposed on a blanket basis without any true understanding of their cfect on
the engineering effort. A contractor's ccmpliance with the letter of these specifications
becomes the DoD's primary measure of contractor performance. As a resait, contractors
view such compliance as the lowest risk approach to engineering management. Since
pro3ram managers usually reject alternatives or enhanced processes in favor of the specified
tasks, cor.aactors have little incentive to improve b,:zr'ý the specified process. Similarly,
potentiai bidders who propose alternatives run the rink
sIt
,, .g found "non-responsive."

La
nmany

cases, program-specific and generic.: .i'.zations are enforced as ceilings to be

reacted (hopefully) at program maturity rather than as floors from which improvement can
beEin, This motivates the contractor to work his trade-off processes downward from the
ceiling rather than upward from the floor. The contractor is discouraged from %pproaching
the specified ceiling because such effort decreases the prospect of showing "substantial
inprovements" later in the program. Such "sub:tantial improvements" in later phases may
lead to additional contract funding.
Although the original intent of many of these specifications was to provide a common
baseline for accelerating the development of improved methods and processes, rigid
adherence and strict enforcement has had the opposite effect. The standards now serve as a
common denominator of mediocrity. Government specialists whose role is to monitor
contractor progress become enforcers of the specifications. Problems are often "solved" by
adding more enforcers and aiditors.

S:

Contractors need the latitude to improve the manufacturing processes and procedures if

DoD is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the acquintion process. One method of

institutionalizing this objective is to emphasize the program-specific (Types A and B)
specifications over general standards. General "how-to" standards should be referenced as
baseline guides rather than as absolute requirements. fi this way, they can be & source of
lessons lea-ned and a reference for contractor processes. The contractor should be required
to describe any proposed process and to provide supporting documentation demonstrating its
effectiveness. The contractor should ex-plain how the contract will be managed, including the
critical control points.
The program office should be allowed to impose a process only if its superiority over the
contractor's process, in terms of cost or quality, can be demonstrated. This requires that
both the contractcrs' and government's engineering personnel understand their processes and
process management. Neither can be a passive observer. The program-specific
specifications should be in a form such that "blanks" are provided for both the proposed
quantitative performance characteristics and the superior processes. Appendices to these
specifications should provide guidance and lestons learned for the tailoring process. The
form of the specifications needs to be studied prior to the initiation of each program phase so
that the appropriate trade-off studies can be accomplished in a timely manner to quantify the
requirements.
This is not to suggest that simply deletdng all the "bow-to" specifications will produce the
desired results. Some other means to manage risk and measure contractor performance are
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necessary. Approaches to such risk management and preformance measurement are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
D.3 Frngmentatlon in the Specfleadion
The "iliiies" evolvo-d in response to actual or perceived needs that once were not being
addressed. As each "ility" matured, a separate terminology evolved, and accepted
mathematical analysis procedures became institutionalized. The need for proficiency in these
procedures and terminology led to specialIzation. This, in turn, caused "stovepipe"
functional activity by the contractors as well as the government.
'lTpically, an "ility" is institutionalized through a military standard and contractually
implemented through assigned tasking in the statement of work (SOW) portion of the
contract. It has an associated budget and requires delivery of a product, usually a report.
The standards on which the SOW ts.king is based describe generalized management
procedures (as opposed to engineering functions) that are similar from "ility" to "ility" and
often duplicative (e.g., four deliveries of Failure Effects Mode Criticality Analysis). The
SOW tasking generates activity that is indirectly related to the derivation of essential product
characteristics.

o0quantifiable

An alternative approach is to define the product characteristics that the "ility" seeks to
influence and include them in the specification. The general rule is, if a characteristic is
important, then it should be in the specification. To be in the specification, it must be
(stated in performance terms), and verifiable. This approach would ensure the
appropriate top-down requirements process through the specification tree.
Consider, for example, if producibility and unit production cost are treated as part of the
specification:
* Recognize cost (unit production cost) as a technical characteristic in the specification.
Rationale: A better weapon system which is unaffordable does not support the objective
of achieving "Best Valu.-" for the user and the tax payer. Cost is a legitimate
technical constraint on design, driving both technology selection, and
projucibility and supportability considerations.
Producibility and
si ortability considerations become effective rvxquircments when they are
quaantifiable and are administered in a top-down, requirements driven process.
Consequently, these requirements must be developed within the context of
cost Constraints.
R equire capable manufacturing processes in the specification (a process capability
index).

.3

Rationale: Traditional military specifications and standards on manufacturing processes
and workmanship have an objective, to define minimum standards for these
]prcesses. They are "how-to" documents. As such, they do not -ncourage
innovation aud improvement. Process capability indices (such as Cp and/or
cý ) are an alternative to the traditional military specifications and standards.
Such indices provide the same assurance of stable manufacturing processes
with an agreed-to variability and/or a variability reduction effort. They give
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the contractor the latitude to improve the processes. In addition, the
capaoilit., indices address the relationship of the specification to the variability
of th e prozess. Process capabi-lity in&cea are both prodiucibility and quali-ty
requirements.
Most but not all of the "ilitiets" characteristks may be treated in a similar manner.
Quafitadve characteristics that can not be expressed ir quantifiable terms require extensive
initeraction with users, are major areas of unce.t-anty to a program, and in many cases have
led to ineffic.z!ncies in the acquisition-process.
DA4 Fotms on an Integrated D~evelopment Prwess
The contractor and DoD must i each mutual agreement on the general nature of
development processes if scme of the guidance and constraints within the traditional i-ilitary
sta'ndarcis are to I'e sub~ect to tailoring and streamlining, This agileement should focus on a
structurcd development process eimphasiz-in; time-pha&"d sequence of tasks, mutual
understanding, mnd discipline. Prercquisitus to such an age ement are as follows:
* Deriving Yealistic, systerns roquirerients from the uzers' intended appi~cations.
* Understanding operational use and environments.
* Understanding m~anufacturing processes and materials.
* Understanding failure processý.s and th.-ir rclationship to mannfuacturing and service
inauced flaws eud defect's, material usage, aiid cnvirot1nmental scrsidvity.
* Understanding snp!ort processes.
* Establishing producZ and process design cri~:ria based upon application.
* Desigrniny use and manuftcturing process capability (desigiing to the quality level that
can be controlled in manufacturing aad maintenance).
* Characterizing the design through materiz!l and proces characterization, analysis, and
testing.
* Optimizing the system of proluct and processes :n a systematic, phased, and practical
manner.
The structured development process would include the following activities:
* Qualify product together with the manufacturing processes by Milestone MI.
* Control the manufrnctuiri-g anai depot/field maintenance processes to the level addressed
in product and process dcsign.
* Monitor actual use and adjust life management based upon deviation from initially
projecte-d use and environments.
* Monitor and improve the manufacturing and depotifi-eld maintenance processes.
The above list constitutes a generic description of an integrated process that is
respoisive to the cbjtctives of the concurrent engineering. Thesc activities are practiced in
some areas of the DoD acquisition process.
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D.5 S•ec:,cation Requirements (Section 3) and the Verification of the Requirements

(-S-ctIo n 4)

j

There are two principal sections to a development specification: Section 3,
"Requirements." and Section 4, "Verilication/ ualification Requirements." Each line item
in the requirements section must have a corresponding line item in the verification section. A
requirement is net effective if it cannot be verified. There is no discipline if the verification
actions are not timely.
The Section 4 verification tine items should describe tasks, schedules, and success
criteria. The tasks should be representative of items found in D.4, in the list of the nine
prerequisites. However, Section 4 requirements should not be summarily imposed on the
contractor. [hey should be mutually determined during the contract negotiation process and
would become the tailored "process" for satisfying the requirement (see Section D.4).
The proposed approach provides a tailored work package for all of the essential product
characteristics in each of the specifications which were negotiated between the program
management office and tie contractor. These packages would provide the basis for
developing program cost and schedules as well as performance-based progress criteria. They
would be documented in an appendix to the specification as a Systems Engineering Master
Schedule. The agendas of all technical reviews should be developed around the
performance-based progress criteria identified in the verification sections of the
specifications, as should contract progress paymnt s.
The mutuaUy-defined, time-phased verification actions contained in the Systems
Engineering Master Schedule provide the means for risk management of contractor progress.
They are comparable or superior to those currently provia..d by the system of military
specifications and standard.;-.
D.6 Relationship of the SOW to the Speelflcation and the Integrated DeIlver-Ples
The SOW should define the work effort reqt.-:rd to implement the program successfully.
In effect, the SOW should implement the necessary tasks identified in Section 4 of the
specification. Current SOWs call out work packages in a manner that is decoupled from the
speAification requirements. This practice accentuates the separation among mainline
engineering, specialty engineering, manufacturing, and field support. Concurrent
engineering is frustrated when independent "stovepipe" activities are encouraged through the

SOW.
The SOW is also used to define the Contract Data R-.quirements List (CDRL) items. In
effect, these items represent written reports of functional activities. The contractor must
prepare and deliver CDRL items. They are independent of the integrated product described
in the specifications.
Three types of contract data are used in the technical management of programs: (1)
perishable data provide information needed to accomplish the task but will not be needed in
the future, e.g., status reports; (2) historical data reflect program details required to manage
the program, but will not be needed after development is complete, e.g., test reports; and (3)
permanent data permit the support organization or a user to accomplish their mission and
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will be needed ika the future, e.g., engineering drawings and technical orders. Where
possibblc, CDRL items should be limited to "permanent and/or historical data." Contractual
arrangements should be made to allow government access to the working data, in the
contractor format, for perishable and historical data.
D.7 Requests for Proposal and Source Selection
Prime contractors, who will be responsible for the overall product development phase,
are typically selected in a competitive proces3 called source selection. The information
evaluated during the source selection is provided by one or more offerors in response to an
Request for Proposal (RFP). The RFP includes model specifications, statements of work
SOWs (Section C), instructions to the offerors (ITO) (Section L), evaluation factors for
award (Section M), and other sections as appropriate.
In the traditional RFP/Source Selection Process, the offerors' responses to the RFP
emphasize the non-contractual technical proposal, cost, and schedule. This occurs because
the offerors perceive that to win the contract, they should respond to the government with the
government-developed model specifications and SOW language. The non-contractual
technical proposal contains the rationale for the superiority of an individual offeror's
proposal. If contracts are awarded on the strength of the technical proposal, then offerors
have no incentive to propose innovative solutions to the users' needs or implement improved
processes beyond those described by the government.
An alternative approach is to build the RFP around performance-based specifications.
Also, each offeror would bid detailed development specifications and a specification tree as
described in the ITO. Each offeror would bid quantitative Section 3 characteristics, Section
4 verification task3 and schedules, as well as overall development costs and schedules.
Detailed specifications may be left partially complete during early program phases, provided
there is contractual agreement on when and how they will be completed. The evaluators of
the offerors' responses would then have evidence of: (1) the offerors' understanding of the
user's needs; (2) the specific character of the offeror's propoGsed solution; and (3) t.h1e quality
of the contractually binding development and verification processes, tasks, and schedules.
During the source selection process, an offeror and the system program office must
mutually define a bilateral agreement. The bilateral agreement would consist o. the
understanding of the systems (including processes) essential characteristics (Section 3 of the
specification), the methods for verification and validation, demonstration milestones, and
risk reduction activities to support the decision points (Section 4 of the specifications). The
bilateral agreement would be integral to th.-specifications and will be contractual. Achieving
the development objectives depends on the two parties comLg to a mutual agreement (not
dictated agreement) on the job to be done. The source selection must focus on the
specification. The technical proposal would remain non-contractual.
The government should minimize the task-oriented engineering portions of the SOW.
The SOW need only state that the offeror shall accomplish all work necessary to satisfy the
specifications (requirements and verifications) and the schedules for the reason cited in D.6.
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Management

Th'e verification tasks of the development specifications with supporting task schedules
and success criteria should be the basis for performance-based progress criteria and risk
management. This would provide the necessary management tools to put discipline in the
systems engineering management process by establishing accountability and ensuring
management involvement.
D.9 Development of Integrated Requirements for a New Product Development Activity
Sections D.2 through D.7 describe a set of integrated requirements. The quantification
of the reqiirements (to assure that they are realistic, internally consistent and timely)
depends upon the quality of the systems engineering process. This involves functional
analysis, identification of trades and options, allocations, etc. Sections D.2 through D.7
show that concurrent engineering demands a systems engineering process broadened beyond
functional engineering and requiring increased depth. The systems engineering process will
have to be a team activity invoiving engineering, manufacturing, product support, and
customer (the user, the maintainer, the trainer, and the program management office).
Achieving the required level of teamwork is a demanding process which requires competent
people with specific experience and understanding of the product line (aircraft, missiles,
ships, tanks, etc), user, technology base, acquisition process, etc.
D.10 Integrated Acquisition Strategy
The full expanse of the contractual requirements, items, and conditions conveys to the
contractor a set of priorities and an operating environment for a specific acquisition process.
The primary objective of a proposed contractual process must be to create an atmosphere
that encourages contractor Lnovation to achieve the "best value" (combat capability) of the
DoD product to satisfy the users' needs within time and monetary constraints. Traditionally,
the DoD has used Business Strategy Panels to review the proposed acquisition strategy.
These reviews have tended to focus on contracting, legal, and fiscal issues. The sufficiency of
the technical process and the timing of the reviews to make sure that the program will be
ready to proceed to the next phase have nct been major foci.
Business Strategy Panels should be restructured as Acquisition Strategy Panels. By
focusing on all facets of the proposed strategy, technical as well as business considerations,
they should ensure that the system being developed is designed to meet fully the users' needs.
Acquisition strategies should ensure that the technical approach is a correct one and that it is
reinforced by the business approach. The technical requirements, evaluation criteria,
contract provisions, and all other elements that support the objectives of concurrent design
must be integrated into the best strategy possible. Acquisition Strategy Panels should be
multi-disciplined and should be structured to provide the advice of the best talent available in
an open-minded environment.
D.11 Functionally Integrated Development Teams
The existing acquisition process encourages fractionated efforts by all parties involved.
Concurrent engineering, however, requires the integration of the "ility" functions into the
activities of the design, manufacturing and product support processes. The steps cited
previously, (D.2 - D.9) establish an integrated set of requirements for each product
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configuration item. The program management offices should establish a set of projectoriented multifunctional teams. Each configuration item/specification should be the
responsibility of a specific team. These teams should include representatives of all
applicable disciplines (for example, engineering, manufacturing, and acquisition logistics).
Historically, contractors' organizations have mirror-imaged their DoD client. The DoD
can use the contractors' this tendency to enoouraging industry adoption of this multifunctional team concept with team ownership of each configuration item specification.
D.12 Motivation
Performance-based progress monitoring provides a positive incentive for getting
employces and raanagement involved in establishing and meeting requirements. It should be
uwed to motivate employees to urrface problems and issues early as well as encourage them to
develop innovative approaches to meeting the performance-oriented requirements of
specifications. Incentive pay and promotions should be linked to performance-based
progress.
D.13 Closure
The previously cited steps are intended as examples of how the concept could work
within the DoD acquisition process. As such, there are many other facets that must be
addressed. This report conciudes that the proposed concepts can work, are practical, and
that the DoD must assume a leader7iip role to make it happen. The advocates for the
proce-i should be the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (USD(A)) and the
Acquisition Executives of each of the Military Services. They must champion the essential
technical processes if the objectives of the concurrent engineering initiatives are to be met.
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2. CCNCU.LRNT EGINEEPJNG AND ACQUFIWON POLICY

E.1 CýZ,_cdve
The principal goal of the DoD acquisition process is to satity t&.e users' req-irements by
efficiently and effectively developing and acquiring weapons Zystems. The President's Blue
Ribbon Commission on Defense Management notes that weapons systems take too long to
develop, cost too much to produce, and often do not perform as promised or expected. A
refocusing of the acquisition process is needed to emphasize achieving the "best value"
(combat capability) in DoD produzts. This means satisfyiDg ,,ser-' rceds within time ard
monetary constraints. Concurrent development and qualification perius multidisciplined,
timely tradoffs to be made in pursuit of the optimum balance of capability, cost, and
schedule. Conc=rent engineering with its focus on practical optimization of the product and
its related proczsses, instead of just the technical performance of the product could b- a high
payoff initiative in DoD's Total QuaLity Management and Could Cost strategies.
E.2 Apnicadon
To accelerate the application of concurrent engineering concepts, the DoD is committed,
under the Total Quality Management (TQM) initiative, to a strategy for continuous process
improvement. All processes, such as management, engineerinS, manufacturing, and
of
support, must be included under TQM. Concurrent engineering is one weaa.
implementing this strategy, specifically in the area of designing products (weapons systems)
and the processes to produce and support them. It should apply equally to DoD and its
contractors. By establishing an Interim Acquisition Policy, the DoD can take the lead in
encouraging industry to apply concurrent engineering concepts. The elements in the
following sub-sections are viewed as keys to the near-term implementation.
E.2.1 Interim Acquisition Policy
The focus of the Interim Acquisition Policy should be on the integration of DoD arid its
industrial base to improve quality, reduce cost, and decrease development time. It should
address the following objectives:
1.

The revitalization of the systems engineering process, extending systems engineering to
include all aspects of quality, not just technical performance.

2.

The integration of requests for proposals, elimination of segmented requirements from
each specialty organization.

3.

The integration of design reviews, structured according to specification trees instead of
functional areas.

4.

The application of performance specifications, rather than the myriad of detailed
"how-to" procedural and process military specifications and standards. "Streamlining'
should be revitalized.

5.

The elhmintion of no-value-added effort. Staiement-of-work tasks which dictate
procedures and processes and specify deliverables should receive special attention.
The "Could Cost" approach should be applied.
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ThP- development of new DoD procedures mid processes to enable DoD to satisfy its
managemneu respcnsibilities.

E.2.2 Nemr Term. Fuc.2ca and Training
Ioiicy implemenftation wil require education and training. As a minimum, the Services
t.ould train a mulddisciplined cadre at each product divirion. All acquisition personnel
shculd receive awareness training.
E.2.3 Longer Range Policy Revision
This process should begin with the revision of DoD 4245.7-M, "The Transition from
Development to Produc'ion." This single locument addresses the technical development
prccess from start to finish, from design through manufacturing and support. Many things
havz changed since the current document was developed. Mien, on a priority basis, the

critical specifications and standards that address top level piocedures and processes should
be revised.
E.2.4 Manufacturing Technology Program
Manufacturing Technology Program should include concurrent engineering process
improvements.
E.2.5 Focused DoD Technolegy Program
)cD should initiate a coordinated program that addresses the development of enabling
technologies.

E.2.6 PU(,t Progrmms

Services should initiate programs for the pturpose of exploring ch.gsit-, the acquisition
process that will obtain the benefits of concurrent engineering.
E.2.7 Chain ofCommaud

The chain of command from the USD(A) to the program managers is the critical path
for making changes in the acquisition process. Education of the individuals in this path is a
neccssity if consistency and effectiveness are to be achieved. Affecting acquisition programs

is clearly the objective. Actions taken by this chain of command are the most effective way to
influence industry and consequently the most effective way to obtain the desired results.
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G.1 Wczr!•-cp 1, 11-12 May 19S3
Wednesday, 11 May 1983
Robert McCormack, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Production Support
Welcoming Rem2vks
Don Clausing, MIT
"The Quality Model"
Willie Hobbs Moore, Ford
"Why Ford applied the Taguchi method"
Jack Katzen, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Production and Logistics)
Luncheon Keynote Speaker
Mike Kutcher, IBM
"Concurreut Engineering at IBM"
Jim Pratt, ITT
"Characterization of a Company Practicing Concurrcnt Engineering"
Thursday, 12 May 1938

Don Clausing, MIT
"Improved Iotal Development Process"
Bill Haney, Texas Instruments
"Concurrent Design at Texas Instruments"
James Kowalick, Aerojet Ordnance
"Re•zults of Applying Concurrent Desi,n at Aerojet Ordnance"

Kidar Chadah and Don Duboise, Northrop
"Concurrent Design at Northrcp"
Patrick Kelly and Tim Van Bibber, McDonnell Douglas
"Concurrent Design at McDonnell Drougas"
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G.2 Wodmhop 2, 2S-26 May 19'3
Workshop 2 consisted of reveral panel d0,scussions. The panels were formed as follows;
Enabling Technologes
John Hann-MCC
Rod JulkowsId
Honeywell
Bill Henry
Boeing
Sarosh Talukdar
CMU
Gene Seefeldt
Deere
Alan Fulton
AT&T

Chair

Luncheon Address Robert Duncan, Director, Defense Research and Ea-ineering
Weapons System Appllcatgon
John Halpin
USAF
Dave Altwegg
USN
John Sheridan
Boeing
Robert Schell
Aerojet Ordnance
Don Snyder
McDonnell Douglas
Jim Pratt
ITT
Gordon Keefe AS!

Chair

Government Technoloes lrifia&es
Hal Bertrand
IDA
Chair
Phil Parfrsh
DARPA
Howard Bloom
NBS
Tony Woo
NSF
Charles Church
Army
Nate Tupper
USAF
Will Willoughby presented his views of concurrent engineering and the recent
improvements in the acquisition process within the Navy.
G.3
Trwo smaller working panels met during June to identify acquisition issues and
technology challenges related to concurrent engineering. No papers were presented at
the June sessions.
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"Ths report has3 ien reviewed by a tearn within M-A, an expert enernal review panel,
and 60 to 80 workshop attendees, and cther interested parties. These p-ticipants are
tiiled in Appendix F. 'The cowm bxiioa of participants and reviewei:- has beeu
substantial, but inclusion of their names should not be construed as an endorsement of
this report.
H.1 IDA Reviewers
Cathy Linn, Joe Lian, David LeVan, Bill Akin, 'I'trry Mayfield, Jack K.-amer, Bill
Cralley, Lane Scheiber, Dick Schwartz, Gary Comfort, Dave Randall, and Gen. William
Y. Smith.
H.2 Ex-ernal Reviewers
The external review panel was chai'ed by Ruth Davis. Other membe.s of the
external review panel were Rex Bryce, Jacques Gansler, Mike Kutcher, Bob Lunde-ard,
Jim Pratt, Bob Schell, Don Snyder, Myron Tribus, Jim White, and YuiuaWu.
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DEFINITIONS
IDA publishes

the

following

documents

to

report

the

results

at its

work.

Repons

"Reports are the most

authoritative and most carefully considered products IDApublishes.
They normally embody results of maior projects which (a) have a direct bearing on decisions
affecting major programs. or fil address issues of significant concern to the Executive
Branch. the Congress and or the public. or (c) address issues that have significant economic
implications. IDAReports :e reviewed by outside panels oI esperls to ensure iheir nigh
quality and relevance to the problems studied. and they are released by the Presidentof IDA.

Papers
Papers normally address relatively restricted technical or policy issues. They communicate
the results of special analyses. interim reports or phases of a task, ad hoc or quick reaction
work. Papers are reviewed to ensure that they meet standards similar to those expected of
refereed papers in professional journals.

Documents
IDA Documents are used for the convenience of the sponsors or the analysts to record
substantive work dons in quick reaction studies and major interactive technical support
activities: to make available preliminary and tentative results a( analyses or of working
group and panel activities: to forward intormation that is essentially unanalyzed and unevaluated: or to make a record of conferences. me-tings. or briefings. or of data developed in
the course o1 an investigation. Review ot Documents is suited to their content and intended
use.
The results of IDAwork are also conveyed bybriefings and informal memoranda to sponso~s
and others designated by the sponsors, when appropriate.
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PREFACE
Ta-K Order T-B1-C0C, under contract MDA903 •4 C C031, directs the Institute for
Defense Analyses to identify critical information and factors associated with the use of
concurre:ut engineering in weapons system development as well as DoD and industry efforts
that are potentially applicable zo this effort. This report responds to a subtask that calls for a
report based on th.e findings of a study of concurrent engineering including site visits to
companies practicing It and is intended to be part of a larger effort. It contains a straw man
approac;, to acniviu, concurrent engineering in weapons system development (Appendices
D and D•.

"This renort has been preýpared by an IDA study team (the authors of this document)
based on a preliminary study of concurrent engineering. The practice of concurrent
engineering in the United States is an emerging discipline and validated models describing the
functions and information requirements have not yet been developed. This report represents
an initial attempt to define a conceptual framework for concurrent engineering. to describe
the methods and technicues being used by those practicing it, and to list reported benefits of
those attempts. It is anticipated that more complete models describing the functions and
information exchanges of concurrent engineering will be developed in subsequent studies.
In preparing this report, the study team gathered information from individual industrial,
acadenic, and corporate experts and from experienced corporations. The study team
organized the information and made judgments about the validity and applicability of data
and expert opinion. This report is based on those judgments.
The report was reviewed by internal and external panels whose members are listed in
Appendix H. Workshop participants are listed in Appendix F. The contribution of
participants and reviewers has been substantial, but inclusion of their names should not be
construed as an endorsement of this report.
The authors acknowledge the contributions of many who helped to produce this report:
the companies who provided success stories, the speakers at the workshops, and the
workshop attendees who helped to shape the ideas presented in this report. This report
would not be possible without their assistance and the support of their parent companies.
The study team especially acknowledges the contributions of Gary Ammerman, Charlie
Bernstein, George Box, Don Clausing, Travis Engen, Alan Fulton, Larry Griffin, Istvan
Gorog, George Gregurec, John Halpin, Bill Haney, Leo Hanifin, Bill Henry, Stuart Hunter,
Ed Istvan, Mike Kutcher, Chuck Laurenson, Vern Menker, James Nevins, Mike Patt,:rson,
Madhav Phadke, Jim Pratt, Homer Sarasohn, Bob Schell, Gene Seefeldt, John Sheridan,
Russell Shorey, Don Snyder, and Michael Watts.
The authors also express their thanks for the help they received from Helen Singleton,
Diane Eason, and Chloie Boelte, as well as the editing assistance from Ellen Pennell and
Katydean Price.
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